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INTRODUCTION
In order to include the important consideration of structural
failure due to the presence of flaws end crack-like defects in
aerospace hardware; it is necessary to have a computer program
capable of performing crack growth analysis that is easy to use
and generally applicable. The need for a computer program (as
opposed to simple hand calculations) arises from the complexity of
growth descriptions required for crack growth analysis of real
materials in complex structure under a variety of loading and
environmental conditions. The MSFC crack growth computer program
developed by Del West was designed to meet this need.
The MSFC crack growth computer program calculates crack growth
for part through cracks, through the thickness cracks and cracks
which are transitioning from part through cracks to through the
thickness cracks. The computer program has been written to be
flexible in its operation and to be easily adapted and changed
as fracture mechanics technology changes and/or the design usage
of the program changes.
The computer program is essentially an integration routine which
calculates crack growth from an initial defect size and terminates
i	 calculation when the crack is sufficiently large for a critical
condition (instability or rapid growth) to be reached. The
k
initial defect size may be designated by the user or established
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by the computer program on the basis of proof test logic. In
addition, if a design life is not met for a particular structure,
the program has the capability of varying the thickness of the
structure or initial defect size so as to establish the geometry
J	 which will meet the design requirements.
During the period when a crack is a part through crack, crack
growth in the depth and surface directions may be different due
to variations in stress intensity factors and/or directional
dependence of material properties. The MSFC computer program
considers both of these effects and hence incorporates realistic
crack shape changes. During the period when a crack is transi-
tionir.g from a part through crack to a through the thickness
crack, the crack lengths on the backside and the frontside are
different. The MSFC computer program tracks the growth of these
two dimensions separately; evaluating the stress intensity factors
at each surface until these dimensions are the same and the crack
has completed its transition to a through the thickness crack.
The computer program allows two different methods of load input.
For each step in the loading block, the user specifies either:
(1) Maximum Stress, Minimum Stress, Number of Cycles or (2)
Maximum Stress, Stress Ratio, Number of Cycles. It should be
noted that if crack growth mechanisms other than fatigue are
3
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being considered (e.g., static stress corrosion) the appropriate
rate variable can be used instead of cycles (e.g., time at load)
in conjunction with appropriate material constants as described
below to perform a wide range of phenomenological studies.
w
The use of a limit load (a load which may be higher than any load
in the actual spectrum) to determine the end of design life is a
common practice. The MSFC computer program has therefore been
written to consider a separate limit load (apart from those in
the spectrum) and to determine when it causes failure. However,
after failure due to limit load occurs, the crack growth calcula-
tion continues. The limit load.failure information is included
in the output.
The crack growth rate material properties may presently be input
into the program in any of four formats: (1) Paris equation with
upper and lower outoffs in stress intensity factor; (2) Forman
equation with peer and lower cutoffs in stress intensity factor;
(3) Collipriest-Ehret equation with additional upper and lower
cutoffs in stress intensity factor; (4) *abulated as a function
of stress intensity range and stress ratio. An important feature
of the material property description is that different material
properties (crack growth equations, fracture properties, yield
stress, etc.) may be designated for each step in the loading




The MSFC crack growth computer program has the capability of
utilizing any one of three crack growth retardation models. Of
course, the effects of retardation on crack growth will not be
considered if the user does not request it. The three models
presently available are: (1) Willenborg; (2) Wheeler; (3) Grumman
Closure Model.
The module which performs stress intensity calculations currently
includes stress intensity equations for the following geometries:
1) Crack in a finite width finite thickness plate - part through
crack, transition crack, through crack.
2) ASTM E399 compact specimen - through crack.
3) Single crack emanating from a hole - corner crack, internal
crack, transition crack, through crack.
4) Two cracks emanating from a hole - corner crack, internal
crack, transition crack, through crack.
5) Single crack emanating from a pin loaded lug - corner crack,
internal crack, transition crack, through crack.
6) Two cracks emanating from a pin loaded lug - corner crack,
internal crack, transition crack, through crack.
7) Crack emanating from a notch - corner crack, internal
crack, transition crack, through crack.
8) Cracks emanating from double notches - corner crack, internal





9) Cracks emanating from shoulder radii - corner crack, internal
crack, transition crack, through crack.
As many runs (each with varying input conditions) as desired may
be stacked. As additional runs are made, only that section of
data which is changed (i.e., loads, material properties, or
geometry) need be reentered. Output format can include tabulated
and/or plotted data. Minimum tab.ulated output for each run con-
sists of information on input data and failure (crack lengths,
cycles, etc.) as well as crack lengths, stress intensity factors,
and crack growth rates for the first and last cycle of each stress
level in the first load block applied as a part through crack,
transitional, crack or through crack. Additional information (crack
lengths, stress intensity factors, and crack growth rates) for
particular blocks and loading steps may be requested by the user.
The plotted output consists of plots of surface and crack depth
lengthsplotted against the number of loading blocks and cycles.
The user may specify plotting increments or simply use increments
chosen by the computer program.
A flow chart showing all subroutines is presented in Figure 1,
and a description of each subroutines primary function is pre-











MAIN Reads Input,	 Sequences Runs,	 Performs
Design Iterations,	 Calls Proof Test
Module,
	
Calls Appropriate Crack Growth
Module.	 ..•
PROOF Calculates initial flaw size based
on proof	 test	 logic.




Calculates	 crack growth for a
transitional crack.
TCGROW Calculates	 crack growth for a
through crack.
KANAL Evaluates all stress	 intensity
factors
DAMAGE Calculates crack growth rates
INTP Interpolates	 stress	 intensity or
crack growth rate tables.





?In addition to the basic crack growth analysis program, a
companion program which formats the crack growth data for
plotting on the SC4020 plotter is included in the program
package. The functional flow of the cowputer program package























The essence of the crack growth analysis procedure consists of:
1) Establishing an initial defect size: Either directly as
input or as a result of proof test logic, or as a result of
a design interation.
2) Considering each loading step in a load block in turn.
3) Evalutating stress intensity factors, using the stresses from
the step under consideration.
4) Using these stress intensity factors (and previous loading
history if retardation is considered) to calculate crack
growth rate.
5) Consider a small amount of growth ( 1% of current crack size)
and calculate the number of cycles it takes to grow that
amount. If that amount exceeds the number of cycles not yet
consumed in the step than only those remaining cycles are
used and a corresponding crack growth increment is calculated.
6) Crack lengths are incremented, cycle count is incremented.
7) This process is continued until all cycles in the step are
considered. The next step is then called. At the end of a
block the first step is called again.
8) The calculation ends when:
a) The critical stress intensity (either at the surface or
at the depth of a crack) is exceeded.
b) There is no crack growth (<10-8 in.) for an entire block.
c) The crack growth rate goes to infinity (when using the
Forman equation for cru k growth rate).
11
}d) The maximum number of blocks is exceeded.
9) All input and all output data are in units compatible with
Rips and inches.
	
(e.g., Rsi, Raii-n. and in/cycle.)
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SUBROUTINES
The subroutine operations are each described below. Since MAIN
serves primarily as a calling routine, it will be clearest if we
describe MAIN last.
PROOF
The proof test module uses an iteration scheme of successive
bisections and inverse parabolic interpolation to solve the
nonlinear equations that arise in defining the crack size that
will cause an applied stress intensity factor due to the proof
load to equal the critical stress intensity factor. The critical
condition is checked at both the depth and surface of a part
through crack. The smallest crack size that produces criticality
is the result. The critical stress intensity factors used for
the proof test may be different than those used to predict the
end of service life.
12
Thus, changes in environments and their concomitant changes in
material properties may be accounted for (e.g., a cryogenic proof
test). Either the crack depth (a), the surface length (c) or the
shape (a/c) for a part through crack may be kept constant for the
proof test calculation.
PTCGRW, TRANS, TCGROW
The subroutines PTCGRW, TRANS, and TCGROW calculate the crack
growth increments, return to MAIN for information on the next
loading step, consider when to end the calculation and transfer
to each other (PTCGRW - ► TRANS -► TCGROW) as required. For a part
through crack PTCGRW performs these functions until TRANS is
called. TRANS is called when the crack depth equals the plate
thickness. TRANS performs these functions while the crack is
transitioning to a through crack and calls TCGROW when the back
surface length exceeds 95% of the front surface length. TCGROW
performs these functions when the crack is a through crack and
may be called by TRANS or in those cases when a through crack is
considered initially it is called from MAIN.
KANAL
KANAL is a subroutine which returns factors, which when multiplied
by the appropriate loading term yields stress intensity factors.
Thus the loading input must be compatible with the crack configura-




the corresponding name (KTYPO) and required load description are
given in Table II. The geometrical arrangement of each configura-
tion is given in Figure 3. Detailed descriptions of the stress
intensity factors are given in the Appendix.
DA
-- GE -
The subroutine DAMAGE currently contains three equations and a
provision for tabulated data for calculating crack growth rate.
In all cases the independent variables are the effective stress
intensity factor, KE, and the effective stress ratio, RE. When
retardation is not used KE is simply the stress intensity range
(KMAX - KMIN) and RE is simply the stress ratio. When retarda-
tion is used, KL! and RE are calculated in RETARD.
"he following equations all contain material property constants
designated by D(NC , I,J). NC indicates whether the surface (NC - 1)
or depth (NC - 2) is being considered. I distinguishes the
various constants in that equation and indicates the order of
the constant on the input cards. J is the material type number
which is also input with end loading step. In order to call out
the proper equation the corresponding equation name (NEQ) must
be specified during input. Note that each material type could
use a different NEQ.
14
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KTYPO(1) KTYPO(2) Configuration Load Description
1 1 PTC -	 center crack Gross	 stress
l 2 None
1 3 Single	 corner crack Gross	 stress
at hole
1 4 Double	 corner crack Gross	 stress
at hole
1 5 Single internal Gross	 stress
crack at hole
1 6 Double internal Gross	 stress
crack at hole
1 7 General tabular As required by
description tabular description
1 8 Single corner crack Pin load
pin loaded lug
1 9 Double corner crack Pin load
pin loaded	 lug
1 10 Single internal Pin load
crack pin loaded lug
1 11 Double internal Pin load
crack pin loaded lug
1 12 Corner crack at Gross	 stress
single notch
1 13 Corner cracks at Gross stress
double notch
1 14 Internal crack Gross	 stress
at	 single notch
1 13 Internal cracks at Gross stress
r










TABLE II - continued
KTYPO(1 KTYPO(2) Configuration Load Description
1 16 Corner crack at Gross	 stress
shoulder
1 17 Internal crack Gross	 stress
at shoulder
2 1-17 Appropriate transi- As described in
tion crack corres- corresponding
ponding to through KTYPO(1)-3 List
crack case -	 see
KTYPO(l) R 3 List
3 1 Center through Gross	 stress
Crack
3 2 Compact Specimen Pin load
(ASTM E399-74)
3 3 or 5 Single through Gross stress
crack at hole
3 4 or 6 Double through Gross	 stress
crack at hole
3 7 General tabular As required by
description tabular description
3 8 or 10 Single through Pin load
crack - ipin loaded
lug
3 9 or 11 Double through crack Pin load
pin loaded lug
3 12 or 14 Through crack at Gross	 stress
single notch
3 13 or 15 Through cracks at Gross stress
double notches




Single Crack at Hole
	















Figure 3(a) - Configuration
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Embedded Crack in	 Through Crack
Transition






The use of "J" allows various loading steps to use different
crack growth rate equations and thus variations in environment
and crack growth phenomenon ( fatigue or stress corrosion) can be
accounted for.
The Collipriest-Ehret equation is:
da
do	 C1	 2EXP C TANH-1
ln(KE 2 /(1-RE) D (NC,3,J) D (NC,4,J)^
In (1-RE) D (NC,3,J)/D (NC,4 0 J) J
D(NC,3,J)	 D(NC,2,J)C 2	 In 
D(NC,4,J))	 2
D(NC,2,J)
C l	D(NC,1,J)rD(NC,3,J) D (NC,4,J^, 	 2
where




Dimensionless coefficient relating to
midrange slope.
i











The Paris equation is:
da - D(NC,1,J) KED(NC,2,J)
sn
The Forman equation is:
da_ D(NC,1,J) KED(NC,2,J)
do	 (1-RE) D (NC,3,J)-KE
where
D(NC,1,..7)	 Crack growth rate coefficient
D(NC,2,J)	 Crack growth rate exponent
D(NC,3,J)	 Critical stress intensity (upper
asymptote)
Tabulated data is in input as a function of stress intensity
range and stress ratio. If retardation is to be used, the
variables are effective stress intensity range and effective
stress ratio. The computer program performs linear interpolation
in stress ratio and logarithmic interpolation in stress intensity
range. This results in a "Paris Equation" fit between consecutive
data points at a constant stress ratio. All stress ratios be-
tween the highest given in the Table and 1.0 use the crack growth
rate at the highest stress ratio data supplied. The lowest
stress ratio required by the loading spectrum must be within




The format for crack growth data input is shown in Figure 4.





types may be used. Thus, there is the possibility of










t < 25, m < 25
NT goes from 1 to 6 and is set automatically by the computer
program and takes on values according to the following Table:
TALLE III









The subroutine RETARD currently contains three retardation
models. In each of these a crack tip plastic zone r 
y 
is cal-
culated according to the equation
r	
1	 K max
y	 (2r)Pz	 a ye 2
where Pz is a constant depending on the degree of plane stress
versus plane strain. For plane stress Pz - 1. For plane strain
Pz - 3.
The following is the retardation equation number for each re-
tardation model.
NRET
1	 Willenborg Model (Ref. 1)
2	 Wheeler Model
	 (Ref - 2 )
3	 Grumman Closure Model (Ref. 3
The Willenborg retardation model calls for no constants other
than Pz. The only material property input for this model is
therefore
CR(VC,1,J) - Pz
The "Wheeler" model in this computer program is actuall-y-a var-
iation of the model originally presented by Wheeler. Wheeler
used a modification to the crack growth rate to produce a re-
tardation effect and we have used a modification to the dependent
24
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variable KE. If the Paris equation is used for crack growth
rate the "Wheeler" model in this computer program is identical
to the model presented in Ref. 	 The input material prop-
`	 erties for this model are
CR(NC,1,J) f Pz
CR(NC,2,J) - m/n
where m is identical to the "m" used in Ref. 	 and n is the
exponent in the Paris equation (i.e., if the "Wheeler mil
5 And the Paris "n" 4, the input value for CR(NC,2,J) is 1.25).
The details of the Grumman Closure model are too complex to be



















INTP is a subroutine which interpolates tabular data. It is
called from either KANAL or DAMAGE. When called from KANAL




polate in both (a) and (c) for part through cracks and	 +
linearly in (c) for through and transition cracks to obtain
values of stress intensity factors. When called from DAMAGE
i
it will use the appropriate input Table and interpolate lin-
early in stress ratio and logarithmically in stress intensity
to obtain crack growth rates.
MAIN
MAIN reads all input data; controls calling sequences of sub-
routines PROOF, PTCGRW, TRANS and TCGROW; performs iterations
on thickness or initial crack size to obtain desired crack
growth lives; and controls output.'
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rINPUT
There are 27 distinct data input card formats. These are described
below and illustrated on pages 36 and 37. Pages 38 and 39 show when
each card type is required. The superscript x designates fixed point
numbers. All others are floating point.
CARD	 FIELD NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION
TYPE
1	 1-80	 TITLE







of group of runs.
Total number of runs (one run
corresponds to a unique set
of input data.)
Maximum number of blocks to be
considered. Crack growth cal-
culation ceases when the number
of blocks exceeds this number.
Block interval for which addi-
tional data will be printed
(e.g., 3 would imply that blocks
3,6,9,12....etc. would have
data printed out).
Step interval for which addi-
tional data will be printed
(in the blocks called out
above).
Constant multiplier for stress
inputs. Allows stress spectrum
to be varied by changing one
number only. (e.g., one run
with this constant 1.1, will
show the effect of varying
the stress 10%) .
Constant for suppression of
retardation in crack growth
analysis. If zero, retarda-
tion is not considered. If
reta:rdation is to be considerei
constant must be 1.
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CARD	 FIELD	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION
TYPE
3	 15-18	 NLOADx	 Constant to indicate whether new
load data is to be input.
	
If zero,
(or any number not equal to 1)
load data will not be read in and
load data from previous run will be
used.	 If it is 1, card types 4
and 5 must follow.
3 19-22 NGEOMx Constant to indicate whether new
geometry data is to be input. If
zero (or any number other than 1)
geometry data will not be read in
, and geometry data from previous run
will be used.	 If it is 1, card
types 6 and 7 must be read in.
3	 23-26	 NMATx	 Constant to indicate whether new
material data is to be input. If
zero (or any number other than 1)
material data will not be read in
and material data from previous
run will be used. If it is 1, card
types 8, 9, 10, and 11, 12, 13, if
needed must be read in.
3	 27 -30	 ITERTPx	 Parameter that identifies variables
for iteration to find geometry that
survives the desired life. If
ITERTP a 1, the thickness is varied.
If ITERTP - 2, the surface crack
length is varied and the crack depth
(if a part through crack)is kept
constant. If ITERTP - 3, the crack
depth is varied and the surface
length is kept constant. If
ITERTP - 4, the crack shape is
kept constant and both the crack
depth and surface length are varied.
Field may be left blank if ITER
is zero (or blank).
X








or crack size that
esired life. May
may be left blank.
on card three may










3	 35-44	 PIT	 Parameter to control rate of con-
vergence on design iteration.
Usually set to exponential power
in Paris crack growth equation
for crack growth data. When
other crack growth equation is
used, approximate value of a
"Paris exponent" will be suf-
ficient. Must always be greater
than 1.
3	 45-54	 BLIFE	 Desired life in blocks.
X
3	 55-58	 NPROOF	 Parameter that identifies var-
iables in proof test logic. 	 If
zero (or blank) no proof test
logic is performed.
	 If 1, the
crack surface and depth of a part
through crack is varied and the
shape held constant; if 2 the
surface crack length of a through
,crack is varied; if 3 the crack
depth of a part through crack is
varied and the surface crack
length is held constant; if 4 the
surface crack length is varied
and the depth is held constant.
3	 59-62	 IPLOTX	 Parameter to indicate whether
output is to be plotted.	 If
zero (or blank) data is not
plotted. Any other value pro-
duces a plot of crack lengths
versus blocks and cycles.
3	 63-72	 PCYC(1)	 Interval in cycles between
plotted data points. If zero,
plotted points will correspond
to tabular output.
Number of steps in load blocks.
Zero if input format includes
minimum stress, 1 if input












CARD .FIELD 'NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE











minate crack growth calculation.
5 1-10 SMAX Maximum stress.
5 11-20 SMIN Minimum- stress	 if	 IR a 0,	 stress
ratio	 of	 IR -	 1.
5 21-30 UNIT Number of	 cycles or alternate
rate	 variable.











Material property data type to
be used.
Initial crack type; 1 corresponds
to a part through crack; 2 cor-
responds to a transition crack
and 3 corresponds to a through
crack.
Parameter which specifies geo-
metry (e.g., corner crack at




Initial half surface length for
part through crack or through
crack. Corresponds to initial
value of "C" in Figure 3.
Initial crack depth for a part
through crack. May be left zero
for through cracks.
Configuration dimension as
described on pages 17 through 19.
E4
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CARD	 FIELD	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION
TYPE
7	 51-60	 RAD	 Hole or notch radius or notch
height as described on pages 17
through 19.
Cards 8-14 are only used when KTYPO(2) 	 is	 set equal	 to	 7.
8	 1-4 NKTMXX	 Number of	 sets of	 stress	 intensity
tables.	 For PTC	 there	 are	 2	 tables
per
	 set.	 The	 first	 table of	 each
set
	
is	 for	 surface	 stress	 intensity
factors.	 The	 second	 table	 is	 for
the	 stress	 intensity	 at	 the	 depth.
See Appencix for a description of
the
	
tables.	 For	 through	 cracks
there	 is	 one	 table per	 set.	 Three
is	 the maximum number of sets
allowed.
9	 1-10 C1(NT,I)	 Values	 of	 surface	 crack	 length
for




of	 values	 is	 25.
78-80 If	 letters	 "END"	 appear	 in	 this
field	 the value	 in	 field	 1-10	 is
the	 last	 entry	 in	 the	 list.
10	 1-10 Al(NT,J)	 Values	 of	 crack depth for	 table
NT of	 surface	 stress	 intensity
factor.	 Maximum number of values
is	 25.	 These are not read in if
crack is	 a through crack.
78-80 If	 letters	 "END"	 appear	 in this
field the value in field 1-10 is
the last	 entry in the list.
11	 1-10 F1(NT,I,J)	 Table of	 surface	 stress	 intensity
11-20 factor coefficients at above crack
etc. lengths.	 Each series of	 cards	 is
for a constant value of	 surface
crack length	 (e.g.,	 if	 the	 config-
uration is a through crack each
card will contain one table value).
12	 1-10 C2(NT,I)	 Values of surface crack length for
table NT depth stress intensity
factor.	 Maximum number of values
is	 25.
78-80 If	 letters "END" appear in this
field the value in field 1-10 is
the last entry in the list.
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CARD	 FIELD	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION
TYPE
13	 1-10	 A2(NT,J)	 Values of crack depth for table
NT of depth stress intensity
factor. Maximum number of values
is 25. These are not read in if
crack is a through crack.
	
78-80	 If letters "END" appear in this
field the value in field 1-10 is
the last entry in the list.
14	 1-10	 F2(NT,I,J)	 Table of depth stress intensity
	
11-20	 factor coefficients at above
	
etce	 crack lengths. Each series of
cards is for a constant value of
depth crack length (e.g., if the
configuration is a through crack
each card will contain one table
value).
15	 1-4	 NJ'	 Number of material property types.
16	 1-10	 SIGYS	 Yield stress.
16	 11-14	 NEQX	 Equation to be used for crack
growth. 1 - Collipriest-Ehret,
2 - Paris, 3 - Forman, 4 - table.
16 15-18 NRET Model to be used	 for retardation
0 - none,	 1	 Willenborg,	 2 =




16 19-22 NDUPX Constant to indicate whether
crack growth properties are the
same in depth and 	 surface dir-
ections.	 If	 constant	 -	 1,	 they
are not and	 two sets of D's and
CR's	 (see	 cards	 20,	 21,	 22,	 24,
and	 26)	 must be input.
16 23-32 KCRC Critical	 stress	 intensity in
surface direction	 (upper cutoff).
16 33-42 KOC Threshold stress	 intensity	 in
surface direction	 (lower cutoff).
16 43 -52 KCRA Critical	 stress	 intensity in depth
direction.	 Need not be input 	 if




CARD FIELD NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE
E
16 53-62 KOA Threshold	 stress	 intensity in
depth direction.
	 Need not be




17 - 22	 only used when NEQ r 4
17 1-10 KE(NT,I) Values	 of	 stress	 intensity	 factor
range for table of crack growth
rates.	 Maximum number	 is	 25.
76-$0 If	 letters	 "END"	 appear	 in	 this
field,	 value	 in	 field	 1-10	 is
last	 entry	 in	 list.
18 1-10 RE(NT,J) Values	 of	 stress	 ratios	 for	 crack
growth	 rate	 table.	 At	 least	 one	 is
re q uired.	 Maximum number	 is	 25.
78-80 If	 letters	 "END"	 appear	 in	 this
field,	 value	 in	 field	 1-10	 is	 last
entry	 in	 list.
19 1-10 DCDN(NT,I,J) Values	 of	 surface crack growth rate
11-20 corresponding to	 above	 stress	 in-
etc. tensity values	 and	 stress	 ratios.
Each	 series	 of	 cards	 is	 for a
constant value of	 stress	 intensity
range	 (e.g.,	 if	 4	 values	 of	 RE
were	 to be used,	 each card	 type
15 would have	 4	 entries).
20 1-10 KE(NT,I) Values of	 stress	 intensity	 factor
range for table of crack growth
rates.	 Maximum number	 is	 25.	 a
78-80 If letters "END" appear in this
field,	 value	 in	 field 1-10	 is	 a
last	 entry	 in list.
21 1-10 RE(NT,J) Values of stress ratios	 for crack
growth rate table.	 At least one
is required.	 Maximum number is 25.
78-80 If letters "END" appear in this
field,	 value	 in	 field 1-10	 is	 last
entry in list.
33
CARD	 FIELD	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION
TYPE
22 1-10 DADN(NT,I,J) Values	 of depth crack growth rate
11-20 corresponding to above stress	 in-
etc. tensity values	 and	 stress	 ratios.
Each series	 of	 cards	 is	 for a
constant value	 of	 etress	 intensity
ra^.ge	 (e.g.,	 if	 4	 values	 of RE
were	 to be used,	 each card	 type
15 would have 4 entries).
23 1-10 D(1,I,J) Constants	 in crack growth equations-
surface direction.	 See	 text	 for
description of	 constants.
78-80 If letters	 "END" appear	 in this
'field,	 value	 in	 field	 1-10	 is
last	 entry	 in	 list.
24 1-10 D(2,I,J) Constants	 in crack growth equation-
depth direction.	 If NDUP 0	 1,	 card
is	 not	 used.	 See	 text	 for	 descrip-
tion	 of	 constants.
78-80 If	 letters	 "END" appear	 in this
field,	 value	 in	 field	 1-10	 is
last	 entry	 in	 list.
25 1-10 CR(1,I,J) Constants in retardation equation-
surface direction.	 See	 text	 for
description of	 constants.
78-80 If	 letters	 "END" appear in this
field,
	 value	 in	 field 1-10	 is
last	 entry	 in	 list.
26 1-10 CR(2,I,J) Constants in retardation equation-
depth direction.	 If NDUP 0	 1,	 card
is not	 used.
	
See	 text	 for descrip-
tion of	 constants.
78-80 If letters	 "END"	 appear in this




Card 27 is not used if NPROOF - 0
27 1-10 FIRED Value of quantity which remains
constant during proof test
evaluation.
27 11-20 KCPRF Value of	 critical surface	 stress
intensity
	







` CARD FIELD NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE
27 21-30 KAPRF Value	 of	 critical	 stress	 intensity
at	 depth for proof	 test.
27 31-40 XLOW Lower bound on variable in proof
test	 (smallest	 expected value on
crack size	 or	 shape).
27 41-50 XUP Upper bound on variable in proof
test	 (largest expected value	 on
crack size
	 or	 shape).
27 51-60 PROOFX Proof	 stress	 (or	 load).
27 61-70 IEND Number of iterations	 to find
crack size
	 in proof	 test.	 If
zero	 or blank,	 default
	 condition







All Numerid Fields are in either E10.0, 14 or 16 Formats
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.CARD 'FIELD WHEN INPUT DATA REQUIRED
TYPE
1 1-80 Once	 for each	 session
2 1-16 Once
	 for each	 session.
3 1-26 Once	 for each run.
3 27-54 Whenever an iteration on thickness
to meet design life
	 is	 desired.
3 55-58 Whenever proof	 test
	 logic
	 is	 used.
3 59-72 Whenever plotted	 output
	 is	 required.
4 1-18 Whenever NLOAD - 1.
5 1-34 NSTEP times when NLOAD - 1.
6 1-8 Whenever NGEOM -
	 1.
7 1-60 Whenever NGEOM - 1.
8 1-4 Whenever KTYPO(2)
	 =	 7.
9 1-10 *Whenever KTYPO(2)
	
.	 7.
10 1-10 *Whenever KTYPO(2)
	 -	 7 and
KTYPO(1) -	 1.
11 1-80 *Whenever KTYPO(2)
	 -	 7
12 1-10 *Whenever KTYPO(2)
	 - 7 and NKTMX Times
KTYPO(1) -	 1.
13 1-10 *Whenever KTYPO(2)	 - 7 and
KTYPO(1) -	 1.
14 1-80 *Whenever KTYPO(2)
	 - 7 and
KTYPO(1) -	 1.









CARD FIELD WHEN INPUT DATA REQUIRED
TYPE
16 1-62 *Whenever MAT	 1.
17 1-10 *Whenever NEQ	 4.
18 1-10 *Whenever NEQ	 4.
19 1-80 *Whenever NEQ	 4.
20 1-10 *Whenever NEQ	 4 and
NDUP 0 1.
21 1-10 *Whenever NEQ - 4 and
NDUP —1.
22 1-8 *Whenever NEQ - 4 and
NDUP - 1. Times
23 1-10 *Whenever NEQ	 4 and
NMAT - 1.
24 1-10 *Whenever NEQ	 4 and
NDUP - 1 and MAT -	 1.
25 1•10 *Whenever NEQ 0 4 and
NMAT - 1 and NRET 0	 0.
26 1-10 *Whenever NEQ 0 4 and
MAT - 1 and NRET 0	 0.
27 1-70 Whenever NPROOF 0 0
Indicates card types	 that may be repeated.
39
fCONTROL OF OUTPUT
In addition to information describing the input data and final
fracture, the computer program output consists of crack lengths,
stress intensity factors, crack growth rates. and cycle counts.
These are printed out for the first and last cycle in the step.
This data is always printed for each step of the first block
encountered in any of the growth modules (PTCGRW, TRANS or TCGROW).
This data may also be printed out'for additional blocks and steps
as desired by the user. These additional blocks and steps are con-
trolled by specifying the increment for blocks and steps for which
print out will be made by MBLOCK and MSTEP respectively. Thus, if
every step in every other block is wanted, MBLOCK is set equal
to 2 and MSTEP is set equal to 1.
Plotted output is supplied when IPLOT is a value not equal to one.
Typical plotted output is presented in the Appendix. The spacing
of each data point in the plot is set by the user through PCYC(1).
PCYC(1) is the increment in cycles between successive data points.
if PCYC(1) is zero, the plotted data points will correspond to
the tabulated data points as described above. Sample output is
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CHECK ON PART-THRU CRACK INTERPOLATION
	
Figure 4 — Sample Plotted Output
	
s
INPUT FOR ADDITIONAL RUNS
A full set of input data is not necessary for each additional run.
The use of a stress multiplier constant (CSTRS) allows all the stress
to be varied by a constant percentage without inputting any addi-
tional input cards other than card type 3. If the stresses are to
be used directly as they are on card type 5, CSTRS is input as 1.
The input constant NSUP allows retardation to be suppressed on sub-
sequent runs. That is if a run is made that considers retardation,
the following run will perform the same analysis without retardation if
NSUP = 0. When retardation is considered NSUP must be set equal to 1.
Obviously the order of running the cases must be retarded, followed
by unretarded.
In order to control whether loading data, geometry data, or material
properties are to be read in for a particular run, the constants NLOAD,
NGEOM, NMAT must be input. If data is to be read in, the appropriate
constant must be 1, it it is not to be read in, the appropriate con-
stant is 0. If data is not read in, data from the previous run is




ITERATION ON THICKNESS AND INITIAL CRACK SIZE
For a given design life (in blocks) the computer program will
search for the thickness or initial crack size which will meet
that life requirement. The number of iterations attempted is 	 ....:
input by the user. The maximum that this may be is ten. This
computer program ceases its search when the allowed number of
iterations is exceeded or the computed life lies between 1001 and
1051 of the design life. Life is arbitrarily defined as the
number of blocks completed plus the number of steps completed/
total number of steps + cycles completed in the current step/total
number of cycles in the step.
In addition to inputting the number of iterations and the design
life, an exponent which will control the rate of convergence to
the correct thickness or initial crack size must be inserted.
When the Paris equation is used with zero threshold for a through
the thickness crack, the use of the exponent of the Paris equation
for the convergence parameter should result in a convergence to
the correct solution in a single cycle. Any constant equal to




For given values of the fracture toughness and applied proof
test load, the computer program will find the largest crack
size that will not fail due to the proof load. Since the
applied stress intensity factor for a part through crack depends
on two geometric variables, the crack depth and surface crack
length; one variable must be fixed by the user and the computer
program will find the critical value for the other variable.
Either the crack depth, surface crack length or crack shape




1) Willenborg, R. M., Engle, R. M., and Wood, H. A.,
"A Crack Growth Retardation Model Using an Effective
Stress Concept," AFFDL Technical Memorandum 71-1 -FBN.
2) Wheeler, D. E., "Crack Growth Under Spectrum L*ading,"
General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division, FZM 5602
June, 1970.
3) Bell, P. D., and Creager", M. "Crack Growth Analysis
for Arbitrary Spectrum Loading," AFFDL-TR-74-1291






CRACK GROWTH RATE DATA
The following data for use in the Collipriest/Ehret equation
(NEQ = 1) is typical data for the materials listed.	 The data
is included for example purposes only and caution is advised with
regard to design implications of the data presented.	 The crack
growth rate is in in/cycle and the stress intensity factor is in
K s i
Material D(NC,1,J) D(NC,2,J) D(NC,3,J) D(NC,4,J)
Coefficient Relates to Upper Lower
Midrange Asymptote Asymptote
Slope
2024-T851 1.6 x 10-9 3.45 38.0 3.4
2124-T851 3.3 x 10-10 4.0 31.0 3.5
2219-T87 2.2 x 10-9 3.3 40.0 5.5
(700F)
2219-T87 8.9 x 10-12 4.82 50;0 5.5
(-3200F)
7075-T6 4.4 x 10-8 2.53 33.0 3.0
7075-T76 6.3 x 10
-9 3.0 30.0 3.0
7075-T73 1.07 x 10
-8 2.67 40.0 3.5
Ti-6A1-4VSTA 6.8 x 10-10 3.3 50.0 7.0
Ti-6AL-4V 5.7 x 10-10 3.18 84.0 6.0
Annealed










CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS EXAMPLES
A series of five computer sessions are presented below. The
flexibility and generality of the MSFC crack growth program
make it impractical to present all possible variations here.
However, the following examples which include many multiple
run sessions cover a broad spectrum of the program's capability.
In addition to showing the card images for each example input,
we have included the card type represented by each line in the
input data.
Example 1 - 2219 Al 70 deg and -320 deg part-thru and center
crack.
Sample input data for a series of two runs is given on page B-6.
The first run is a part through crack subjected to a series of
two loads of 1000 cycles each. The material properties associated
with each load level are different so as to model the effect of
temperature variations. The second run is the same except that
the initial crack configuration is a through the thickness center
cracked panel. No output beyond the normally supplied out is re-
quested for these runs. The output is shown on pages B-7 through
B-10.
B-1
Example 2 - D6AC - Retard/No Retard/with DaDt
i
s
A second example consisting of a series of three runs is presented
on pages B-12through B-21 Page B-11 is the input for these
three runs. For these runs data on every other block is re-
quested and the output was rather extensive. All the information
was not needed here and therefore only the first and last page
of output of those runs discussed are reproduced. Note that
only the third run requires 2 material property types, but that
both sets of material data are read in the first run. This simp-
lifies the data input by making it unnecessary to input any material
property data for run 3.
The first run has two loading steps, calls for a retardation
model (Willenborg) and requests a maximum of three iterations
to find a thickness compatable with the design life. A rather
low (compared to the "Paris exponent") convergence exponent
of 2 was used. The output for the first iteration is shown on
pages B-13through B-14 and the report on the iteration is shown
on page B-15 Due to the use of the excessively low value of the
convergence exponent, the thickness has not converged to the
appropriate value. Note, however, that the information is still
quite useful and that a simple hand plot of the result will show
the correct thickness.
In the second run retardation was suppressed and no iteration





goes from 194 blocks with retardation to 114 blocks without
retardation.
In the third run a step which simulated a 480 second hold at
a constant load with a resulting sustained load crack growth
	
....
was included. The crack growth model was assumed to follow a
"Paris" format (NEQ - 2) with an exponent of 1 and an appropriate
constant was assumed. As can be seen by the results, the life
was reduced further under these assumptions.
Example 3 - D6AC Iteration on Crack Size/Proof Test.
In this two run example, a part through crack under a single
level of loading was considered. The output requested was for
every tenth block. In the first run a design iteration in
crack size in which the crack shape remains constant was called
for. In this case the convergence parameter chosen was appropriate
and the design conditions were met in the first iteration. The
output for the initial run, the first iteration and the iteration
report are given on pages B-23through B-26.
In the second run a proof loading was considered. The output
for this is given on pages B-27and B-28.
Example 4 - D6AC Pin Loaded Lug with Plotting.
In this single run session a pin loaded lug with two internal
cracks was considered. Plotted output every 500 (nominal)
B-3
k	 ^
cycles was requested. Tabulated data every 10 blocks was
also requested. Note that the input loading is 50 Kips
(not 50 Ksi). As can be seen by the data output the cracks
transition	 to through cracks halfway through their crack
growth lives. The data to be plotted is shown on page B-34
The first column is "a", the second "c" and the third is the
number of cycles.
Example 5 - Tabular Input Examples
In this example;three runs, each requiring tabular input data
of different types is shown. In the first run a part through
crack using the solutions for the stress intensity factor
which are in the program was considered. However, the crack
growth rate data was input as a table. Three values of stress
ratio and eight values of stress intensity range were used.
In the second run, the same material properties as in the first
run were considered but the geometry was changed to a through
crack that required a tabular input. The tabular input chosen
was picked to simulate the consideration of two factors (e.g.,
the effect of a stiffener and the effect of a finite width) the
first table decreases and then increases, the second table in-
creases monotonically. Note that the number of tables input (2)
is determined by the numerical value on the type S card and the
B-4
rand the fact that this is a through crack.
In the last example, the geometry is changed once again. This
time we have a part through crack that requires tabular input.
Note that although the type 8 card value of NKTMX is 1, two
tables are required since this is a part through crack.
..6-
B-5
7219 AL	 7u DEC. ANf , -320 DEC,	 PART-THRU CRACK AND CENTER CRACK
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tsf
Rkirl	 7 e r-	 RIIN!	 2219 AL. 70 DEG AND -320 Otf- P-A RT-Ti ,kil CRACK ANC CENTER CRACK
V41 1 INPUT r%4TA
STFrS! FfCTrR	 1.000e no
LI P It '_-TtESS	 3.000E 01
STEP	 MAX ST R ESS	 "Its VVRES5	 11pillsicyCLFS)	 MATERIAL TYPE
3.0nc,17 ni	 n.n	 I;OnVE 03 • ---' 1-





wit'l l f 	 6.000F	 00
AUPTTIrINAL :3T v EN!JCN	 0.0
RADI(1S/N07CH r)r p im	 U.0
HALF CRACK LFNGTfl	 2.1.00S-01.
td
PA f "A I AL	 INPUT DATA
____ __	 . - -	
__ ____ CRIntc-At. -
'4AIERIAL	 YIFLS	 C-ROW704	 RF7ARDATION STRESS	 INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY STRFSS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY
TYv r_
	STRENGTH	 FOSIATIn"	 M"DFL f SlIRFACE I (SURFACE) (DEPTH) - IDFPT"l
I	 5.030E OT	 1-	 0 4.000E 01 3;1500F 00 4;.000E at .3.; 500E-00
2	 7.VOOF at	 1	 0 5.O00E 01 5.5000 00 5.000E 01 5.500F 00
-------------- F011ATIE" CONSTANIS --------------
CCTISTANT	 VATFRIAL
	
CRACK CR",WT" RATE	 RETARDATICH "MEL
NOOSER	 TYPE	 SU R F it C P	 DEPTH	 StORFACF- 11 c- P I H
I	 1	 2.200E=09	 2.200P=09	 0.0 0.0
2	 1	 1:3CCE 00	 3.300E 00	 0.0 0.0
I	 - ___ - 4 - 00DE ol	 4;oDOr_lDI_-	 ----a ;Inr---
1	 00	 3.50OF 00	 0.0
2	 P:900F=12	 it.900E-12	 0.0
0.0
O.;o - -
2	 2	 4.070E 00	 10.820E 00	 0.0 0.0
2	 SAME 01	 S.00OE 01	 - 0,60 0;ft
4	 2	 5.500s 00	 5.500E 00	 0.0 0.0 C5
V_
iRON	 2	 2219 AL	 7n DEC. A ND -32U ACC•	 PART-THRti CRACK AND CENTER CRACK
CRACK IS A THRMIGH CRACK
H4LF	 CRACK
ILnCR	 StrP	 CYCLES CRACK LFN(,-TFr ---- --KPXAX---	 T,RPHTR RATE
1IN)	 iKSI RVOT-141	 (IN/CYCLE)
UOt-01-	 — -
LI M IT LrjAC FP,aCTUPI" RPCIiRS	 T pi TNF I. RLnEK	 1- tTFP- AFTU	 3:619IE 07 CYCLES







1 1 1 11 11 1 1 l 22222227223333333334" 4 4"4" g a °.:555 `.5566666666667777777 T778
l ,' 3 4 5678 cl012? 4 `67E S0123y`E7F9f^12j4567P4 01234`67P9012345678901234567890123456'1890
1 roL AC-1F71 Q r / NO PFIAPC / WITH OAOT









6 1 - 1	 ---	 — --	 — —G ^.	 .C7°.5 .05 Run	 1
16 1*0.	 1	 1	 0 90. 6.	 90.	 6.
23 2.74
-23 - -°^'	




- 0 — -	
EN
16 1900	 2	 0 90. 00	 906	 0.
4.0F-00
Y3 1. ENRun 2
3 1. -----	 C ._ 0	 0	 n -----3 1.	 C	 1	 C	 W
4 3	 0_ 1600 	
-- —	 ---- ---	 -	 -5 1:0.	 (1.	 ^. 1
1)0.	 r.	 20. 1	 stun	 3_
5
	
c F 0. 2
--------- - - 111^ 111 S 112^L,2Z22222733a -433333ad-""444"5555555555666666666677777777778
1234S67q ^G1? 3r St7PR( . 1 i 3 y 5 P7P9C 1c34 5 67P9f112j4St^7P90123 4 5671901234S6T8 90123456Te90
_ — Card Type_ Column Number	 -
B-11	 ---
RIIN	 I nF	 3 P11!4S	 9f*AC-RETARD / Nn RETARD / WITH DADT
UlA n INP111 DATA
STRESS FALIOR	 1.6601 00
LIMIT STRESS	 I tkof)F 02
'.TFP	 MkX STRI*SS	 pill STRESS	 UNITSICYCLES)	 MATERIAL TYPE
I	 i.rsum o2 --	 rt n	 --- -z oun - --- ----	
-- -	 --	 -	 .




AU11 ITIT-NAL J6MMYTT10— 0
RADIVS/N117CH DEPTH	 0:0
T'RICYNE S S	 -S.vuut-ut
CRACK Df'P TM	 5.000E-02
FALF"CRACK LTNr-Tff
.AATFRI AL	 IMP01 DATA
CRITICAL THRFSHOILD-	 CRITICAL
	 THRESHOLD
MATERIAL ---	vIrt,7 " -STRESS IN
7 ypv	 STRE-hr7"	 FOUAT ION	 MODEL	 I SURFACU) (SURFACE)	 (DEPTH)	 fDfPTHO
I	 1.9nor 02	 1	 1	 9.000F 01 &.coot 00	 9.00OE 01	 f..000t 00
z	 I.VullE	 uz	 z	 u	 V.tyuul: Ul
MIA I I UN	 STAIWTS---------
U.ty	 V.Uuut Ult	 U.0
- - ----
CVNSTANT	 MATERIAL	 CRACK GROWTH RATE	 RETARDATION MODEL
.--'K(WRBFR-	 -TTPE-- ---FURF-KCE---- WPM
7.50OF-10	 7-SOOE-10	 1.000E 00	 1.000E 00
Z. r4ut- DO	 Z.r4ul- VU	 0.0	 0.0
0 .000F. 01	 9.000E 01	 0.0	 0.0
-6.-oum our— s-.VuulE--m	
- O.0
2	 4.000IF-09	 4.000E-09	 0.0	 0.0DUE
	
1.0uut: 00 ---O.0	 0.0
ITERATION PARAMFTr-R%
DESIGN LIFE	 2.000E 02
CONVERGENCE fXPrNf-WT --Z- 000t tyU---
ITERATION NUMBER	 I
-7TERJVT'rtW - TV"—	IL
V IM+	 1	 96AC-RFTARP / Nf1 Rf- TARD / W11P DADT
CRACK 15 A PAR F T ►'Rll CRACK
HALF SURFACE SURFACE DEPTHti 9LOCK " F^ CVCLFV.--- ""' CRACK LMGTH -- CRACK 'WPTH	 - K14AIC= SIMFACE WRAX=DEPTH -GROWTH RATF VROWTH RATE
O
11N) IINI 4X S1 RDDI- INI IKS I Rr)DT- INI I1N/CYCLE) (IN/CYCLE)
---^---t- T- .	
.
- - ^i. StTf=OS-- -	 --
la ► d 1 1 4.000F CO 7.511E-02 5.018E-C2 4.346E 01 5.008E 01 2.659E-05 4.517E-05C: 9 1 ? 0:0	 -- -- - ----T.511E---nZ- -_ 5-01AE=02 ------7:904E- O1 ---3;341E bI ---- 1:IT2F =06 1.7143E-06
1 2 ? .000E OI 7.513E-02 5.022F-02 2.904E O1 3.341E 01 1.172E-06 1.783E-06
Csj 2 - - 1 -	 0.lT-- -' 74513E=LT2-- -S: D22E=D'l---- i.358F-0I - - --5;Ot3E 01 -- 2.684E=05	 - 44534E-05.
2 1 4.000F 00 7.524E-02 5.040E-02 4.358E O1 5.013E 01 2.1-84E-05 4.534E-05
---IL F.W4 t. -UZ 4Dfb QI	 IaII -
2 2 2.000E 01 7.526F.-02 5.043E-02 2.912E 01 3.344E 01 1.182E-06 1.785E-06
- -T-- T.0-
-s:38ri£ 01- - --5;O22E-Ot --- -- 24734E=0tr	 --- #:S61E-O'J
w 1 4.000E 00 7.550E-02 5.083E-02 4.381E O1 5.022E 01 2.734E-OS 4.569E-05
F Z_ ___ - 0;_f ___ -__ --27927E 01 -	 34351E 01 - - 14202E-06 - - -17799E-06---
4 2 2.000E 01 7.551r-02 5.087F-02 2.927E 01 3.351E 01 1.202E-06 1.79SE-06
---- - ----
_6-. 1-- -iJ:fJ- .566 - _ - 47405EOt---T-:O32E^t-2: s86E^5-^OtE=O?
6 1 4.000E 00 7.577E-02 5.127E-02 4.405E 01 5.032E 01 2.786E-05 4.604E-05
_ . F ? - -- 0 0
	 - -- ------1:9;77E=2 -- --'5; 127E-02 - - -- 24943E 01 --- - 34357E 01 - -- - - 4 4222E=OG --- 14809E=06	 - -
2 2.000F 01 7.580E-02 5.131E-02 2.943E OL 3.357E 01 1.222E-06 1.809E-06
_ P `1 a- 0	 _ -- --T:S93F=0Z----S;153E=02 -- - - s .i2PF 01	 - - - --5 .041E 01--- 2;"9F-09	 --- _ ;:840E=09'-
R l 4.000F 00 7.605E-02 5.172E-02 4.1.28E 01 5.041E 01 2.839E-05 4.640E-05
by	 -	 --- -g----2 - - 0: - - 2 2.959F--ff1	 3:36#E-Ot 2.811 A 2 2.000E O1 7.607E-02 5.175E-02 2.05aF 01 3364E 01 ,1.242E-06 1.819E-06E ' t0 t f.676E-04- --
w 10 1 4.000E 00 7.633E-02 5.216E-02 4.452E 01 5.051E 01 2.893E-05 4.676E-05
10 2 p:O - - _.	 -_- - ---T;633E--V2- -- 5:ttr+f=02 - - -2:97#E Ot 3;370E Ol	 - -- . 17263E =06 - 1:830r-06
10 2 2.000E 01 7.635E-02 5.220E-02 2.974E 01 3.370E 01 1.263E-06 1.830E-04%
- 5;242E=OZ----^i:S FSE -Q2 -S :VatE-Ot1+t7Ex05---T13E-OS	 ---
12 1 4.000E 00 7.661E-02 5.261E-02 4.475E 01 5.061E 01 2.947F-05 4.713E-05
1? 7 0:0-- - -7-661E=02 5:261F=02 2.990E O1 34376E 01 - 1.284E-06 1.841E-06
1.2 2 2.00OE 01 7.664E-02 54265E-02 2.990E 01 3.376E 01 1.284E-06 1.841E-061r. 1 0;0	 -- - --7;6T8E =o7 -- i:2R8E =o2 44491E 01 -5.071E 01	 - -34004E-05	 -- 4.750E-05
14 1 4.000E 00 7.690E-02 5.307E-02 4.499E of 5.071E O1 3.004E-05 4.750E-05
- - - t^	 ---- 2 -	 0:0 7 ;E90E-02
	
107E-02- -3InLr-01 14905E-06- 141152E-06---	 --
14 2 2.000E 01 7.693E-02 5.310E-02 3.006E Ol 3.383E 01 1.305E-06 1.852E-0616	 _ _ - 1 O.O	 - -- --74708E =02 -- 9;333E=02- t;1122F Ot -	 4.080E OI -- 3.061E-05-- #.7t18E-OS-------
16 1 4.000E 00 7.720E-02 5.352E-02 4.522E 01 5.08OE 01 3.061E-05 4.799E-OS
- 16 2 _	 _._ 0;0 01 - -- 9-z310E-0t----- 1.326E-06-- --- 1r863E-06_
16 2 2.000E 01 7.723E-02 5.356E-02 3.022E 01 3.390E 01 1.376E-06 1.863E-06
----	 -- IF 	 r--0:0-- .SAC "i 972tIE-0 9
18 1 4.000E 00 7.750E-02 5.398E-02 4.546E 01 5.090E 01 3.1191E-05 4.1127E-05
_	 ^ 1B 2 _ - - 0;ff --- -- ---- '1.-TSOE=O? -3;3+8E=of----- 3;037E'-OI----^;316! OI --- 1.318!-06---- t:a7#E-06-- -----
19 2 7.00OE Ot 7.753E-02 5.402E-02 3.037E 01 3.396E 01 1.348E-06 1.874E-06
20 1 4.000E
-













_070 477f=02--s;"* -Ot---9;IItr 01--3r2ME-OS---- 1.907E-OS--	 -
22 1 4.000E 00 7.1112E-02 5.491E-{►2 4.594E 01 5.111E O1 3.240E-05 4.907E-05
'-- 2T"--- '-'/;812E-02
	
3 91E=02---34069E Q 1- --- 3;itOE Oi - i;312!-0lK-' - ^1:89Al-06_--
22 2 2.000E 01 7.815E-02 5.495E-02 3.069E 01 3.410E 01 1.392E-06 1.896E-06




24 1 4.000E 00 7.844E-02 5.538E-02 4.618E 01 5.121E 01 3.303E-05 4.94sE-O24 _ .. 0:0 -	 -- ---T;814!-02 - 's;S39E=07-- - 3.093E -OI -- --3;a1TE f►1 -- --1.414E-06- . 1710/!-06-
24 2 2.000E OI 7.847E-02 5.542E-07 1.085E Ol 3.417E O1 1.414E-06 1.909E-06
--------`2fi-_-T fi:0-- -74863E-02 5"31E Ot --- - 1:31►7E-04- - S;it1r-O'S ____ __-
f
1£t 2 2.COOF 01 1.537E-OT 1.3UPE-01 4.87AE 01 4.789E 01 4.819E-06 4.573E-06
1 F 2 1 0.0 1.555E-0 I J1	 123 E= 01 7 .3613E O 1 7 .279E 01 &.491E__04 3.766E-04
182 1 4.000E 00 1.573E-01 I.33b^-01 7.399E 0t 7.266E 01 4.721E-04 3.952E-04
1 r,2 Z .. _ - . J:D`_ .-_ T-573E-LY -  4;v36F-OT- E-OI-- - 4223E=06-- - -- z:^S2E-06 - -
11 . 2 7 2.60or 01 1.574F-01 1.339E-01 j..9?1GE 01 4.A4RE 01 5.125E-06 4.852E-06
IA4 1 O.O 7.59^rE-0T - 7.356E=O1 7.4S,LE 01 - 7.322E 01 5.099E-0& 4.2152E-04
1t, 1 -.000F co 1.615F-ul t.=741-01 7.401E Ol 7.360E (11 5.377E-04 4.477E-04
184 2 O.O	 - __ 1.615E =0I - 1:37zT=DI S:OO1F 01 -4;914E 01 5.515E -06 5.206E-06
1f t- 2 7.000E 01 1.616E-01 1.375E-01 5.001F O1 4.914E 01 5.515E-06 5.206E-06
--	
i} T--- - 1 ---per- . -	 . - - i :912F-O ac -
1,46 1 4.000E co 1.664E-01 1.414E-01 7.594E 01 7.467E 01 6.270E-04 5.192E-04
I FIG Z 0.0 - - 1:6biE=01	 -- --I :zT Gi=OT ` - 5.074E OT 4.969E OI	 - - - 6 :036F=06 -- 7.077E-06
184. 2.000E 01 1.665E-0i 1.415E-01 5.074E 01 4.989E 01 6.038E-06 5.677E-06
1°C 1 O. tY_ - - I.693E-- m - T;"FF=0I - 7:675F O1 7:,311 E 01 - 7:116E =a; !t:BATE-O4
13[ 1 4.000F 0 0 1.722E-01 1.462E-01 7.713E 01 7.591E O1 7.571E-04 6.235E-04
---- - Z313 1. 12ZE-CIA
- t 6:E02f-l0 E 6-^
1 113 7 2.00OF 01 1.723E-01 1.4647-01 5.159E 01 5.078E 01 6.802E-06 6.353E-06
__- .	 190 1.... O:D". --- -	 -_._ __T^;757E=III
	 -- - 1:4ri2E=0t - -- 7:bt6E OI - - ---1:MI1t --_01 ':025E-Oa--- -7.;3"t-04
lv0 t 4.000E 00 1.795F-01 I.'i22F-01 7.893E O1 7.702E '01 1.040E-03 8.509E-04
19Q ? 0:0 -- - - t:793EbY`--- t:322r-01--- - 5.263E 01-- ---'Ja89l -01-- -5o933E-Ok -- 53615E-06 -	 -
1 00 2 2.000E Cl 1.796F-01 1.524E-01 5.263E OL 5.189E 01 5.933E-06 5.695E-06
--- --- --192--1 - --0.0 - 2	 i	 - - . 93E-0-t---1.13W91F-01
	
-1.2
l a? 1 4.0001 00 1.896E-01 1.606E-01. 8.073F 01 7.975E O1 1.498E-03 1.220E-03
bd	 192 - 2-	 -- ti:0 --- 1:896E=► I_____ I-;6ME=OT- - --5.1041E Ol 16OE-06----- 7.63IE-06
1	 192 2 2.000E 01 1.890E-01 1.607E-01 5.404E 01 5.341E 01 8.160E-06 7.631E-06
F '	 11344 1	 - 0:0---_ -- - -- I_973E1=01----- 1.669E=01 --	 II :262F 01 -	 B.1RtE 01--- -- 2:375E=03 - 1.923E-03 . -
r	 194 1 4.000F 00 2.100E-01 1.772E-01 8.509E 0l 8.454E 01 5.316E-03 4.317E-03
19;; - -___?--D. =QI-	 1.172£=ni--T: 6T .331E-02
	 1:23•!-0w
1 44 2 7.000E Ol 7.107E-01 1.773E-OI 5.673[ OL 5.63TE 01 7.239E-06 7.104E-06
LIMIT LCAb FRACTtVF OCCURS IN THE 184 BLOCK	 1	 STEP .AFTER	 3.190E 00 CYCLES
CRITICAL K	 AT OF.P111 HAS SEEN EXCEEDED IN THE
	 195 BLOCK AND THE
	
I STFP AFTER 1.633E 00 CYCLES
ITr, P.ATlf • N RFMILIS
PEPCENT or
L j t- I:	 WtWUIHUI LJtt
	.01)OF-lil	 S.0001-02	 7.5ouk-02
	 1.942E 02	 47.11
	
K;.I-?4t-01	 5.000r-02 -- 7	 2 - 7. IDIE 07-
	
-.9-9E-01	 5.000[-0?	 7.500E-fj2	 I.r32F 02	 91.62
svw	 a n p	I wow^	 o+on-mSTmwo ^ mr moImmP ^ wn1w nuov
Lr^rvnn/r »m^
t,TxrSS p IcTnn	 I.nro17nn	 -	 -	 - ' ---	 - -
Lxrm	 s,nrss	 u.omor oz
sv p r	 MAX sv^^^s	 pu* svncos	 mwnr000v^kesV ^xv p mxmu vvp^ ^





----- --	 --- -'	 -----	 -	 -
-rs7,V. rrsV xmnnr
cnucn rVnp	 --- -pTC'=-- I--  -------------------------- -'-	 - -------	 -- ---- -	 -	 -	 -
wxnrw	 +.wmmp nu
'	 vonxrrnmuu mnfln-WsnrV4- oz`'---------------------''----'--'---- ----'	 - - -------------------'--	 -	 --
zxnJnSrvrIcw DEPTH	 0.0
---rFfncmr
cn p cw oE°rH	 *.0nwe-07
to	 -	 HALF CRACK LpRGvn















v SURF ACE o
--'----------------------'-'-----------------
xmePvHv	 omePTe»
x	 1.90oe nz	 u	 0 9.000E mn	 6.*noe 00 9.emOs ot
	
.	 *.000o 00
cnwsvwwv	 'mxvemxmLcm*Cw GROWTH mmvo 	 mFTAwm*nonN wmmEuTvPE'----- rwqp -----''-------------'-------'-------'---' '------
x	 x	 7.500s-10	 7.e00o-xo	 u.mmOo
----'
00	 1.000o wm
n	 x	 9.wwOp nx	 9.000r.ou
	
0.0 m.n
'	 ^	 n---- ^.n^x^-n^--a^mmn^'^^--m^r---------nx;vv--- - ------- ---'	 ------ --'-----------'---^----^-----' -- —
x	 o	 4.mwne-09	 +.m(* -m9	 m.m m.m
'- - u
	
---- --^----o^^vmmm^^n ---0c0---'	 -------------------------------'------------------
,^
r
"	 I 	 -I	 1
PION	 2	 D6AC - RrTAP.O / N(1 R.FT/RO / WITH DADT
CRACK IS A PART 11+Rtl CRACK
HALF SURFACE	 SURFACE	 DEPTH
BLOCK STFr	 rVELES -	 CRACK - LVRGTH -ERALK DEPTH	 Kw AK=SttRFACE- 	KWAXc DEPTH	 GRtn/Trt WATE	 clROVTN RATE
IIN)	 IINI	 (KSI R nOT-INI IRSI ROOT- IN)	 IIN/CYCLE)	 IIN/CYCLFI
I 1 4.000F 00 7.511E-02 5.018E-02 e..346f 01 5.008E 01 2.659E-05 4.517E-051 7 n;0 -	 7- 511E=02 ._.- - 54018E=02- - 2:9oLF Oi - "	 34351E 01 ---- -- T:694E=06 14152E-09
1 2 2.000E 01 7.52.6E-07 S.O&IE-02 2.904E 01 3.341E 01 7.694E-06 1.152E-05
7 1.. 0:0- - - 74526E-02 54017E 01 J 2:706E=05 4351E-05-
2 1 4.AOOF 00 7.537E-02 5.059E-02 4.368E 01 5.017E 01 2.706E-05 .4.551E-05b
-^- ---_	 Z------- -^ 0.0 _-- T.S5 ft-(YZ - -3.541IE`Oi -T:e04f=A^--t:29tf-O?-






























z 2.000F 0I 7.607E-02 5.166F-02 7.948E 01 3.360E 01 8.027E-06 1.171E-05
---.-..__---T. -. --?---^ ;5344*=b^S:20 - 'St,E OI:OSSE-OI2: :s93E'd9--
6 1 4.000E 00 7.646E-02 5.277E-02 4.456F. 01 5.055E 01 2.904E-05 4.643E-0S
6 2 -	 0;0	 ---- ---.	 74646E=07 - ---- -5.277*=02	 __.._ 24977E 01 - -- -	 3373E -01 -- 84296E=O6 - -- 14184E-09 -
6 2 2.000F 01 7.662E-02 5.251E-02 7.977E 01 3.373E 01 8.256E-06 1.184E-05
- R l O:O -- --	 744.91E =07--- -'3;79'4*=412 4:S01F 01- 54055E 01--	 3:008!-05 - 4:T66 -05
E 1 4.000F 00 7.703E-02 5.312F-02 4.SOIE 01 5.07SE 01 3.008E-05 4.766E-05
___-- 7-- - 2 _--0_.V 12E-02 T.007r-tft 306E-0t-8:49 -
8 J 2.00oF O1 7.720E-02 5.336E-02 3.007E O1 3..386E C1 8.491E-06 1.198E-05
10	 _ 1 0:0 - -'----7:7i9f	 f2 _. __._.3^j8OF^A2 4.745E 01 S.094E 01---- --14 1 17E-0't-- --4i"42E-05-
to 10 1 4.000E 00 7.762E-02 5.399E-02 4.545E O1 5.094E 01 3.117E-05 4.642E-05
1 10 7 O:O - -	 . --- T:TA2e-02, 1er199E-02	 - - 1:057F 01 3399E 01	 -- - e:732F-06 14211E-45
~ 10 2 7..000E 01 7.779E-02 5.473E-02 3.037E 01 3.399E 01 8.732E-06 1.212E-05v	
--- -	 - ___12 - 2 - --0:0 -_ ---	 T:BtOE--At-- :,:"7f-a2 --4=590E-0t---1.114E-0l----3:250*-05---44921E-05
12 1 4.000E 00 7.823E-02 5.487E-02 4.590E 01 5.114E 01 3.230E-05 4.921E-05
12 7 0.0	 - 7:823f=02-_ -	 94487E-d12 3c067E 01 34412E 01 84979E-06 1.226E-05
12 7 2.000E 01 7.841E-02 5.511E-02 3.067E 01 3.412E 01 8.979E-06 1.226E-05
14 1 O:O - T:8T2E=0? '- '	 S05AE-02 4.A351! 01 5:134* 01 --- 9.,348E-05 5.0trE-05
14 1 4.000E 00 7.885E-02 5.576E-02 4.635E 01 5.134E 01 3.348E-05 5.002E-05
---1:885E-02--- 9:376*-02-- 3 8107E -01- 3 #26E-0194232E-06--- 34240E-OS--
1^ 7 2.00OE 01 7.904E-02 5.601E-02 3.097E 01 3.426E 01 9.232E-06 1.240E-05
16 1 - 0:0 4.680E 01 S 4155E 01 -- -_-34471E-05 _- 44086E-05
16 1 4.000F Ou 7.950E-02 5.666E-02 4.680E 01 5.155E 01 3.471E-05 5.086E-05
lb 2 -	 O : O' - -T:9901<-02 _ 'S.AAItE -02 ?1:127* Ot ------- 9.419E 01 9:49PE-O6 - -- 1aYSSE-05
16 2 2.000E 01 7.969E-02 5.691F-02 3.127E 01 3.439E 01 9.492E-06 1.255E-05
- __.. 0.0 R.002t1-02 9.191F	 02 t'9f-03----#tT6f-At1:59e f-OS-
16 1 4.000E 00 8.017E-02 5.758E-02 4.725E 01 5.176E 01 3.59RE-05 5.175E-05
fit- - 2 - - - O;O -- -- -- e .,017E-02 -- _!1 -"or-O2 - --- - 3: 1 45TE -01----	 3 4454*- Ol -- ­9 857E-06 ----1:Y72E-OS	 -
18 2 7.000E Ot 8.036E-02 5.783F-02 3.157E 01 3.454E 01 9.757E-06 1.272E-0S
--- -- --- ±O ---1- O:O--- -- -	 B:dTle-02- 5.830E-02-.-- .--4:769E Ot- - -- SaO2E 01 - -9.72eE-OS -- -i:re7E-OS -- -
20 1 4.000E 00 8.086E-02 5.851E-02 4.769E 01 5.202E 01 3.728E-05 5.287E-05
.85tr-ei--ate Ttt O eo2E
20 2 2.000E 01 8.106E-02 5.877E-02 3.186E 01 3.472E 01 1.002E-05 1.291E-OS
------._.22-___.--1- 0:0---- ---- --4:814* Ot i__-5cr29lF 0Y -34864E-05--54403E-0S---
22 1 4.000E 00 8.157E-OI 5.946E-02 4.814E 01 3.229E 01 3.864E-05 5.403E-05
----22 z :.O_-__- -- O:lsw=02- _s:946E=02--- - 1t 4216E 0t-- 34490E OY-----1:OSOE-01----t-92IF-05--
22 2 2.000E 01 8.177E-02 S.972E-02 3.216E 01 3.490E 01 1.030E-OS 1.311E-05
1- 0.0-- 11.7tif=0t- 6:0200-02	 4	 4f-4t	 5.2 Tt-0?--7. 24E•-09-
24 1 4.000E On 8.230E-02 6.042E-02 4.859E 01 5.256E 01 4.007E-05 5.524E-05
_24 ._ __ _ .2 .__ -_. 0 .:0	 -- - --- 8:230*=02--- 84042E=0t - 34246E 01 -	 3008E 01 --- - 11zOSeE-09 ---- --1i932E-05 --
24 7 2.000E 01 8.251E-02 6.069E-02 3.746E 01 3.508E 01 1.058E-05 1.332E-05
--------__.-	 -_ 27^_ --^
- - -° 6: I1ltF-02--- is90SF 0i-- --'1:284* 411-- 4:19AE-OS- '1:A301-09 ---
4.4104b l: Ott 1.260E-li I I . 07 3 1 - (i I 6.604t 01 6.502E 01 1.85&E-D• 1. 672E-04
--- I - PT-F - Ul 4. Z17F ni -4.347E-01-- ___2.wl4E_us 7.661E-05
( H 2.000E 03 1:274E--01 1:07CI F- C; 1 -:,i w 01 4.347E ol 2.0 14 E-0% 2.661E-Od i
l."Lt-ul 6.?iU I F	 U L u I z.Lyu rEl4--j-.-rvr9E-V4
-d..OnOF uo 1.295E-e1 1.098E-01 6.601E 01 6.569F 01 2.007F-04 1 .780E-04
()o 7 1 -1295F ;:r 1 01 4.460f 01 4.3q3r 01 2.932E-;05 2.761E-05
7.000F 01 1:301E-01 1.103E-01 4.469E 01 4 .393E 01 2.932E-05 2.761E-05
6.0 1.315E-01 I	 lI6F z 0l_ F; - 76 IF _O I. 6.641E 01 2.10;f-04 1.925t-04
'17 1 =.0801- 00 1.324F-01 1. 1 24 E-01   6.741F 01 6.641E 01 2.164E-04 1.925E-04
• 1.3z4t-ul ul 5.1	 z> =u5	 Z.	 ;;-05
2.000F 01 1.110f-01 I.130E_0I 4.523E 01 4.442E 01 3.062F-05 2.870E-05
0.0 I 346F -w:o 1 1-144E-Ul --f--844E 2 39	 04IE- --042;.084E
4.00OF on 1:355E-01 1:152E-01 6:844E 01 6:717F 01 2:391E-04 2.0841E-0 4
0.0 T.'1571--CT-- T* .- 5-7 OF. 01 4;-ft"4f- V 
I
-3.-Z04E-z-05 2.- 992E-05-
7.000s ot 1.362F-01 1.11; er-ol 4.579E 01 4.494E 01 3.204E-05 2.992E-05
U6 , Ty.fy _r113E-1.5	 M-1 1 f5L-Ul 6.93 t u x s.rquE	 III r.63FE-Ox
96 I A. .0nof- 00 1.389E-{11 1.187(-01 6.932E of 6.798E 01 2.637E-04 2.273E-04
9F. 21 G:0_-
I	 - 1.369E--U1 1. 1 l%2F=O I 4;639F "ol 4;5;;9F 01 --3.360E--05-
06 2 2: rvof oi 1.396E-01 I.IeRE-01 4 .639E 01 4 . 549F 01 3.360E-0 5 3.128E-0 5
9c r (T . k-	 _ _ 1;4 Ir.F=Evl 1 -. 204U =VI -7-025F 01 6 ;sBTF _.oI___ 2;935t -^O E=04
4:00n- oo 1.425E-01 1.214E-01 7:025E ol 6.885E 01 2.935E-04 2.50IE-04
1. 4z lyt _V I I ./1 4t -U l 4. FO 21	 Vi ft."E U 1 3. -15 W-05 5.28117-07
11 .000E 01 1.4321- -01 1.221F-01 4.702E 01 4.609E 01 3.53SE-05 3.281E-05
-it . I.52E 'luEZU1 --3-.3tr3E--OA --M3"
toe 4.CC.n^ co 1. 46 5E-01 1.24QE-Ol 7.123E 01 6.979E ol 3.303E-04 2.783E-04
100
-	
7 a-r!--- -_ - ---	 I-.465E-Ul ______ - ---	 ;;;7TCU - 01 --4;614f:
too ? ?:000[ ol 1.473E-01 1.796F-01 4.770f 01. 4.674E 01 3.731E-05 3.455E-05
IT-, 7-- 1 U.kl 1. 494E-v 1 l.Zwjlt-Ul 1.229F	 il F.U4511:	 ot 3.rrot=04 3.139E=00$
to 1 n2 I 4.000F 00 1.510E-01 1.287E-01 7.229f 01 7.081E 01 3.770E-04 3.139E--04
102 7 4 -7415iV0I
1 C•2 2 7.000F 01 1.51 7E-0 I 1.2 ► 5f-01 4.843E 01 4:745E 01 3.956E-0 5 3.6581E-05OD Inr. I __U; u - 1.542E-0t
4.000E 00 1.560E-01 1.330U-01 7.381E nt 7.233E 01 4.604E-04 3.788E-04
qp .() a .5burt -to 1 1. 33UT,: -(; I .4.923E u I 4.825F ul 4.2 tee-onp 3.89SE-07
104 2 2.000F nt 1.568E-01 1.13PE-01 4.97-AE ol 4.82SE ot 4.218F­05 3.898E-05
lot. I .3r.ZIF-Ot 0 1 10 1—`".32E-04 4 425 6E=04 
106 1 4.000E CO 1:617E-01 1.370E-01 7:509E 01 7.362E 01 5.518E-04 4.488E-04
1(17, -'T ou 7..915E 4.-533F--vs--
106 7 2:000E 01 l:y6,26E--Ul 1.387F-01 5.012F 01 4.915E ol 4.533E-05 4.191E-05
___TV3_ I 1p.0 t.659E V .4t5t:-Ul F.61 it:	 01 F.4VOE 01 8.490t=o* 5.zl6t-04
108 1 4.000f 00 1.696E-0 1 1.436F-01 7.654E 01 7.511E 01 6. ssikE_04 5.536E-04
ICU 2--­ 1U,T­---___-I986E_-0Y____ () I of 4
ICA 2 2.000F ol I:695E--01 1:445F-01 5.115E 01 5.021E 01 4.926E-05 4.56SE-05
Ir 579r_0v_	 6.111OF-0
110 1 4.000E 00 1.771E-01 1.507E-01 7.825[ 01 7.690E 01 9. 174E-04 7.295E-04
---I IT T- -05 5. of I E--=05
110 2 .000f, 01 1.782E-o1 1.1518F-01. 5.239E 01 s.ts?f ol 5.449E-05 5.0TTE-05
112 - -1 --- 1 .15 1.15r)ZE-11t -W.-OoloF--Vl 	 7;876r--ol JL.&8wF:=o3 -1.0off-03
Itz I 4:000E 00 I.R92F_01 1.606E-01 8.079F ol 7.966E ot I.SI8E--03 1.197E-03
117 2- "-1­1540CF- 0`1	 5.333t ot 6.2*9v-05	 :1.00fre-09
132 2 2.000u ol 1:905E-01 1.618E-01 5.406E ot 5.333E 01 6.249E-05 5.687F-05
-119 1.61ME-01 8.125t of 11 .2 3.7 f	 0 It 2.03cf- 03 2.!Tyt,-Oj
114 1 4.000F 00 2.175E--01 I.V33E-01 8.614E 01 8.548E 01 8.464E-03 6.796"3
114 z 0.0 -- "----2;17'5 5	 a " E-03
114 2 2.000E 01 2.192E-01 I.P49OF-01 5.769E 01 5:7421E 01 8.501F-05 6.302E-05
LIMIT LOAD FRACWRE OCCIORS IN lliE	 106 BLOCK	 I SUP AFTER	 3.20OF 00 CYCLES
CRITICAL K AT DEPTH HAS BEEN EXCEEDED IN THE	 115 BLOCK AND THE	 I STEP AFTER	 5.410E-01 CYCLES
.11
PU}t	 3 nt	 3 FUNS
	





STRESS FACTCZ	 1.n0V4- An
LIMIT STRESS	 1.000E u2
! TFP	 MAX SIRE"_	 F'IR	 SIRF- S WI 	 ONI 7S ICYCLFSI	 MAT E R I AL TVPr ►tj
r^
1	 I. S VoF n2	 0.0	 4.000F QO -	 -- - ._ I_ ..	 -	 -
2 	 02	 0.0	 2.n00F of	 1
-- _	 - - --- -	 y ^}-	 ^-i.noOE
-	 - -	 -
N
3	 1.000E V2	 C•.0	 4.300F 02-
Clio-m y INPUT VAT ►
CRACK IYP E	 PTC -	 I
(	 itIDTN	 _	 -
AnnITIOt, RI	 DIMEN } I(:N	 0.0




CRACK PtOTH'	 5; VOOF=C2	 _	 -.	 _•	 ---	 _ . _ _. _..	 _
HALF CRACK LENGTH	 7.500E-02
7►ATr "AL INPUT•-TTATA • -----	 -	 --	 - -	 --	 -_--- -
hp ,	 _	 __.	 - .	 CRTTICAt	 __ -	 TwESHOLe _ ._ __ -CRITICAL --- --	 - TMRESHM	 - -- --- -
1	 YAURIAL
	 YIFLO	 (:RnWTH	 RETARDATION	 STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY
TrPr	 STRF-NrTH	 FOrtalInN	 MnREL
	 -	 ISURFACFI I SURFACE I (DE►TMI-- (DEPT111-
_ _ .	
. r
	 t.00eE` az -	 --1-	 ---- -.e- __._-__--9:^AE- Ar----- -k:oAC►E-ve--- ---9-.0eAt-et------- ^000	 --
2	 1.900E OZ	 2	 0	 9.000r 01 0.0 9.000E 01 0.0
--------
------ kQUAT1ON CONSTAK7S -------------
CRtvSTANT	 M.A7ERIAL





t	 1	 T: SOAF^l O - -7-5(+Af=t b - 1:ecor- 00 ---
2	 1	 2.740E 00	 2.740E. 00	 0.0	 0.0






4	 1	 6.000E On	 6.000E 00	 0.0	 0.0
1	 2	 Onor-09	 4;OnOE=09'	 0:0	 0:0
2	 :.	 1.000F 00	 1.000F co	 0.0	 0.0
i
E
qtlN	 a 1^et.C-QETAMI NO RETARD	 WITH DADT
CRACK I S	A	 PART
	
71-1RU CRACK
HALF	 S ltftF 4CF SkIRF ACE DEIPTH
BLPCK ^TFP CYU F S IrRACK ^_PKTJH CPSTK TIF PTR 'K 9 AX :-'SURF ACF KKAX-IIEPTH rRfIWTR RATF rRUWIH RATE
IIN) I IN) tKzl	 RIIPT-1141 'lKSl REVOT-IN) f I N/CYCLE f IN/CYCLE I
T --- - -- 71'---- TY -a- t1c) I- - TJ7 ----------5---nfj k) t. - U I 4._j461__175_
-----5.-GUFTE
4 .00OE oo 7.511E-02 ^.fj18f_02 4.34M 01 5.008E 01 2-659[-05 4.517E-05
G .0 7.511F=-UZ ,;.-GIBEZ62 7 .- 9 n 4 T.' 01 3 .341 1F 01 7.69AE-06 1.152E-;05
i 2 ?.poor 01 7.526E-02 '3. 041 E-02 2.90.4E 01 3 .341E 01 7.694E -0 4% 1.152!-05 
0.0 7.'526E_02 5.041F=0Z 7.t712F Di 3.345F 01 1	 165 1= --^07 1-331E--0T
4.f% 0 ,l E 02 7.532r-C2 5.04S^-02 01 1.3451 01 1:11%5E-0-7 1.338E-07
--7-.5 =- -U7- ?t
2 1 4.000E CIO 7.542E-02 5.066E-02 -.177E 01 5.019e 01 2.713F-05 4.558E--05
2 7 U X 7.5 47E -a7_ 5. CVbF=07 7.921F TJT 3.349E 01 T.B20E-06 1.160E-05
2 1., 2.000 _^ 0! 7.55@F-02 5.osqE-02 2.921E 01 3.349E 01 7.820E-06 1.160E-05
2 1 0.0	 - __ __	 7.558E-02 - !)- .OTT9E-; -02 2-929F 01 -3.351E-01 1.172E-07 1.341t-07
2 4.PnOE 01 7.564E-0 2 5.095F-02 Z.q29F Ot 3.353E 01 1.172E-07 1.341E-07
r. ,5 YGE -V z 5 . F-4 F- a. 42 2 f v E_­5 ;7&25 ------W-. 5 43E=05
1 4.0000 00 7.608E-02 5 . I -,, 2 E-02 4.422E 01 5.042E 01 2.925E-OS 4.643E-05
4 7 O. 0 7 - AORF -U7 - S TF,2F =W_ Z.-55r Ul -3364E TJI	 ----- - ff;.'077F =0-6 I 175E--05
4 2 Z.00OE ot 7:624r-OZ 5:186E-02 2.9551 ol 3:364r 01 0.077E-06 1:175E- --05
4 1 0 :0_	 - -	 7-6244E=GZ____ Qp .tfr6F-DZ --- -- Z;'963F 01 3.368E 01 1. 185F=()T - 1.347E=07
4:13 00F 02 7:629E-02 5.192E-02 2-963E 01 3.36RE 01 1.185E-07 1.347E-07
- 1.663E-U2 '5-ZA-U--U2 4.413f- Ut	 3 .065E ul 2.9,4ZE-0-0 4. 1 3utz--05
6 1 4.000F 00 7.675F--02 0..760E-02 4.473E 01 5.065E 01 2.942E-05 4.730IE-05
6 7 U. rT - __ - 7. 1;75E=(3 z n 07 -3:3791 Ul ------ 1f_-34ZE- -0& ------ _!.19lEz05__
btf	 6 2 2.000F 01 7.692E-02 5:784F-02 2-988F 01 3:379F 01 8.342F-06 1.19tE--05
I-	 -
N	 6 -3 0 _tT ___ -7 69zr---U?-- 2 - 997F '0 1 .333 E Ul 7
C)	 6 3 4:900C 02 7:697E-02 5.29OF-02 2:997E 01 3.393E 01 1.199E-07 1.353E--*T
------- T u .13 1.15/L-U/ 5. 3 --Pt 23L v I I)	 ut5t9 vt UL 5. U64 t_U5 4. a zut-unp
13 1 4.00OE 00 7.744E-02 5.359E-02 4.523E 01 5.088E 01 3.064E-05 A.820E-05
P, 7 U_U 7._744E--_G7__ ___'5 - 359FZDZ -3 UZZE 01 3.395F III - ­8 B14'E-06 -- I ZUBEZ05
e 2 2:000F 01 7.762F-0 2 5:383 F-02 3.027E 01 3.395F 01 8:614E-06 1:208E-05
8 3 U 0 - --- --- - - - __ T;7G2F =40-r__ 5;3113F=02 - I;OIIF III-- 1.3"E. BT I ;212E-ZO7 1.36-01E^T	 -
R 3 4:000E OZ 7.767E-02 5.340E-02 3.031F 01 3.309F 01 1.2171E -07 1.360E-07
lTv- -- .I__- (I I . SO 3E --V 2 :P.4&pVE-UZ 4. D I Dt ul :5 .1 l2t Vt 5. 1 rlF-O!f 4.913E-03
10 1 4.000E 00 7.816E-02 5.460E-02 4.575E 01 5.112E 01 3.191E-05 4.913E-05
7;816c=07 ­-60E=02 .O'5 6E 01 3.411E 01 -8-894E=06
10 2 2:000F Ol 7.834E-02 5:ftS4E-02 3.056E 01 3.411E 01 G:b94E-06 1.224E-05
10 - -1 __ _"G_O 3 - M5F 1-.415r= 01 1.365£607
10 3 4 : ROOu 02 7 . 940E-02 5 . 40IF-02 3 : 065E 01 3 .415E 01 1.226E-07 1.366E-0712 - t U.0 f.y3 F rt-uz 4 .62 6E ut 5.13SE ul 3.32-SE-0:1, 5.009E-05
12 1 4.000F 00 7.890E-02 5.562E-07 4.626E 01 5.136F 01 3.325E--05 5.009E-05
12 - 7- r.BVTTE=W--- 3;4ZfE--0l --'9-;
lz 2 2.000E 01 7.908E-0 2 5.587E-02 3.099 01 3.427E 01 9.192E-06 1.242E-05
12 -4 __O.Or	 ­_ __	 F. 7E-02 TZ1T2E=0T----
12 3 4.11 00E 02 7.914E-02 5.593E-02 3.099E 01 1.431E 01 1.240E-07 1.372E--07
--- I U. 1) r.9,32E-u z 5 .6 4-5t -k i z -4-. 6-r7 E u I :5.160t 01
-,s.-#"E-uj 5. to9t:--JD
14 1 4.000E 00 7.966E-02 5.666E-02 4.677E 01 15 .160E 01 3.464E-05 5.109E-05
14 2 D_(J	 __' * 96lSF­--0z	 -_ 3;125E 3 -__1.259E--315. .- .--- 
14 2 2:000E ol 7:905F­02 5.691E-02 3.125E 01 3.443E 01 9.479E--06 1:2-,9i--c-5




_ 15. 5. Mut-02
if, I 4.000F 00 8o045E-02 5.771E-02 4.729E 01 5.185E 01 3.610E-05 5.212E-05
8;045F =u7_ _- 5 :771F___07 -- --- 3.159E 01 ­3 46DE JZZTBIE=^05--	 __	 -
16 2 2:000F Ol 5.065F-02 5.796F-02 3.159F 01 3:46OF 01 9.763E-06 1 . 276E--0516 -I D. G_
--5-.-M E=07 -- ------3; 16 BE 01 ----- 3.465E - 01 ---- 1; 267E=OT	 -----j.-3sfiEzw
.	 i
Pie 1 4.nnnF nO 1.798E-01 1 . 53nC-nl 7.916E O_ 7.788F 01 1.Oa7E-03 8.596E-04	 -- -,
- 1.00 2 0.0 1.798E-01 1.530E=01 5.279E 01 5.193E 01 5.628E-OA 5.248E-OS
VIC 2 2.600E Ot 1.810E-01 1.541F-01 5.279E 01 5.193E 01 5.628E-05 5.248E-05
-1 ^- _ _- • -
-- --=
-TT. S t . 6?Of -U l - " : aTE-O t----5-.Z .11^E^T_ _ _ _ _ . Z: OF;E=OT	 -
100 .3 6.8rOF 02 1.011F-01 1.542E-01 5.297F 01 5.210E 01 2.119E-07 2.084E-07
Ln2 1 0.^	 - -	 I - "73E=01	 - -1.593E= 02 R.077r 01 -7.856E 01 1:512E-03 1.174E-07
1C• 2 1 4.000E 00 1.440E-01 1.6450-01 0.IQ61 01 8.094E 01 1.9911E-03 1.572E-03
10-2 7 0.0	 '" ---"	 1:9;OE=OI -- 1:645F=n3	 - 5.470E 01 5-404E 01 6593E=0: 6.238E-OS
102 2 2.00OF 01 1.953E -PI 1.6`.-7E-01 5.470E 01 5.404E 01 6.593E-05 6.2311E-05
---- ------IR2----
.0 -- -Ur 1. ft!), rt:-u L 5.49 it. 011 S.4221- Ot Z.tvre-Of
102 = r.800r 02 1.954E-C1 1.658E-01 S.491E 01 5.422E 01 2.197E-07 2.169E-07
IO L 1 u. -n" -- 7.083F=0I__ --- -1:762F=OV	 - A.-490E 01 71:416F 01-._. _ 4.928E=03__ -_ 3.781E=03
LIMIT WAD rRRCTURC nUC1 1 7S IN TFE - 45"RL (ICIC- `	 7- STEP- AFTFR -	 (T.0 CYCLFS







1 11 1111 111 i_s'_?2= ::^ •ci3333:3339 ^ii4!•^b4v^►S`S5'S5:S:6G666666667777T7T7^_














1111111111::::. ii 222::3?'_ ?33' 34-"4 •.44 , 445'555_` 5`_556666t 666bO 777777777E
^23450 4ef1i3d-St7Pr 01234 567FQ012 567P901234567PQ01234567Ey01234567e901234567P90
--	 and Type	 --	 _—. Column Numbs = --_	 --- --	 -	 -__---
Cl-f,AC
	
I7F r 17I nW _C'k_ C r LCK_SIZ E / PQOC?F 7cc• -
1CC!0
	 in 1















.72 33	 PC. CO. 01	 .S	 1'0. Run 2
— - --a_3 2
RUN	 I OF	 2 RUNS	 D6AC
	
ITERATION (lN CRACK SI?F	 PROOF TEST
LVAr. INPUT DATA
LIMIT STRESS	 1.8001- 02
STEP	 MAX STRLS,	 MIN STRESS	 UNITSICYCLES)	 MATERIAL 'WYPF
GEnmFlRY INPUT DATA
CRACK TYPE	 PTC
- ------------- 	 1,11mw	 --	
v	 O'E7--tyl:
ADDITIONAL nIME"SIr"	 0.0
—RAVI-TISM, I CH -VFPTK-- —0.'U
THICKNFSS	 5.000E-01
I.KACK UtFill	 5.0001-02
HALF CRACK Lfiq r.TH	 7.500E-02
to
-P---TFRI RL - -MPM PATA
f"C-At TH'Itt-5 HOLD	 -----C-RITICAL	 7HRE!t"OLD




	 EQUATION	 -	 MODEL	 I S l IPF OCE I I %VIRF ACF I	 IDEPTH)	 1p"I")




	 CRACK r lknwTtl RATE	 RLIARDATIrN MCUIFL
lqu pqrt t p	 TYPE	 !LIRFACF
	
DEPTH	 SURFACE	 DEPTH
t	 I	 7.500E-10	 7.500E-10	 0.0	 [;.o
2	 1	 2.;740C 00	 2.7401- 00	 0.0	 0.0
3	 1	 9. (900E ot	 9.000u 01	 0.0	 0.0
41	 6.0"OF 00	 6; (V(K)r 100	 0;0
IlE q ATIfIN PARAM!-T'--RS
PF!IGN LIFF	 Z.000F 07








	 I pbAC	 1TjRA TIf)r .j 	 UN CRACK SIZE / PRCnF TEST
CRACK 1S A PART 7HRU CRACK -- --.
IIALF SURFACE SURFACE DEPTH
WI CK ! TF I' CYCLFS CRACK LENGTH CRACK DEPTH KMAX- SIIRFACE KMAX-OFPTH rRUWTH PATF F.ROMTH RATE
(1N) IINI IKSI ROUT-IN) (KSI ROOT-IN) IIN/CYCLEI IIN/CYCLEI
--	 - I- --- - T	 --- ii,iT -- --- --7:SOLT>-=OT- --- ^: X77 IIT - ---- T:Z9TE-TiS	 - --- T.IIZOE=05-Ti: IIDD^7`- UZ - `v :DD7E
1 1 2.1O0E 01 7.532E-02 5.051F-02 3.49CF 01 4.016E 01 1.321F-05 2.036E-05	 --
IO 1 5.0 7.AISU-62 5.46or-OZ 3.672F O1 4.Da3F O1 1.532E-05 Z.167E-05
to I ?.`0E 01 T.853E-02 5.523T-n7 3.672F 01 4.093F O1 t.532E-05 2.167[-05
'U 1 0.0	 - 9.231E-62 6. 033C-02 3.Ii9IE 01 4.209E 01 1.838E-05 7.381E-05
20 t 2.500L 01 b.277F-07 6.092E-02 3.891E (it 4.209E OI 1.8"F-05 2.381E-05
D:D---
---Z.T3IE=(Y2'_ 5:7,^9F=UT-_-4:ITA7-nT ` 4.3^IF UI	 - -	 2 _ 17F=0vi	 - - Z:^68E-05 -
1 -7.1COF 0l 8.786E-02 6.725E-02 4.141[ 01 4.366F O1 2.255E-05 2.700E-05
40 1 0.0 - 9.334E=0Z 7:362F=02 4.351E 01 4.497E Ol 2.66'1E=0!; 3.001E-05
40 1 2.500L 01. 9.401E-02 7.437E-02 4.%75F 01 4.513E 01 2.720[-05 3.03TE-05
bd 5n 7 O.0 -1.006EuI B.1sPF=02 4.596[ O1 4.662E Ol 3.246E-05 3.423F°043
1 =n 1 2.',OOr 01 1.014E-01 R.243F-02 4.620E 01 4.679E 01 3.310E-05 3.470E-05►J__	 _---_._-..--r ---	 --.-_-- t .	 _..._. D-.7T---- I:v9FE_-_Ot--------9:m5'7--OZ 136 1 F ut ----i.85TU- -0r- -- ^^01?F'n5 - --^^IIO0E^T!5 -
60 1 2.500E 01 1.106E-0I Q.175F-02 4.896E 01 4.R76F 01 4.095E-05 4.063E-05
TO 1 0.0 1.208E=01_. 1.016E=01 5.155E O1 5.092E O1	 -` 5 - ORRE=05 4.036E-05
70 1 ?.500E Ol 1.220E-0I 1.02'QF-Ol 5.182F 01 5.1115E 01 5.198F-GS 4.923E-05
PT' T O.0 1.7t5ZF -01	 - 1.751F.-01 5.494E Of 5.386E Ol 6.729E-05 6.146E-05
g0 1 2.500F O1 1.369E-01 1.167F-01 5.522E O1 5.411E O1 6.888E-05 6.275E-OS
-	 - -- -.-- --n0----t _- 1 
.0 _ --T - 7^7E=0I -S 9IIIF Y)C- 7T0f. O F=OS--' B^SOSE=II3 - ---
90 1 2.500F O1 1.575E-01 1.351E-01 5.939F O1 5.7Q8E 01 9.865E-05 6.717E-Q>
inn t O.0 __ -_	 - t.B56E=01 -1.596E=D1 6.7479E 01 6.330E 01 1.633E-04 1.413E=04
in0 1 2.500C 01 1.898E-01 1.637E-01 6.544E 01 6.395E O1 1.743E-04 1.505E-04	 ti
170 T OaT"	 -" 7.641E O1 7.549E O1	 - 6.746E=04 5.850E=04
110 1 2.500E O1 2.791E-01 2.404F-01 7.913E 01 7.844F O1 i.OBOE-03 9.490E-04
LIMIT LrAn FRACTURI. OCCURS IN THE of BLOCK	 1 STEP AFTER	 1.526F 01 CYCLES





a	 c a r v
3
'MAC ITERATIC4 (•N CRACK SIZE / PROOF TEST
CRACK 15 A PART THRU CRACK
HALF !- lJRF ACE SIM ACE DEPTH
r%LO.CK ST F" C VCLFS -CRACK LFhCTM____tRACK DEPTH KM AM -;- SURF ACE RMAV-DEPTH GROWTH RATE GROWTH RATE
41N) I IN) (KSI ROUT-INS (KSI ROOT-W (IN/CYCLE) IIN/CYCLEV
4 .15FL-- U Z z.fizr--u z 2 u l 5.,%	 W-- in. 26 FE:
I 2.rnor 01 4.171F -02 I.719 2E -02 2.5A9F 01 2.979F 01 5.58RE -06 0.26TE
10 1 P1.0 -Z-b95[_ 8.659F=06
IG II	 - 2.5COF in I 4.305E-02 7."lu-02 2:695E 01 3.028F 01 6.243U-06 8.659E-06
20
I ..	 __ ().T 5 5T ^M7 ____ -7 - B14F 01 3.0M5F_ 01
20 1 2.50OF 01 4.472E-02 3.70f-E-02 2.814E 01 3.085E 01 7:041E-06 9.135E-06
----30-.._. I (l.0 4. 6 -.0 I-it - V I T-.;;Y"t-uz Z.V3 ZI Ul _l.LntSt Ul F.VME-06 v
30 2.5oor 01. 4 .660E-02 3.4435-02 2.932E 01 3.158E 01 7.904E-06 9.766E-06
1 00 -	 -_ --	 - ____	 4.848F_Z0z - 3. 671 F-W 02 3 .053F _0 1 a. 8 69 U-06 1.04 8E=05 
1 1.11 006 01 4.871F-02 3.697F-02 3.053EM 01 1.236E 01 8.069E-06 1:0,. 8E-os
5c T _.0.0	 1 - ;OSZE^2" __-3.9z1F_z_-n2 --3- 17TF 01 ­9.947E=06 1j, 177E-"
50 1 2.5000 it 5.107E-0? 3.970E_02 3:177F 01 3.317E 01 9.942E-06 11.127E-05
­67---- 1 0.0 -uz 3 .3ule ul 3.51fil- ul 1.11LILF-T5 I 71VE=05-
bo 1 7.rOuE nt 5.37IF-02 4.263E-02 3.301E 01 3.397E, 01 I.IIIE-05 DIVE-05
70 1 II.0- 5.63-5F-:02 4.545E-W-_-_-_3 ._4ZWF 01 -3:485E-III
70 1 2:50OF ol 5.667E-02 4.510E-02
.4	
edF 01 3:405E 01 1.243E-05 1.306E-05n0_ 1 5 963[___u7 4;r,8rf__Oz 3.561Etd R ct 1 2.50OF G1 5:998E-02 4.919E-02 3.561F 01 3:581E 01 1.394E-0 5 1.418E-05
is. 531FE-uz 5.z53u-.-Uz 3.699E Of 5.614-JE Of 1 .56 re-0 .3 11.5-09E^V2
"o 1 7.500r ot 6.370E-02 5.291E-07 -1.699[_9f` 01 3.685E 01 I.S67E-05 1.549E-05
-too 1 6 3- F44 E_101- 705E-Z*'S --- -
100 I 2.1; 00E- 01 4:788E-02 ;.h99F-02 3:844F 01 3.800E 01 1.768E-05 1.705E-OS
110 1 O;Tr*-- -- T.212Ez.:oz_ ­3-998F 01 __ 3.-926F-01 Z.;006"- 57--
110 1 2.500E 01 7.262E-0" 6. 151E-02 3:9-8E 01 3.926E 01 2.006E-05 1.892E-05
I a.-O I.F44E-UZ 6.6tylk-uz 4.jbllL ul 4.Ubbt Ul z.zvlt-u 5 _r._rzvF=v5_
120 1 2.500E 01 7.802E-02 6.654t-02 4.161E 01 4.066E 01 2.291E-0 5 2.120E-05
130 -1 0 4338E ► _2ZIE -01 Z.-64U"-
130 1 2:500E 01 8o42JE-02 7:722E-02 4.33RE Ol 4:221E 01 2.0640E-05 2:405E-OS
140 - - 
I M.0
53OF 01 --- 81397E 21768E=05---
t40 I 2.500E 01 9.139E-0Z 7.871E-02 4:530f 01 4.397E 01 3.079E-0 5 2.768E-05
O .V v.wv _, e -uz 44L-XPZ -W-.7472" & 4.393E 0 1 --3.b-#9F-0:p 3.24-11t=05
150 1 2.500F ol 9.984E-02 8.675E-02 4.742E 01 4.595E 01 3.649E--05 3.243F-OS
140 - T__ -0.1y 	__- - 1-099F=01 __ ­ 41421E=05-- ­ 3 887E=05-----
160 1 2.500F 01 1:100E-01 9.520E-02 5.006E 01 4.845E 01 4.510E-05 3:962E-05
170 -lr-- _I.._2 ri" 1 -1 ; nwgv-o I - - 5:257E -0t - -5 :087"r - -------5-.530F=05- 	 ;slsr-05--
170 1 2.500F 01 1.225E-01 1.061E-o1 5:284F 01 5.113E 01 5.650E-05 4.915E-05
- 1-
 
(I. to 1.36flt-U I I. HM-Ol 5.>871E-U L 5.4LIt 01 1.214E-Ml S. z w4f:=05
I SO I 2.500E 01 1.366E-01 1.201E-01 5.6 15E 01 5.438E Ot 7.447E-05 6.420IF-05
I ryG _- I E=M---' 9-.-528r
190 1 2.500E 01 1.609E-0 1 1.392F-0 1 6.035E 01 5.859E 01 1.075E-04 19.187"5
2CO I __ 6;0 ---	 ---- -A.M5E -01-­ - S.-443F - 01
200 1 2.500F 01 1.969E-01 1:69FE-01 6.671E 01 6.512E 01 1.986E-04 1.688E-04
__ZIV 1 1 1.0 3.0 z8F::qplL 2.618F- 291F 01 9 .263t 01 2.620E-05 2.3"SE-05
11141T LOAD FRACTURE OCCURS TM THE	 109	 AFTER---l­ .-5T0F 01 CYCLES -
'ERTTTCAt X AT TlrPT9 MF l_K_REEW"l^ETVM TA	 -1 MV' XVTFR ­ - -g .-59,51E 00 -CYCLES- -
ITERA71M 41SUII^
PER CE N7	 OF























RUN	 2 f F	 ' RUNS	 OGAC	 I IFRA71f% (►N CRACK SIZE / PROOF TEST
LUIS ')	 INI . 111	 OAT!
STFFSS FACTOR	 l.f?OUr 00	 _	 ----^- -	 -	 -
LIMIT	 S1ltL SS 	 1.P00r 02




1	 1.200E 02	 0.0




WIPTN	 -	 .	 -	 - 1.*900F--OI -- -	 ----- - -	 -	 - __ - --	 ---- ---	 •-.-•	 ---	 -- ---	 ._
ADOITIPNAL DIMCNSIrN	 Q.0




__-SACK-TIErTR---	 -- 7. r riv, _41z	 -- -
HALF CRACK LFNGTN	 4.158E-02
1	 -	 - ------ ---- --- -	 - --	 -	 - -ffATfFT1l INPUT DATA	 -	 --- -	 -	 -- - ---- -- -- - ----	 ---- --	 - -- -
N
-----	 -	 ----•.!	 SHOLD	 --
MATERIAL
	 YIcL'• 1	 GROWTH	 RETARDATI( ' N	 STRFSS INTFNSITY	 STRESS INTENSITY	 STRESS INTENSITY	 STRESS INTENSITY
-	 TYPE
	






Cf ^STANT	 MATERIAL	 CRACK GROWTH RATE	 RETARDATIPM M(kDFL
F
-WlW9
_ ER	 TYPE -	 -	 SURFSCF -- - HH	 -SURFACE--- CIF{--	 --- -	 - -	 - - -	 -- -	 -- ---	 __- -	 ----	 -	 -
-~l	 l	 7.50(►E-10	 7.500E-10	 0.0	 0.0 —^
2 -	 -I-Z.74DE--W-II:Q_- _--- i1;7J ----	 -- --	 -- - -	 -	 - --	 - -	 --- --	 -	 -	 - -




PQVE,F INP 1 17 DATA
PROOF TYPE	 1	 LONER A	 0.0
T.-FROF--OZ	 UP PIE It A	 5.00ut-jul
KC PROOF	 7.000F. Ol
	 A/C	 3.330E-01





RUN	 2	 t!i%&c lt}RATMN fll CRACK SIZE / FRMI F 	 Tt!-7
rRACK IS A PART TPRU CRACK
HALF SUkF & CF SURFACE DEPTH
FiL r'CK ST!r CYCLES CRACK LENGTH CPACK OEPTtf KMAX-SXFPF ACE KMAX-DEPTH GROWTH RATE CRDMT" RATE
flNl (IN) IKSI ROUT-IN) IKSI ROOT-IN? IIWCYCLED DIN/CYCLED
2. 1	 1 7-.-tr:-57T--Tt2— 5.315E Of 6 Uuqr-- .01991E=04
2.500E 01 2.122r--01 7.125E-02 3.4&11 01 6.161E 01 1.280E-05 1.100E-04
10 1 0_0 1; (11717 -01 t.;4q5r 01 __6i;'184E 01 Zi,"4E-Ool 1.815f -04
10 1 2:5COF e I 2.16QE-0 1 1.064[-01 4.641[ 01 6.636E 01 3.366E-05 1.915"4
70 1 (7. u_. __ 2_337E=01 1-.15331=0T 6:3461 01 -T;133P-01 1•4351=04
70 1 2.506E "I 2:371E-01 1.719r-o1 6.549E 01 7.204E- 01 1.752E-04 3.6491E-04
Ll polT	 LuAP FPAC7llRF P(Cl IPS	 IN THE	 1 F►LnCK	 I STFF AFTER	 0.0 CYCLES






] l I1111111222227222[?3^3??33a_ 34444<44 ^a455S53555^_66^4¢^¢44^L7_Lr777?^
1; 3»56'► E^0129»567Fo01734567P9012345678901234567P90123456769012345678901234567e90
1► ^r C	 PI!l! _ LOADED_ lU_C, WITH PL07TINC




_ 1	 1 	 _  	 1 5-00,
4;	 1	 0 75.
_ 51 0.	 r.	 1000.	 1
1	 ll
t '	 --.!	 .1 _	 .1	 30.	 .S	 —	 - ----
1'	 1
1 _1 Q0.	 1	 C	 0 9C.	 6.	 Q0.	 6.
2	 1 .5 E - 10	
--- -- — —
2 .74
2	 °r•
y	 6.	 E NO
•r 	 111 11111112 22 22<<??233333? 3 3334444444444'5 5 5S 55555 66666 66b66 77T1 777 77 78
1.'34Sf7ft Q C1 ?34-Wl P 9C12?45t7 RQ C 1234567A901234567PQOl23456769012345678901234567e90
G1>^Bt - --	 ___--Column Number	 _--	 -_ --
RUN	 I f%F-	 I RUNS	 VAAC PIN LOADED LUG WIT" Pt"TTING
LUAD INPUT NAIA
STRESS FACTOR	 I orcs vu	 ------
LIMIT STRESS	 T:ro nr ot
STLP	 MAX STRESS	 "IN STRESS	 limilstcyctEsl	 MATERIAL TYPE
V-04ETRY INPUT DAtA
CRACK TYP E 	 PTE -	 it
-VIDT%f	
---* -S-.Vou"o ------
AUPITICWAL DIMFNSTC'N	 3.000E 01
RA""IDSIWITC" rFVTFt-
THICKNESS	 5.0onc-01
CRACK uFvTm -' --
	1.00DE-01















CRACK GRnWTm RAVE	 RETARDATION MDOEL
t	 I	 7.500E-10 -7.500E-10 0.0 	 0.04or
 00___-2w mor -00-1
3	 1	 9.000F 01	 9.000E 01 0.0	 0.0
6.0c—p
 00 8.0me 00 ozo
.	
't	










' ---- -'----	 ----	 -'------
	 ---
r% Ac__ PiN Lr y DEmWUC, WIvHrLwTTING
--	 -	 --	 --'
o p wCm IS x PART vnR'^ CRAcw
HALF Sxmp mcE sURFwCe DEPTH









--- - --''-%-----^' -












RUN	 I	 gtiAC PIN LOADED LUG WITH PUTTING
CRACK IS A CRACK IN TRANSITION
	
HALF FRONT	 HALF RACK
	 FRONT
	 SACK
"LOCK STr	 E-VCLrv4 _	 CRICK-CTNGTN--CRACK LEWTM 	 'KMAR=FRONT " • Klix=RRCK - GRRNTii RATE 9GROW M RATE
flMl	 IINI
	
IKSI ROOT-lNl IKSI ROOT-INI	 IIN/CVCLEI	 114MYCLE)
-- - -- v --- -- I
— TZf	






RIMS	 I	 VbAC	 PIN LOAnrEj Ljor. WITH PLOTTING
CRACK IS A THROUGH CRACK
HALF	 CRACK
BLVCK ST rP	 CVCL-FS-	 rRVRTP RATE
11N1	 IKSI r% tvf-Vl—)Nl	 IIN/CYCLFI
rol"M-USG2 l.v63t:-Ul	 15.1343L	 "I
9 1 1.000F 03 2.091E-01
	 5.545E 01 7.0201E-05
10 1 0.0	 . -- --- -- - 1 2 :-091E- —u l	 -545F- 011 -- ----- 7.0701!^37
10 1 1.000c 03 2.797E-01	 5:559F ol 7.105F-05
20 • 1 - 1.-277
-E -T -A-TT -E nMIL V A[; T tOR f- flCCTY"-TF4--TUB 9 "LOCK	 I s y EP--WFTUW— 	".0051 uz CYCLES






	 nxw unmmen uUC, WIT" numnvxw^
	 o.mwns 0^
'nxrx I.womF-ol y .nomp=ni 'w^m	 -	 '	 '
n"rx 1.no,4 r-nx x.n^1 r_ -nx 5.2eSF oo
TjnTF*-'  ----' - - '--------- '	 -
DATA 1.e5^e-01 x.n* p t-nx 1.516c nv
CxTc x.snue-ou u.a(W-n-ox 2~wmnp'n3----	 --------------' -	 '^ '--
PAT* u."OF-01 1.771e-01 n. r,731 no
rwTm 1.48nF=01 -' 1.3091=on '-^^wpme'v^r------- ------^---'--------------	 -'	 --	 ----	 '-
owvw 1.*9 6)r-mu 8.371e-wx n.% y wp nn
PAT 1.779c-01 1 ° +7 1Ps-ns 4.588p 03
-P&Tt n.Fs^^=mx 1.51sE=m1 -s- mmma ^^------- ----^-^--------- --- 	 - --' -	 '-	 - - --	 --^	 --	 -- -
DATA 1.*16e-01 S.530E mn
'njkTl 7. ITT ms=On- n-am^^=m^---^c^ms^'n^--------------'---^-'-- --'--- '-	 ----^ - ------ -	 -	 - - - 	 -	 '- 	 '
DATA 2.1p 4*-01 u.*w-3e-nn 06. 6;73F 03
-MM--f-
DATA ?.oz, p-ou u.-YwOE-61 7.617C 01
-rxr^ ^.^rne=nr--'x.nu^^^^n^-^znxo^ n^--------' -'-------- -- - ---------''-------'-------- -^------------- --- 	 - 	 '	 '
DATA z.+°zp -wx u.moxc-mu 8.527f n.A
mw VAT «- n ,%one=mx --'z^nvy niF=v^ - `9.'OOmf-mzr------- ----'-- ---------------- ---' ------------ -------------' -- ----- 	 -- -	 -
DATA 2.525F-01 2.47f3E-01 9.513F 03
1 1 A VA u-
-'n*lx 2.5250-01 o.ox!;a-m y 1.05*s 0,4
-rnTu -'-^^^n^n=^x--n^^n^^=mo---^cnmm'o^-------'-----^--------'--___ - -----  - -
DATA a.q?Os-nu o.usme m*
'nxvA- ^'^^^^^r=mx -r-;z5ZF=mn - 
	
---------	
--'------- ----^ ----------------- ^--'----_ '---'---'
oav^ 2.';25p-01 *.697e-nu u.252F 04
Tnm A 11.300F	 Olt
mwvm 2.525*-01 '5.404E-01 1. 3,152F
	
n*
nxvA-o;5zSr=nu -5c8r4E~Qu--^-1;*mW^^------- ----'----'-- -- ---'--- --'-- 	 '----	 ------------ 	 --- -	 ---- -	 -
muIx 2.525s-01 6.39uo-01 u.+ y *e 04
vwTm-' 7;525E~01-'- m4'	 ----	 -- --- --'--- -	 - -'	 '	 ''--- -^------^----	 '-^ --	 - '	 -
DATA 2.52sp-ou 7.209e-mx 1.55xF 04
.,DATA- -----------
o*t A a. p znE-mx m.no~E-nu .1 .651E 04
nnrn'- r^s^ss=mx---m^n^v^=^s^ u^Tone o^----^- -^----'-- - --'	 ---- 	- - -	 -	 - --	 --
nxI» 2. 132S p -01 9.*0we-01 1.755E m^
-Vwrm 70v---- '---^-'-- '-'	 '-	 -'-	 '- -	 -	 -^ --	 ------	 --- -- -	 -- --
DATA 2.92Se-01 1.134F 00 1.85+e 04
ba 1w--r; 575s~01
DATA 2.525e-01 1.^25E mm 1.951a 04
mwT* 2;575r~Ou - 1;FI19e'00 -1-972F m^-------' '^----'--- ---------------' ----------------------'-'--__-______-_-__--___'-___
Hnmn






-- 3_ 100	 10	 1
1.	 0	 1	 1	 1
^^- o_ loo:	 .-._
120. 	 00	 25.	 1
99.	 05	 •075	 .05
--I
6
1 Q 0.	 4	 0	 0 900	 60	 90.	 6.
12.
1& •	 _.	 _
30.






9 _I. .E-09	 3.E-0Q	 4.E-09
9	 1.E-0E	 3.E-08	 41E-0C
9	 -07	 E-07	 4.E--07
9	 2.4E-06	 7.2E-06	 1.E-05
9	 9.E-06	 2.7E-05	 4.E-05






1.	 0	 0	 1	 ^
6	 _-T





















































Card Type	 Column Number
ORIGINAE PAGE
OF POOR QUALM

















































31.	 0	 0	 1	 0
1	 7


















1.	 1.	 1.1	 1.2	 1.3	 2.	 100.
1.2
	
1.3	 1.4	 2.4	 120.
1.1	 1.1	 -1.2
	 1.4	 1.6	 3.	 1609
1.3	 1.3	 1.4	 1.5	 1.8	 4.	 1800
1.7	 197	 1.9	 2.2	 2.5	 5.00.
2.	 _ 20	 _	 2.5 _
	 3.	 S.	 6.	 250.
4.	 4.	 6.	 80	 10.	 15.	 300
10.	 _ _	 10. _	 15.	 20* 	 30.	 400	 350:

















-	 - -	 -	 --	 ----13 .2





14 121	 1. 	 1.3 2. 1 00.
E1d
141.1 1.1	 1.2	 1.3	 1.4	 2.4 1200
141.1 1 .1_	 1., 2	 1.4	 _ 1.6 _ 3. 1600
1.3	 114	 1.5	 1.8141.3 4. 180.
_  4 _s7	 1.7	 1.9	 2.:	 2 .5 S. 200.
142.	 2.	 2.5	 3.	 5. 4. 250.
_ 14 4. 	A.:---	 6.	 #:	 lOs 15, 30.0
-	 1410.	 10.	 150	 20.	 30. 40, 350.
14 10 (JA--	 02	 300,	 350, 400. d-110.
1111111111222222222233333333334444,444444555555555566600d66667777777777•
12345o7b9C123456789012345h78 o01234567h90123A-567R9C1234567190123456789012345 	 •90
Card Type
	 Column Number
ou" L-ar- -3-RUIN_--!A	 EXAMPLES




ifiFSS MIN STRESS UNITS(CYCLES) MATERIAL TYPE








HALF CRACK LENGTH 7.500E-02
MATERIAL INPUT DATA
CRITICAL	 THRESHOLD --- --CRITICAL	 -	 'VKR--E
"A7ERIAL YIELD	 GROWTH RETARDATION STRESS INTENSITY	 STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY 	 STRESS INTENSITY
Qp TYPE - STRENGTH	 EQUATION
I 1.90OF 02 4	 0 9.000E 01	 6.000E Do 9.000E 61	 6.000E 00
MATERIAL TYPE	 I	 TABLE 7
RE=	 0.0 3.000E-01 5.000E.-01 1.000E 00
DUE= &.00OE 00 1.000E-13 3.00OE-13 4.000E-13 4.000r-13





01 1.000E-08 3.000E-08 4.000f-00 A.000E-08





DKE- 1.600E 01 2.400E-06 7:20OC-06 1:000E-05
DkE- 3.606E 01 4.006t-06 2.700E-05- 4.000E-Os 4.006E-05
OKE w 8.400E 01 5.000E-05 1.50OF-04 2.000E-04 2.000E--04kt- 9.000t oi 1.000E-o2 3.000E-02 4.660E-02
TABLE
RE=	 0.0 3.000E-01 5.000E-01 1.000E 00
OKEr- 60000E 00 1.000E-11 1.000E-13 4.000E-13 4.000f-13
OK E= 6.000t oo 1.600E-04 3.006E-69 4.600E-09 4.060C-64
DKE: 1.000E_01_ 1.000E-08 3.000E-08 4:000E-06 4.000E-09
OWE S 1.200E 01 1.000c-07 3.000E-07 4.000E-07 4.000FZ--07
DKE x 1.600E 01 2.400E-06 7.200E-06 1.000E-051 1.000t-05
DKE S 3.660t 61 .666t-06 2.760E-0s 4.000E-OS 4.000E-OS
DKE* 8.400E 01 5.000E-05 1.500E-04 2.000E-04 2.000E-04
RUN	 1 't!PULAR_ INPVl -EXAMPJ.-E&--- ----
-- -----	 --	 - - -	 - -
--.--	 ---_-__. ^. __ -	 ----	 _------_--- C F.tCK IS_A PART T HRV CRACK --__--- _------
HALF -SURFACF SURFACE DEPTH
BLOCK ST[P CYCLES CRACK LFNGTH CRACK DEPTH KMAX-SURFACE KMAX-DEPTH GROWTH RATE GROWTH RATE
(INi (INI (KSI RDOT-IN) IKSI ROOT-IN) (1N/CYCLEI IIN/CYCLE)
i
1 1 0.0 7.500E-02 S.000E-o2 3.477E 01 5.007E 01 1.151E-0S 1.457E-05
1 1 2.500E 01 7.529E-02--- 5.036E-02. _	 3.477E 01 _4.007E 01 1.151E-05 1.457E-05
LO 1 0.0 7.766E-02 5.332E-02 3.612E 01 4.080E 01 1.226E-05 1.502E-05
10 1 2.500E 01 _	 7.79.7E-02___ _ 5.370E-02 _ _3o612E 01	 -__ 4.08OF 01 1.224E-05 1.502E -05
20 1 0.0 8.0N2E-02 5.713E-02 3.761E 01 4.142E 01 1.312E-OS 1.553E-0S
-	 -- ..
	 20_--
---1. Z*509E__Q e.u5E-02 -5 --	 -' ---30 1 0.0 8.420E-02 6.108E-02 3.908E 01 4.253E 01 1.398E-05 1.610E-05
30 1 -	 Z.SOOE .01
_ __-	
8.45SE-02 - __.6.14OF-02.____-222 3.908E O1 _	 _  4.253E 01	 _ 1.398E -05 1.610E-OS_
40 1 0.0 8.119E-02 6.517E-02 4.054E 01 4.353E 61 1.486E-05 1.473E-05
40 1 2.500E 01 8.817E-02 6.559E-02 4.0134E O1 4.353E 01 1.486E-05 1.673E-05
50 1 0.0 9.161E-02 6.943F-02 4.200E 01 4.45SE 01 1.576E-05 1.739E-*S
-_-1-- --2.500E O1	 9.300E-02 6.986E-02 4.200E Ol_- 4.455E Ol 21.576E=05	 _
i
1.739E-05___
60 1 0.0 9.565E-02 7.385E-02 4.346F 01 4.55RE 01 1.669E-05 1.804E_05
60 1--- 2.500E 01 9.607E-02 7.430E-02 4.346E 01 4.558E 01 1.669E-05 1.004E-05	 -
70 1 0.0 9.993E-02 7.843E-02 4.4RME 01 4.656E 01 1.761E-05 1.871E-OS
70 1 2.500E Ol 1.004E-01 7.890E-02 4.488E 01	 _ 4.656E 01 1.741E-05 1.871E-05
80 1 0.0 1,044E-01 8.319E-02 4.631E O1 4.756E O1 1.855E-05 1.939E-05
so 1_ 2 .500E 01 1.049E-01 8.367E-02 4.631E 01 4.756E 01 1.855E-05 1.939E-05
Q0
-1 - 0.0 1.092E-01 B.R11E-02 4.774E 01 4.859E 01 1.951E-05 2.009E-05
90 1 2.500E_011.-097E-01_ , 6.861E-C2 - _	 _ 4.774E 01	 _ 4.859E 01 _ 1.951E-OS _ _ 2.009E-05
100 1 0.0 1.142E-01 9.321.E-02 4.917E 01 4.965E 01 2.050E-05 2.083E-0-5by
100 1 -_  2.500E 01 1.147E-01	 2222 9.374E-02 -_  4.917E 01 _- 4.965E Ol_ - _ _	 2.05GE-05 _ _  2.083E-05
110 1 0.0 1.194E-01 9.851F-02 5.062E 01 5.074E 01 2.151E-05 2.160E-05W
%p 2.500 dl 1.199E-01 9.905E-02 5.062E O1 5.074E 01 2.151E-05 2.160E-05
120 1 0.0 1.249E-01 1.040E-01 5.207E 01 5.186E 01 2.155E-05 2.239E-05
120 1 2.500E 01 1.2S5E-01 1.046E-01 5.207E 01 5.186E 0_1 2.255E-05 2.239E-05





130 1 2.5008 O1 1.312E-01 1.103E-01 5.353E 01 5.301E 01 2.361E-05 _ 2.323E-05
140 1 0.0 1.367E-01 1.156E-01 S.SOIE OI 5.419E 61 2.470E-OS 2.410E-OS	 -
140 I _ 2.500E 01 1.373E-01 1.162E-01 5._SOIE 01 5.419E 01 2.470E-05 2.410E-OS_	 2222
150 1 0.0 1.430E-01 1.217E-01 5.650E 01 5.540E OL 2.583E-05 2.500E-05
150 1 2.500E 01 1.436E-01 1.223E-01 5.650E 01 13.540E 01 2.583E-05 2.500E-0S






--	 -- -- --- -	 -•
1.287E-01










170 1 06 . - 1.564E-01 - 1.347E-01 5.951E OL -- -96E-5.7 O1 -	 -- - ---2.816E-OS ---- -----2.695E-OS
2.500E O1 1.571E-01 1.353E-01 5.951E 01 5.796E 01 2.816E-0S 2.69SE-05	 4 -
1R0 1 0.0 1.636E-01 1.415E-01 6.104E 01 S.929E 01 2.938E-05 2.799E-05
180 1 -22 2 .500E _01 1..444E-01 1.422E-01 6.104E Ol 2225.929E Ol 2.938E-05 2.799E-05
190 1 O_0 _ 1.711E-01 1.486E-01 6.259E 01 6.066E 01
_
3.063E-65- 2."99	 -
190 1 2.500E 01 1.719E-01 1.494E-01 6.259E 01 6.066E 01 3.063E-05 2.908E-05







200 1 22.500E 01 1.797E-01 1.568E-01 6.416E 01 6.207E 01 3.192E-05 3.021E-05_
-	
210 - 1 0.0 1.870E-01 3.637E-01 6.575E 01 6.351E 01 3.325E-05 3.138E-05
210 1	 _ 2.500E 01 1.879E-01 1.645E-01 6.575E 01 6.351E 01 3.323E-05 3.138E-05
220 1 6.6 1.955E-01 1.117E-01 6.736E Ol 6.499E O1 3.462E-OS _ 3.261E-05
220 1 2.500E Ol 1.964E-01 1.725E-01 6.736E 01 6.499E 01 3.462E-05 32.261E-OS__












0.0 - 2.13SE-01 1.886E-01 7.065E
_
01 6.906E 0-1 -3.748E-0-5 - I. 2 1-05
240 1 2.500E 01 2.144E-01 1.895E-01 7.065E 01 6.806E O1 3.748E-05 3.522E-05
250 -	 1 - O.O -	 - -	 2.230E-01 ' -- 1.174E-01	 - -- 7.234E 01 6.966E 01 -- -- 3.89SE-05 - 3.661E-05 -- - _-
750 1 2050OF 01 2.240E-01 1.985E-01* 7.234E 01 6.966E 01 3.898E-05 3.601.1E-OS
260 1 0.0 2.329E-01 2.069E-OL 7.405E 01  7.131E 01 4.453E-OS  3.E116E-OS
	 i
260 l 2.500E O1 2.339E-01 2.078E-01 7.405E 01 7.131E 01 4.053E-05 3.806E-05
270 1 0.0 2.432E-01 2.166E-01 7.578E 01 7.301E 01 4.212E-05 3.458E-05
270 1	 _ 2.500E OZ	 __- 2.443E-0.,__-IL __2.176E - 01 T.57SE_ 01  7.301E 01 _ 4.212E-05 3.958E-05
7!O 1 0.0 2.54UE 0l 2-266E-01 7.755E O1 7.47SE 01 4.377E-05 4.117E-05
2E0 1 2.50OF 01 2.551F.-01 2.277E-01 7-755E 01 7.47SE 01 4.377E-05 4.117E-05
240 1 0.0 2.651E-01 2.371E-01 7.9340 01 7.656E 01 4.547E-05 4.284E-05
290 1 2.500E 01 2.662E-01 2.382E-01 7.434E 01 7.656E 01 4.547E-05 4.2ME-05
300 1 (%.!% 2.767E-01 2.480E-01 0.117E O1 7.842E 01 4.723E-05 4.459E-05
300 - _ 1 _ 2,t"IOE 01 2.77BE-01_ 2 . 491E-01 8.1 1 7E 01_ 7.842E 01 T. 4.723E-05 4.459E-05
310 1 0.0 2.887E-OI 2.594F.-01 P.303E 01 e.0'J5E Ol 4464E-05 4.644E-OS
110 2 2.5000 01 2.899E-01 2.605E-_ O1 8.303E 01 8.035E O1 4.904E-05 4.6"E-O5
320 1 0.0 3.0365-01 2.712E-01 9.464E'61 8.276E 61 1.076E-04 4.878E-OS
320 1 2.500E O1 3.063E-01 2.724E-01 8.484E 01 8.276E 01 1.076E-04 4.878E-OS -
LIMIT LOAD FRACTURE OGCURS IN_THE, - _ 173_BLOCK 1 STEP AFTER	
-
0. 0 CYCLE S_









	 2 CF	 3 RUNS	 TABULAR INPUT EXAMPLES
1CAC_.INPU7._DATA




--	 STEP	 MAX STRESS - MIN-
I 	 1.200E 02	 U.O	 2.500E O1	 1
GEVM7TRv :INPUT. DATA .- -,----
CRACK TYPE	 TC -	 7




THICKNE$__ __.. _____ ___'^•OOO E-O1_------	 __	 ----------	 -	 --------------
HALF CRACK L RjGTH	 7.500E-02
	 --
TASLF	 1: BETA C
by 	 A= 0.0	 1.000E 00	 -	 - - -	 -	 -
1 	 C= 0.0 _ _ 	 1.000E 00	 1.000E 00
r	 C= 1.000E 00	 I.o00E (i0	 1.000E o0
►^'	 C= 1.200E 00	 9.000F-01	 9.000E-01
C. 1.500E 00	 7.000E-01	 7.000E-01
C= 1.700E UO	 6.500E-01	 6.500E-01
C= 1.800E 00	 7.000E-01	 7.000E-01	
-
C= . 2.QOOE QO _ _- • 6.000E-01 	 8 .000E-01
C= 3.000E 00	 1.100E 00	 1.100E 00
C= 1.000E 02
	
1.100E 00_	 _ 1.100E 00____





As 0.0	 1.000E 00
(: 0.0
	
_ - 1.000E 00	 1.000E 00 T-
C- 1.000E 00	 1.000E 00	 1.000E 00
C- .1.200E_00 -. -- -- 1.200E QO --- 
-
1.200E 00	
-	 - ------ - -- ----- --- --- - _ -C- 1.500E 00	 2.000E 00	 2.000E 00	 -	
_ -
C- 1.700E 00	 3.000F 00	 3.000E 00
C= 1.800E 00	 1.000E 01	 1.000E O1
C-__2.000E •00 	 1.000E 15	 1.000E 1S
C- 3.000E	 15	 1.000E IS
Ca 1.000E 02	 1.000E 1S	 1.000E 15
-
TABLE	 41 sELA A
A. 0.0
MATERIAL INPUT DATA
CRITICAL	 THRESHOLD CRITICAL	 THRFSHOLD
MATERIAL Y1FLO	 GROWTH	 RETARDATIM STRESS INTENSITY	 STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY	 STRESS	 INTENSITY
TYPF STRENCT1+	 FOUATION MODEL ISURFACEI	 (SURFACE) (DEPT0	 IDErTHI-
1 1.900E 02 44	 0 9.000E 01	 6.000E 00 9.000E O1	 6.000f 00
MATERIAL TYPE
	
1	 THE 7 ----
_	 _
RE=__ P.O .	___._ 3.-000E-0 1 S.000E-01 1 .000E 00
OKE= 6.000E 00 1.000F-13 3.000E-13 4.000E-13 4.M^OE-i3
DKE= 8.000E 00 1.000E-09	 _ 3.000E-04 -4.000E-09 _	 ..000E-09
OKF= 1.000E 01 14000E-O" 3.000E-08 4.000E-08 4.000E-69
DKE= 1.200E 01 1.000E-07 3.000E-07 4.000E-07 4.000E-07
DKFs 1.60DE 01 2.401►£-06 7.200E-06 I.00OE-OS 1.000E-05
DKE= 3.00OE 01 a.000E-O6 2.700E-OS 4 .000E=qS 4.000E-OS ^-
OKE= 8.400E Ol 5.000E-05 1.500E-04 2.000E-04 2.000E-04
DKE= 9.000E 01 1.000E-02 3.000E-02 4.000E-02 4.000E-07
MATERIAL TYPF	 1	 TARV 8
NEW	0.0	 ___ 3. 0_00E-0 1 	_ S. 000E-01 1.000E 00
DKE=
_
6.000E OA 1.000E-13 3.000E-13 4.000E-13 4.000E-13
DKE& 8.000E 00 1.000E-09 3.00O_E_-09 4.000E-09 4.000E-09
- 1.000E O1 1.000f-Q8 3.000E-08 &-000E-00 4.000E-Os
DKE= 1.200E 01 1.000F-07 3.000E-07 ..000E-07 4.000E-0 7
DKE= 1.600E 01 2.400E-06 7.200E-06 1.000E-05 1.000E-OS
DK E = 3.000E 01_ 0.000E-06_ 2.700E-05 -0S_4.000E 4.000E-05
DKE=6.400E 01 9.000E-05 1.500E-04 2.000E-04 2.000E-04
-





RUN 2 7AB1LIlAQ	 INPUT EXAMPLES
CRACK 1S A THRVL•H CRACK
HALF CRACK
SLOCK STFo CYCLES CRACK LENGTH KMAX GROWTH RATE
fimI IKSi ROOT-tN) IIN/CYCLFI
it H
I 1 --	 0 ^^ - - -	 7. 560E-02-	 --- s. H39E O1 2.729E-0S
	
_	
--- - -	 - -
F^8 1 1 2.500E of 7.56NE-02 5.839E 01 2.729E-OS;Ta 10 1 A.0 8.133E-02 6.081f 01 2.319E-05
r l0 L 2.5000 Ol 6.2.ObE-02 b.081F 01 2.919F-05
JO F'd 2C 1 0.0 8.887E-02 6.357E 01 3.143E-05
' 20 1 2..500E U 1 _ __.P.966E- 02 --__ 4 357E Cl 3.143E-05__ -
y 30 1 0.0 9.699E-02 6.6.4 It O1 3.380E-05
H t] 30 1 2.50OF 01 9.784E-02 6.641E 01 3.380E-05H 40 1 0.0 4.057E-01 6.933E 01 3.632E-OS
C) 40 1 2.500E 01 1.066E-01 6.933E 01 3.632C-05
50 1 C.0 1.151E-01 7.234F. 01 3.R99E-05
- 50 1 2.5001`_01- -i• 1611--01 7. 234E L 3.R98E-05
60 1 0.0 1.252E-01 7.543F 01 4.180E-05
60 1 2.500E 01 1.262E-01 7.543E 01 4.180E-05
7G 1 0.0 1.359F-01 7.862E 01 4.478E-05
70 1 2.5000 01 1.371E-01 7.862E OI 4.478E-0S
80 1 0.0 1.475E-01 8.1R9F 01 4.792E-05
80 1_ 2.500E 01
 1.4_P_7E_-_01----_8.1N9E _01 _4.792E_-O5
td
1 ^•0
1.674E-01 8.724[ OL ---
1
W LIMIT LVAD FRACTURE nrCLRS IN THE 7 BLOCK	 1 STEP AFTER 0.0 CYCLES
CRITICAL K AT SURFACE HAS RFEN EXCEEDED IN THE
	
90 BLOCK AND THE
	




^.._a._._.........:.	 :.»...	 ...... .....u::.....	 .. ..	 ............-..-_...-........v.._..^_....rin....-.. e....... ._.._.^...ia.... am 	 ............^.... ^......u..v....._.. a._	 _a.	 ..,_.M..irna
RION	 I D F	 3 RUNS TABULAR	 INPUT EXAMPtFS
_LOAD INPilT DATA
STRESS FACIP R I ADOF 00
Ll"ll	 STRESS I.eOOF 02
STEP	 MAX STRESS MIN SIRF ,S^ __t!NITS f CYC_kESj 1ATERIAL TYPE










HALF CRACK LENGIm 7.500E-02
TABLE	 Ii BfTA C
A- 0.0 I.000E-o1 2.000E-ol 3.000E-01 4.000E-01 4.@OOF-01 15.000E-01
i .006F--06 Do 1.700E 00 1.300E GO -i-.Ooor-oa I.-6bor of---
C- I:a00E-01 1.000E 00 1.0000 00 1.20OF 00 1.300E 00 1.400E 00 2400E 00 1.2001E 02
to t. Z.oc- OE-ol 1.100[ Do I.ICOE 00 1.200t 60 1.400t 06 1.600t 66 1.0009 00 1.0ot 02
C. '-.000E-01 1.100F 00 1.3001E 00 1.400F 00 1.500E 00 1.9000 00 4.000E 00 1.8001E 02
C= 6.000E-0I 1.700F 00 I.*oOE: do t.goor 06 2.206t 66 2.500t 60 5.000E 00 MODE (12
C= 8.000E-01 2.0oof 00 2.00OE-00.. 2.500E_00 3.000E 00 s.00OE'OO, 60000E 00 2.500E 02
C = I.00O' F -0 -0 4.00OF 00 4.000E
-----
00 6 000nE on 0 . -0 0- O-F 00 ---L-00- uff 61 -lo"6lF-6-1 ----l§obwF- -02--- - -- --
C= 2o000E 00 IoOOOF 01 1.000E 01 1.500E OIL 2.000E 01 3.000E 01 4.000F 01 3.5010E 02
C- 1.000E 01 1.000E 02 1.000F 02 2.000E 02 3.6000 02 !.Oot 02 4o000t 02 4.6601E 62
TABLE	 2s stii A
An 0.0 -1.000E-01 3o000E-Of2.000E-0I
C- 0.0 1.100F 00 1.100F 00 1.100E 00 1.200E 00 Io300E 00 2.000E 00 I:OWF 02C= 2o000t-61 1.100E Do 1.100E do 1.260t 66 1.366t 06 i.d► obt 66 2.400E 00 l."Oe 02
Cw 4.000E-01 1o100E 00 1.1001E 00 1o200E 00 1.400E 00 1.600E 00 3.0001E 00 4.600F 02
C . 8.600C-01 1.30OF "o, 1.300E 60 1.400E - 66 1.500t 00 1. A OFF 00 4.000E 00 1.800E 02
C c 1.200E 00 1.700F on 1.700E 00 1.9001 Do 2.200E 00 ZoSOOE 00 SoOOOF 00 2.01001E 02
Cs-1.600
0
E 06 2-606K 66 00 3.000E 00 5.000t 00 9-.666"6-7.560E 02
C- 2.000E 00 4.000F 00 4.000E 00 6.000F 00 8.000E 00 1.000E 01 1.500E 01 3.000E 02
6 4.600i- 00 1o006t 61 1.000E Oi -- 2.000t 61 3.660t 61	
_
a1 9.566F, of--
C: 2.000E 01 1.0001- 02 1.000E 02 2.0001E 02 3.000F 02 3.SOOE 02 4.000f 02 4.0001E 02
MATERIAL - fiikif'-bAiA
CRITICAL lk-W460 Vt IT KAU 1"RIF&MKO
MATERIAL YlrLID GROWTH	 RETARDATION	 STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY STRESS INTENSITY
ryk 04NOI; EQUAI-1-0-H,	 MODEL
	
( SURFACE) I SURFACE I IDEPT041
I 1.90OF 02 4	 0	 9.000E Ol 6.000E 00 4 .
-6-66f 4.666VW-
MATERIAL TYPE	 I TABLE	 I
RE-	 n.0 3.000E-01	 5.000E-01	 1.000E 00
s	 Y	
\	 `
DKE = 6.000E 00 1.000E-1'1 3.009E-13
_ .5.000E-13 __ _4.000E-13
OKF= 9.000E OC I.000E-Oa 3.GOOF-09 4.000E-0o 4.000E-09
DKE= I - QOOF O1.	 _	 _	 _ 1000E-01 - _ .- 3 .0001<-48--___ 4 :000,1<- 0@_--_4,000E-08.-__
DKG= 1.200E 01 1 .OnOE-07 3.000E-07 4.000E-07 4.n00E-07
DKE= 1.600E 01 2.400E-OA 7.200E-06 1.000E-05 1.000E-05
DKE= 3.000E 01 9.000E-06 2.700E-OS 4.000E-05 ti.000E-05
DKE= 8.400E 01 5.000E-05 1.500E-04 2.000E-04 2.n00E,1%4 ---,
DKE= 9.000E 01 1.00CF-02 3.000E-02 4.000E-02 4.000E-02
MATERIAL TYPf 1	 TABLE B
RE= 0.0 3.000E-01 5.000E-01 1.000E 00
DKf_= 6.000E 00 1.000E-13 3.000E-H3 4.000E-13
	 .. -_	 -4.000E-13
OKE= 0.000E 00 1.000E-09 3.000E-09 &.000E-09 4.000E-09
DKE.= 1.000E O1	 _-Ia000E=n@_
- - - ------- ---	 - ---	 - - --_-- -	 -	 -DKE= 1.200E 01 1.00OF-07 3.000E-07 4.000E-^7 ...000E-07
DKE= 1.60E 01 7.400c-n6 7.200E-06 1.000E-05 1.000E-05
DKE= !.OWE U1 9.000F-06 2.700E-09; 4.000E-05 4.000E-05
DKF = 9.400E 01 5.000E-05 1.SOOE-04 2.000E-04 2..000E-04







RI ON TARIOLAR	 INPUT EXAMPLES
-_ C?ACK _1S A PART 714W CRACK •-
HALF SURFACE SURFACE DEPTH
BLOCK STOP CYCLI-S CRACK LENGTH CRACK DEPTH KMAX-SURFACE KMAX-DEPTH GROWTH RATE GROW" RATE
IINI (IN) fKSI ROOT-IN) fKSI ROOT-IN ► IIWCYCLE ► 17N/CVCLEI
1 1 0.0 7.500E-02 5.000E-02 4.768E 01 5.245E 01 1.947E-05 2.282E-05
1 1 2.500c Ol 7.549E-02 5.057E-02 4.792E O1 5.271E 01 1.963E-05 2.301E-05
10 1 0.0 7.955E-02 5.534E-02 5.016E O1 5.517E O1 2.118E-05 2.483E-05
10 1 2.500E 01 1+.00RE-02 5.596E-02 5.041E O1 5.545E 01 2.136E-05 2.SO4f-OS
70 1 0.0 B.SOPE-02 6.182E-02 5.301E O1 5.832E Ol 2.323E-05 2.723E-05
70 1 2.51)uE_ 01 _	 _	 0.566E-02 -__ 5.328E_01____ ,_•5.e61E 01_ _2.342E-05 2.7415[-05 	
T
_
30 1 0.0 9.114E-02 6.8"IF-02 5.597E 01 6.157E Ol 2.543E-05 2.981E-05
30 1 2.500E 01 9.177F-02 6.066E-02 5.625E 01 6.188E 01 2.564E-05 3.00SE-OS
"o 1 0.0 9.776E-02 7.667E-02 5.904E 01 6.495E 01 2.,179E-05 9.258f-0S
40 1 2.500E 01 9.P46F-02 7.749F-02 5.934E 01 6.527E 01 2.803F-05 3.2851E-05
50 1 0.0 1.080E-01 8.515E-02 6.253E 01 6.844E O1 3.038E-OS 3.SSSE-05
So 1 2.500E 01 1.05SE-01 8.604E-02 6.289E 01 6.878E 01 3.088E-OS 3.584E-05
60 1 0.0 1.1?OE-01 9.439E-02 6.1.36E O1 7.206E 01
_	 _
3.377E-05 3.e73E-OS
60 1 2.500E 01 1.139F-01 9.536E-02 6.675E 01 7.242E 01 3.409E-05 33905E-05
70 1 0.0 1.219E-01 1.045E-ol 7.103E 01 7.602E of S.782E-05 4.234E-05
70 1 2.500E O1 L.22FE-01 1.055E-01 7.158E 01 7.644E 01 3.830E-05 4.273E-05
80 1 0.0 1.319E-01 1.185E-01 7.673E Ol 8.048E 61 4.30111-05 4.656E-05
80 1 2.5WE O1 1_.33OF-01 1.167E-11 7.733E 01 8.095E 01 4.356E-05 4.701E-05_
90 1 0.0 - 1.439E-01 - , 1.372E-01 -'-8.713E Ol"
_
€.904E 01 8.275E-OS ' 4.37TE- 3W
A LIMIT LOAD FRACTURE OCCURS IN THE 24 BLOCK	 1 STEP AF7FR	 2.287E 01 CYCLES
V,









Compact specimen, ASTY, E399-74,
E '^	 c3/2	 c 5/2
K c 	_ P	 29.6 (W)	 185.5 	 (—	 + 655.7 (W)	 -
th W
7/2	 7/2^
1017.0 (W)+ 	 6.38.9 (k,)	 (Ref. C-2)
Single through crack at hole.
K c s U FB Fg	 w
F	 e(1.2133-2.205 s +.6451 S2)b
s	 c/(Rad + c)
F	 sec (n c+2 Rad )
w	 2	 (W- c)
F  is an equation which fits Bowie's (Ref.C-3,^numerical data for
the effect of the hole. F  is a modification of Feddersen's (RefC-1)
equation to account for the affect of finite width. The distance
(W-c)
-
is twice the distance from the closest edge to the midpoint c
the hole and crack length. The effective half crack length in F 
i€ (c+2 2 Rad),
E
* See Figure 3 for geometry definitions.
C-1
r	 ^II	 1
Double throu gh crack at hole.
K a F F y^c






F  is an equation which fits Bowie's (Ref.0-3) numerical data
for the effect of the hole. F  is a modification to Feddersen's
(Ref.0-1 ) equation to account for the affect of finite width.
(c+Rad) is used as an equivalent-half crack length in F w .
General tabular description
K r M P F(c) 3nc
F (c) is tabular input data.
P is applied • load compatible with F(c)
Since numerical data may be generated by using a number of
solutions (e.g., effect of hole and sffect of width), the program
has the capability of combinipg a number of tables to generate
F(c). As many as three tables F1(c), F2(c), F3(c) may be input
and F(c) is set equal to the interpolated value of
F(c) - F1(c)xF2(c)xF3(c)












c(2,1 2 ) F(2,k2)
c•(3,1)	 F(3,1)
c(3,2)	 F(3,3)
c (3. k 3 ) F(3,13)
mb-
4
If only one table is read in, F2=F3=1. I  and k2 and k3 must
K be `- 25.
f	 Pin loaded lug-- two through cracks
E
[12Kc =	 th	 7	 x ^P + W ^v
^ c 	rya 'c + ^Q 5, x FB
F	 = e (1.2133-2.086 x 5 + .8727 x S2)
B
S	 = c/Rad + C
^Q s =	 c	 `f3(Z /H )	 (see Table Cl)
^ Q ^ c
	







^ P ^ h = 1-.08(2Z ) + 2.69(HZ -.91(HZ)3




fl(Z/b)	 (see Table Cl)
1---
w




Z	 ^,	 Zb'	 oa b ( b=w'/2) fl Z	
Z	 ap or b (b M /2) f2 2Z/H f3
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
.06 .98 .06 .98 1.0542 .1666
.12 11% .13 .96 1.0666 .20
.19 1.06 .18 .955 1.075 .25
.34 1.24 .20 .95 1.0916 .333
.40 1.3 .26 .95 1.25 .50
.48 1.36 .32 .955 1.333 .5714
.54 1.38 .62 1.0 1.4166 .6315
.60 1.395 .70 1.01 1.625 .80
.72 1.395 .76 1.01 1.75 .8888
.80 1.38 .80 1.0 2.00 1.0909




1.0 1.297 . 4 .92 3.64 2.1819
.97 .88 4.416 2.6666
1.0 .826 8.00 4.8007






The stresb intensity factor is composed of two basic parts,
that due to the uniform stress (P/Wth) and that due to the 	 9a
a
pin load P. The subscript a in the equations, applies to the 	 -►
t
former and the subscript P refers to the latter.
The 1.05 factor on the pin load portion is there to account
for the extra driving force due to the presence of Mode II
stress intensity factors as well as Mode I.
The pin load and uniform stress portions of the expression
are composed of factors accounting for the effect of the
hole ( subscripted by B), the effect of the circular end
(subscripted by C) for the effect of the straight sides
(subscripted by S).	 The latter contains effects of the





v	 I	 I	 I
The expression for the effect of the hole has been described
above. 6 Q ^ S combines Feddersen's width effect and a tabular
description of the effect of the height taken from the data
of Fichter (Ref.0-4 ). 0Q,c is a tabular description of pg. 11.6
Of QZef . C-5) . 0 p ,c is a tabular description of pg. 11.9 of
Ref. (C-5) 0p,Ii is taken from Ref.(C-5) and 0p,w is the width
effect presented by Tada (Ref. C-7 ). The effective half crack
length used in Rad + C.
Pin loaded Lua - sin gle throu gh crack
P	 1 +1 z±e x-e
Rc	 2th	 91z-e	 z+e ^ p +	 W	 ^Qn^
+	 )4Q • ^ ( ^Q^C 	 ^Q,S FI 	B
F • e
(1.2133-2.225 S 2 + .6451 S2)
B
S • c/Rad + C
^ Q ^ s • s, F3 (Z/H)
b'	 w - c2	 2
•	 1	 F2 (Z/b')























The above exceptions are generated in a similar manner to the 	 t
double crack case except that:
a) The single crack expression for the hole effect is used.
b) The effective half crack length is (C+2Rad)/2. d
t
c) The effective half width is taken to be 2 - 2
	 1
Double crack at double notch
K 	 • f g /w—c f4 (S,height /b)Fw (See Table C-2)
S	 = c/b+c
4





Where P  
is a modification of the double edge cracked tensile














.01 .05 .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .8 1
0 11.22 5.02 3.55 2.51 2.05 1.77 1.45 1.25 1.122
.25 9.5 5.02 3.55 2.51 2.05 1.77 1.45 1.25 1.122
.333 8.4 5.02 3.55 2.51 2.05 1.77 1.45 1.25 1.122
.5 5.8 4.1 3.5 2.51 2.05 1.77 1.45 1.25 1.122
1 3.5 3 2.8 2.4 2.0 1.77 1.45 1.25 1.122_
2 2.3 2.2 2.2 2 1.8 1.7 1.35 1.25 1.122
4 1.5 1.45 1.4 1.35 1.3 1.25 1.2 1.18 1.122
00 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122 1.122
TABLE C -2
Function For Cracks at Notches
rF4 (S, height / b) is a table constructed from the curves presented
by Tada (pg. 19 . 13) for a crack emanating from an edge notch is a
semi - infinite sheet.
Single crack at sinstle edge notch.
K 
	 ¢g V/7-T f4(S, height/b) F 
b+c	 n(b+c )
.752+2.02( 
W )+.37(1-sin 2w J^, 2W+Cn(b+c





 is a modification of the single edge cracked tensile
formula given by Tada ( pg. 2.11, Ref. C-5).
Cracks coming out of shoulder
K  - ¢ gam f4 (S,g) F 	 (See Table C-2)






g - f5(rad^ w/d)
d	 (See Table C-3)
b' . (w-d) /z
S - c/c+b'
The above solution for the stress intensity factor is based on





















































.26 9 6.5 4.75 4.
.3 9 7 5 5
87 .82 .75 .55 .44 3.6	 2.6 .18
25 1.12 1.15 1.15 1.1 1.35	 1.7 3
63 1.5 1.5 1.45 1.42 2	 5 5
1.87 2 1.85 1.84 3.5	 5 7 
7 2.3 2.6 2.25 3.3 4.4	 6 8
1 3 4.4 5 5 5	 6.5 9
5 3.5 5 6.3 6 6	 7 10
4 6,5 T7-.5 7.5 8	 9 11
4 4.5 17.5 8.5 8.5 9	 10 12
7 4.75 8.5 8.5 9.5 10	 11 12
5 9.5 9.5 110 11	 12 12
TABLE C-3
C-10
notched plate, whose notch dimensions are chosen such that the
notch depth is equal to (W-d)/2 and the notch height is such
that the stress concentration factor in the shoulder it the same
as that at the notch. The table used to generate "g" is developed
using the stress concentrations for a shoulder fillet (Ref. (C-6)
and the stress concentration factor for a notch in a finite width
plate.
Part Through Cracks
Basic Part through crack solution.
B	 minimum (a,c)




Where the function F 	 is given in Table C,4and accounts for the
effect of crack shape.
The stress intensity equations for part through cracks in varying
geometries were constructed using the above relations, the through
crack equations for each geometry and the following rules.
1) The effect of the back surface on the stress intensity
factor at the crack depth is considered for the center




Part Through Crack Shape Factors



























M	 1 +	 1	 0.089 (^,- 0.2315 ( .1) 2back	 0.502	 0	 t	 t
- 0.3873 I t1 3 + 5.28 ( t) 4 - 9.11 (t, 5 + 5.233 It) 6
2	 3
a 1.109 - 9. 142 (--L2 -)  + 41.56 (- 2c,	 - 86.55(-12—
4
+ 65.5C2 c ,	 (Ref. C-7)
For cracks coming out of holes, notches and radii, there
is strong evidence (Ref.0-8 ) that the effect of the back
surface effect is minimal and therefore it has not been
included.
2) In using those parts of the through crack equation that
deal with the effect of a local stress concentration (such
as the Bowie correction factor F B ) the effect of the
stress concentration at both the surface and depth of the
crack is evaluated by using the leading crack position.
The use of other positions (and therefore higher factors)
has been shown to be an over estimate of the effect.
3) In accounting for the affects of finite widths, the actual
position of the portion of the crack front for which the
stress intensity is being evaluated is used in calculating
the effect of the finite width.
4) For an embedded flow, care is taken that the free edge of
the notch or hole is not accounted for twice (i.e., through
the basic ptc equation and through the through crack equations)
I
C-13
thus, it is necessary to factor out 1.122 from the
combination of ptc and through crack equations.
5) For the embedded flaws, the roles of F (a/c,2) and
F (a/c,l) with respect to the stress intensity at the
depth and surface are switched.
6) "a" is always taken to be in the thickness direction. "c"
is always perpendicular to the thickness directions and






K	 K C+CbC	 C 2
where
Kc^,C+C b^is the appropriate through crack equation2
with "c" replaced by C+Cb
2
CB 2
Ka 	 ( 	 . 1-(1-(C
 
) )
K  is the stress intensity for the leading portion of the crack
front and Ka is the stress intensity for the trailiag portion.
The above equation is an approximate expression developed by
R.M. Ehret (Ref.0-S^ which predicts observed crack growth behavior.
C-15













CrMMFN X(12,2` ),Y112,2 F I,TA9LE112,25.251•FIXFJ,KC Pt-r KAPPF,
1 P RnCFX,NKTMX,NrX(12),NnYf1?1,NTA'%(10),1 PLO ItIFAIL•CUMSL)M,PfYC(2)
C(MM(+N 49A P (2)0. LIM,AOLf?1•C,CB,Ct 1N,CR(2,10910), CU P CUMF,
1 CWA ILM.C191,D(2,10,ICl),nK,DKFgDXr)X,FA,FC•H, INC ,KCL,KCI,KVL9
7 KOA,KOC, KCRA,KCF.C,KMAX,CA,nc,PI,k,F AD, kE•R"V")L1 ?_),R^L(2),
3 S1C,SIGLM9tiICY9'C]CYS 1101•SMIN(422),SMAX1422),TH,
L.
 i+NI T 1 422 ),w,f)CTMP, C)F LTMP,7XTMP,
Ir AL" I WN,RLiCK,FLACI, I,1CD(2) ,1CK(21,IC u (2),1rLrCK,IFIN ST, IPRN(41•
6 ISTEP, 'I T RANS,J•KTYl l f42)9NC,r. CC) (1n1,M' p ,NRFT (10),7YPF, TIT L
CIMEraSI^N THICK II(1 ► ,PCTLF(10),AI(In),CI(10)
DIMFNSInN FL( 4 ,3)•KTYP012),K T N( ?1•?.)
C)I M ENS ION HM I rl( - 2?) - MAXf - ?2)





DAT A PD1 /-* HP A ,.•HR C /
DATA PD- /4t+A/r ,,LHFIXF,-,H(' 	 ,ANA
DAT A Pn3 /4H	 , 4Hn	 '411	 ' "H
DATA FL /-+H OEF.^HSfrP. F , :. Hf3RF.A,^h- TP *^,4HTF1	 ,,HACr ,4HKTr,F,4FNSIT,
1	 4H	 /
DATA KTf` /4H PT,-HTRAN,4H	 7,4NC - ,iHS - ,-HC
DATA KEND /-F! ENr/
INITIALIZATION FOR ALL PUKS
DO 10 I = 1 ,2
0C 10 J=1,1C'
NTAR(J)=0









RFAD TITLE t CnNTFf]L INFO F(-,R ALL PUNS
NRUNS = * RUNS TC bE NADF	 Nhl_+:CK= MAX HL r 'CKL PFR RUN
MRLOCK= PRINT FF:FC . (BLOCKS)	 McT!-P = PRINT FRFQ (SIFPS)
RFAn 15, 001) (TI T L (I ), I=1,20)
RFAD 15,500?) NFtlr,^,f"E'.L^CK.,"'PL(1CK,M;TFP
IF f PRLCICK) 30926,36
20 MRLnCK=NFILOCK+1
CFNTEP TITLF
30 DO ?► 2 I=1.14
32 C17NTINUE
IF (TITL(I).F0.PD3(1)) (-,C Tr 34
	 (GWAI, PAGE t
PO ORR QUALITY
C,O TO 100
"A4 IF (1 .6F. lz) CO TV 100
TI=(13-1)/2 + I
K=l4-I-I1



























0n0( 1 U2^ 0
0 n000?o•0

































DO	 36	 L 1= 12 . I 1 0 0000 600
L=I1+I.2-L1 OCCO0610_
J=L-K^ 00000620
T 1T L ( L )=T 1TL(J 1 000nn630
TIT L(J)=PD311) 00000640
36 CONTINLIF 00000 r%o
C 00000660
C READ CONT pnL	 INFO'	 FCR	 INDIvIf1UAL	 PLIN 00600670
000006FO
C CSTRS = STRESS MULTIPLIER	 NSUP	 =	 0 TO SUPPRESS RETAPDATIrA 00000690
C NLnAf) =	 1	 FOR L AO	 INPUT	 NGFflm =	 1	 FrR r-EnPETRY	 INPUT On000700
C NMAT == 1
	
FOP	 MATERIAL INPUT	 NPRfiOF=	 1 FOR	 PROOF	 INPUT 00000710
C ITERTP=	 ITERATION TYPE	 (OPT)	 ITFR	 =	 A	 OF	 ITERATIONS 00000720
C PIT	 s CV.NVERrrNCE	 PARAM	 BLIFC = DFSIRFO LIFE
	 IN BLOCKS 000007'10





luO RLAD	 (5 9-5003)	 CbT RS,N--t 1 P,NL n Af:,NGcnM,NMAT,I7fRTP,ITFR,PIT,bLIFE, 00000760
1	 NPPnOF,I PLnT, P CYCI l) 00066770
- IF	 (ITER.LT .1)	 GO	 TD	 110 000007R0
IF	 (ITFRTP.FQ.C)
	
CO	 TC	 4C20 000037E+0
IF' TITERTP.r,T.4)	 Cn Tr 4020 00000AOC
110 011	 20 K=1,10 onnoob10
120 NR ET (K)=NSOP*NRET (K) 00000820
I T C NT =0 On000 630
- IF	 (IPLOT. FQ.01
 
Gf 1n 130 00000840
I PL01 =1 000001150
IF	 (PcYC(1).Eo.(')	 GO	 7n	 130 OCCCO860
I PLLIT= 2 0 0000870
130 IF
	
TITER-10 ► 	 600 9 PO0, 140 0000n88o
140 I T ER= 10 00000 800
C OOOn0900
C READ LOAD_	 INPUT 00n00o10
C 0000Oo20
800 IF	 (NLOAD-1)	 91n,810,910 00000930
RIO RFAD	 1595004)	 NSTFP,I P ,SICL M Onn00940
IF:	(MSTEP- 10NSTF P +1 ))	 8209830,h70 00000950
620 IF	 (MSTFP)	 840 9 530,840 000OOSfillO
810 MSTF P =NSTFP+1 OG000970
840 00 850	 1 = 1,NSTFP 000009AO




Pt,O DO 870	 1= 1,NST c^P 00001010
870 SMIN(1)= SMIN(I)*SRAXII) 00001020
PAO IF	 (CSTRS )	 l;909 a 10, p 90 00001030
800 SIGLM = CSTRS*SIGLM 000010,40
f10
	
900	 I= 1,NSTEP nnon105n
SMIN(I)=CST RS*S M TN(I) 00601060
900 SMAX( I)=CSTRS*S M AX( I) 000C,1070
C 00001080
C READ GEOMETPY	 INPUT 00001090
c 00001100
910 IF	 (NGEOM-1)	 11009 1)?0,1100 00001110
920 READ	 (5,5004)	 KTvPO 00001120
RFAD




IF	 IKTYPO(1 ).LT.] )	 GC	 TO	 4020 nn0n115n
IF	 (KTYPO(1).GT.3)	 CU TV	 4030	 D-2 00001160
IF (KTYPO(2).LT.1) nn 70, 4060
1F IK7YPOf21.rT.17) Gr' Tr 406C
If (KTYFOl2).FC.7) [:n Tr 94n
IF (K TYPO 121. FO. 16) r.,r TV 930
IF (K TYPO 121.F( , .17) GO T t- 930
(;0 T rt 1100
0 31 C IPI = FUNT5(RAP/N,W/N )
Gr TO 1100
READ X,Y,TAt;LF ARQAYS(1-6) FCR 1NTEOPOLATJON
NKTMX = nNE HALF 9 ARkAY CLFMFNTS
REAL)(5,5002) MK1MX
IF (NKTMX.LT.1) GO TC 900
IF ( NKT M X .L T .4) (;r Tr, Qn0
QA() WRITF (6,602) NKTMX
STOP
Uyn P,TARLF=f,
N I = 1
1.2=2*NKTMX
^C 1090 N7=Nl,N9
I F (AO.NE .U.) f--( TV, 100(s
1=Mr^(NT,2)





TABLFINT, I, 1) = 0.
C,C' TO 1090
icon Q F AG f 5, 5009 ► Y I "T . i 1, LFNn
I=1
IF (LFN:I.EO.KFND) GO TC 1010
(-C 1020 I=2,75
RFAr(5,5009) Y (NT ,I )•Lr^,n
IF (X(NT,I).LF.Y('-T,I-)11 rC 1	 1000
10?.0 IF (LFNG.FO.KrNC'1 Gr. Tr V73C
(:r, TO d-(%10
,-1030 NrX(NT)=I





1040 READ(5,5G05) v (NT,I 19LPiD
I=1









IF IYINT,II.LF. v IP: T 91-1)) r,r M 4r00




I2=Nr'Y(P l l )
PC 1060 1=1111
4FAD(5,5008) (TAALF(NT,1913), I3=102)








































































RE'A p MI► TERIAL INPUT -^" _.._ _ _	 ._ -
3 1100 IF (NMAT- 1) 14909111091490





RFAD (5,5007) SIGYS(JI,NE0 0 J),NRET(J),NDUP,_
I t(CRC (J),KOG(J),KCRA(J),KOA(J)
NRE7 (J)=NSUP*NRET(J )
IF-- 1NE0tJ) .NF o 4T Gn TO 1240	 -
C
C	 READ X 9Y,7ABLE ARkAYS(7-12) FOR NFQ(J) s4 t J<4
C
_+- NTAALE=NTAELr+l --_ -
I F (NTABL E .GT 7 121 GO TO 1340
NTAB(J)=NToPLE
	 --.
IF (J.GT. 3) nO TO 1 240
N1=NTAA(J)
N2=N1 ♦1
00 1230 NT=M1, N?
IF (NDUP.FQ.l) GO TO 1140
IF (I.NF.0) CO TO 1140
I =NT-1
NOX(NT)=NOX(I)











C	 REAL) X ARRAY
C
1140 READ(5 9 5000 ) X(NT,i),LEND
IF (LEN0.EA.KFN0) GO TO 1170
DC; 1160 I =2,25
QEAD(5,5009) X(NT,I)•LENO
IF (X(NT,I).LE.X(R-T,1-1)) GO TO 4000









IF 1 LEND. EA.K ENV) GO TO 1200


































































rC	 TO	 4000 00002'340
1) 40 IF	 (LEND. EQ .K ENP 1	 GCS 	T;)	 1200 0000231 0
CC Tr 4010 0000730
1200 NCYf NT )= I ^0,002 370
1 1=WX ( ► !T) J00023E0
12=N0YINT 1 0 0002 350 0






Nr'Y(Nl )= 12 00002"0
Y(NT,I2)=1. OnO02-t5C
DO	 1220	 1=1,I1 0I)OC2460
1220 TAF.LF (NT ,I,I2) =TA "LFfr.T,1	 13) 00002470
12 '1 Cn'JTINU( OCCO24 80
NT A!tL F=P:T AR L F + 1 O(?CO2490
•C	 Tr`	 1340 0060?500
C 00002 510
C K V Arl C	 AF RA Y	 F0F	 NrC.(J)	 NrT	 =	 4 000025?0
C O0002^ 30
12,0 nn	 1250	 T=1,IC OCCC2540
n (1,I,J) =n COH-255C
12 5 0 nf?,I,J)=0 000O25+0
01 0 	 1760 
	 1=1,10 0 r1()0 2 570
FFAn	 (5,5009)	 D(1,T,J),L r N r) 00n02580
12	 0 IF	 (LFND.EQ.KEWL)	 GC'	 T f '	 1270 300.32590
r,O TO	 4C7 13 OCCO260C
1270 1',-
	
(':C I ►^- 1 1	 1230, 1'1 r,0, l ? PC, OnnJ2 610
12h0 DO 1290	 1=191u 000(N?620
12 4 0 rf2,I,J)=0(1,I,J) 000u263U
('10 
	
Tn	 13 4 0 o coc;- 64 0
13CO DV	 1310	 T=1,10 0000265o
PFAD	 (5,5009)	 n(2,T,J),LFNn 00002660
1310 1 1:	 (LFNf'.FQ.KEMf))	 GC'	 If'	 1340 0000?670
rC '0 4(370 0000?6qO
1140 I F	 (NR FT ( A )	 13 ,;0, I4 F r, 13 5 C 01)00269n
1 1 5(, D^	 1'160	 1 =1, 10 0000; 700j CRl 1, I,J)=0 Or,CO2710
1360 CR(2,I,.1)=0 C00O272O
0:	 1_'•70	 1 =1, 10 000('2730
PEAn	 (5,5000	 CR(I,I,J), L rNU 00, 00?740
P7  IF	 (LFNO.FQ.KFNF') 	 Gr , 	TO	 1330 0(00()275(1
^0 T(1 4070 0000,2760
t	 13E0 IF	 (NDUP-1) 0001)?770
13 n (1 no
	
14 CO I =1 , 10 000027 Pr
1400 CRI?,1,31=0 3 11,1,.1) 000027QC
C.n	 Tft	 1450 00002Pn0
1410 DO	 1470	 1 =1,10 0000281 ORcAl	 (5,500)
	
r.R (2, 1,J) ,LrND OOC(1?920
1"20 IF	 (LF Kl9.E0.KLN^)	 f-,(	 T^	 1450 00002R3(1k Gn TC' 407C OCCO2640
14`0 C rNTINIIF 00OC2A' 0
C 00002$60
RFAO PRrvF
	 IN P UT	 BATA 00002P70
000C2PHC
14 ,4 C IF	 ( Nppy-F. FG:.0)	 C^	 T r	 1-r^ OOCO?FPC
R EAO(5,5010)	 FIXFG,KCPRF,KAP"F•XLOW,XIIP,P 0 0 FX,T1ND CCCO29(,C
C 0non?41n
C INCRLMENT RUN 9	 F	 VrRIFY CnmPLETE	 INPUT 0000?q?0
D-5





IF	 MR-11 151091 VI 1nr1930 00002950
-1 516-1 =NL(-) AD^N^^^1M+NMA1 00002960





GO TO 162 A 00003 000
1530 IF	 (NLnAD-1)	 15	 0,1520,1`40 00003010
1540' IF -W3TRS-'C STRST 1550,1620,1550 	 "'	 -	 " "'"` ^` -'"' `- 0000302.0
1550 IF	 ICCSTRSI	 1580,1560,p1560 00003030
1560 00	 1570 T= 1,tiNSTF p 	- 00003640
SMINII) = SMIN (1)*(7 STPS 00003050
1570 SMAX(I)=SMAX(I)*CSTRS 00003060
SIGLM s CSTRS * SIGLM 00003070	 r.
Ou003060
GC TO 1620 000030,90
1580 On	 1590	 I=1 9 C.NSTFP 00003100
5MIN (1)= SMIM (I)/nCSTR', 00003110
-1590 SMAX(I)=SMAX(I)/OCSTRS 00003120
SIGLM	 =	 SI(',LM/OCSTRS 00003130
- -- OCSTRS =CSTR ^. 06063140
IF	 (CSTRS)	 1600 9 1620,1600 00003150
-1600 De 1610 1=1,ONS7EP 00003160
SMTW ( I)=SMI N (I)*C STR5 00003170
- 1-610 SMAXII)= SMAX(I )*CSTRS 000031FO





0CS TR S=CSTR ; 00003193
D(1	 1622	 I = 1 ,HN S7 F P 00003194
- HMIN(I )=SMIN( I 1 00003195
1622 HMAXI I)= SN.AX( I1 00003196
162
_
IF	 flOLC'T.Nf.2 ' 1	 G"t " 'f0 1630	 _ 00003200
K=NbLOCK/MBL0CK 00003210
IF	 IK.EP . 0)	 GO TC' " 040 00003220
K =NSTEP/M STEP 00003 230
IF	 (K.EQ .0)
	
GO TO 4040 00003240
C 000032150 
C OISPLAY-ALL' INPU T FAR EACH ITERATION CF EACH RUN 00003260
c OOOnA270




C DISPLAY LOAD	 INPUT 00003300
c 0003310
-- WRITF(6,8003) CSTRS,STCLM 00003320
SCYCLF=0. 000oi330
Un 1640 J1=I,NSTFP 00003340
BCYCLE	 =	 ACYCLE	 *	 U?41 T (J1) 00003350
1640 WRITF(6 1 8004)	 J19SMAX(J1),SMIN(J1),( ►NIT(J1)97YPE(J1) 00003360
C 00003370
C CISPLAY GEOMETRY INPUT 00003360
C 0 000 3390
WRITE ( 6 9 8005)	 KT^t(KTYPOil) , 1),KIN(KTYP011) 9 2),K7YPC ( 2),W,H,RAn , TH 00003400
IF
	
IKTYPO (1 )-3)	 1 660, 16'50,1660 00003 .10
1650 WRITE (6 9 800i)	 Co 00003420
r,O	 TO	 1 66`, 00003430
1660 WRITE(6,8006)	 AO 00003440
WRI TE (6,P007)	 CO 00003450
1665 1F	 (KTYPO(2).NF.7)	 00 TO	 1750	 D-6 00003460
_l
N1=?*NKTMX 00003470
DC!	 1740 NT=l.N1 000034PA
T 1=MI'[) (NT ,2) 06003440
IF	 (I1 .FO.0)	 Gr	 TO	 1670 00!)0500
wFITF( (.•P014)	 N1 000013510
GC Tr	 690 006(')3520
ln7n WFITE(6.8017)	 NT 00003530
16 n o (-rNTINUE n0003940
I ,=N""'Y ( ^1T) 00003850
I 1= Nr. X (NT) O COG35A0
J1=1 00003570
J2 =P 000015£.0
lt.9n IF	 (J?-I2)	 1710,1710,170G 0000359C
170.0 J2=I2 000 31,00
1710 wFITF (6,801 `.,) 	 (Y(NT,l 3),	 I3=il 02) 00003 61 G
DC	 1720	 I=1.Tl 000C367o
1720 WFITE (6.8016)	 X(NT,I),ITA6LEWT,I,I'1• 13=J1•J2) 00003630
IF	 (I2 -J2)	 1730.174(,,1730 nCGn3640
1730 J1=J1+9 OOCIOIC50
J2 = J2 +8 0 Or,03 660
CC	 Tr, 	1690 06001670
1740 CCNTPlUE 0C,n03660
C 00003690
C DISPLAY	 MAIE°IAL	 IN P IIT 00n^;700
C n n0,0? 710
17`.0 WRI IF (o. hnUP 1 0.(106 1720
IT, 	17 6 0 J1=1,NJ 00001730




C I)ISPLAY	 D E	 CR	 ARRA-YS	 Ir	 ANY 00001780
C ')CGf' i 7
K=n oonCileoo
DC.	 1N40	 J1=1•wJ 00003810
IF	 INF(l (J1	 E	 Gr- T^	 1770




	 1 P40 U^' p g^L p^
 GF,
00003840
1770 IF	 (K.C.T.U)	 (C	 Tf'	 1760 ncnoi6,So
K.=K+1 QL^ZirT 000G 3860
W R ITE ( e,FCI ;) 000031170
1790 Dn 1830 J2=1, In 000035A0
IF	 (n(1•J2,Jl))	 1x20.179*o, 1P 20 000f) F9n
17 r-C I F	 (r (2, J2, .11 1)	 1 V26 9  1 Po1C l , 1 120 0n0C3 S00
12,0.0 IF	 (CRI I,JZ,JI)1	 1b26,1%IC,1B lri 00001L110
1810 IF	 (C Q (2,J2•J1))	 1920,1£.3G•1F?0 00003920 I1 Q 7.0 W R I]Ffb.RGll)	 J1,JI•f I1.J?..1119((2,J2•JI1• 00001tv30
1 CQ(i.J2,J1)•CF'.(: ,J2,J1) 0c003940
1V	 0 CDNTINUF nnGn3S90
1840 CONTINIIt 0000396n
C OCOO'3570
C T)ISF'LAy TARLF!	 7-12	 IF	 AN Y 000039PO
C 000nl9co
('G	 1510.	 J=1,NJ 00004000
IF	 (NEO(J).NF. 4 )	 ('f'	 TC	 1910 00004n10
I F-	 (J.CT.3)	 GO	 T ;i	 IC10 OnOn4020
N1=NTARI J) Onn!`-0'0
M2= 1,41 +1 000n•.040
DO	 1 0 00 N T=N1,N2 OCCC4 050
wR1TFIt,901^+)	 ),NT 0r004060
D-7




18 11 0 IF 02-I2) 1N709187091860
IR60 J2=I2
1P70 WRITE-16,8020) ( v (NT,I3) 9 I3aJ19J2)
DO IAAO I=1,I1







191 0 CONTINU E






















1 940, 1 94O, 1920 00004250
1920 ri 1=NPROnF4i ,
	 - 00004 260
N1= MnD(N1,21 •	 1 00004270 
IF f IfNO .CT.QI - 'r0 TO 1430	 - 000042eO
LEND=100 00004290
1930 WRITE(698018)	 N1'ROOF,FD1 (N1) ,XLC, W, PROnFX,PDl( m`': ), XUP,KCPRF, 00004300
1 P021NPRnoF),PD3(NPROOF),FTYED,KAPRF,IEN() 00004310
1940 IF	 (ITFP 1	 1 4f+0, 15/+0,1 c+SO 00004320
1950 K=ITCNT41 00004330
WRITF16;8012)	 PLIFF,PIT,K,ITERTP	 - 00004340
1960 CONTINUE 00004350
c 00004360














I PPN12) = - 1









C UM S1IM =0.
IF (NPRG0F) 19P.0,1Q80,1970









































C	 WRITE TITLE, (+CYCLES/L'LrCK, E FI P '-,T T1ATA. Pn INT IF PLOT WANTED
C
IF (IPLrT.EL).C) r.0 Tn 7000
war ITE(7,7010) (11TL(II ), T1=1,1`.), RCYCLF
WKI TF ( 7, 7000) A,C ,C UMSUw
C
C	 FAEGINNII^.G OF EACH FTFr, r AC H BLOCK
C
2000 IF ( m nD(FLrCK, Mfl LUCK) ) ?050,7010,?C`,0
2n;o IF (M0D(1, M `TEP)) 209*00020,2CSO
2020 ['C 2040 K=1,?
IF (IPPN ( K)-IP Q rIf-'.)) T_040r2'`3G,ZC^O
2010 ItR^ ► IK 1=IGR^J(Y. )-?
2046 CCN7INtj^
20-,0 IF (ITRANS-1) ?070,M'.0,2070
2 F.► CALL TRVIS
r-n TO ?I f,o
21,70 KT =KTY P F (1 )
r r TC (2090,2n^(,, 2680 ), KT
2000 CALL TCGROW
fr TO ?100
2 001 CALL PTCCFW
C




'2CO CUME = 0
I=I+1
C




IF (KTYPE 11).07.1) CG T!1 2230
IF (A-0A 1 2300, 2?3G, 2?0n
12 0 IF IC-CC.) 2 5!)U,?2-,0,23Ti0
22-0 IF (')FLTM0-I.1--P) 2?5 C,23r.n,23Cn
2250 IF (nXTMP-I.F-Q) 22^,092100,2100
?260 IF (TT O ANS-I) 227C,22Fr,2l'7n
2276 IF (KT YPF ( 11.(-T. I ) 0, T'-i 2290
22 Q n IF (7CTMP-I.F-81 22ci0,210097300




















































0 C' nnS 1 ?n
0( , 005 136
or, or51d.0
0000515o
or) 005  I b0
OOOnx,!70
nono5l Pn











I	 I	 ^ 1
G 00005 270




If PAT "IONS? 00005300
Z 00005310
2310 IF	 (1TER)	 3000,30009,232C 00005320
C 00005330 
C ITERATION CALCULATIONS 00On15340c o Oon5350
2320 . 11 C;NT=ITCNT.T__-'_._.
	 _ _	 .__._......
	 _._.. _	 _	
.- -- f) CIO
THICK IIfCNT)=TH OOOn5370
AI I ITCNT I =AO 00005380
C? ill CNT) =CO 00005390
------LIFE( ITCNT)= ► Li3i; (BLOCK-1 )*FLOAT( I )/FLOAT(NSIEP) 60005400




IF	 (LIFE (ITCMT).K.C. ) GO	 TO	 2435 OCCO5430
OIF=PCTLF f 1 1CNT )/100. OnOO5440
IF	 (DIF-.991	 1340,2340,2330 OOOOF450
-2330 I F	 ID IF-1 .OS)	 2x40, 2340, 2340 00005460
2340 I F	 (IICNT - ITFR )	 2350 9 2440,2440 00005470
2350 MORE= 1 0001)5400
IF	 ( I TERTP .GT.1)	 60	 TE,	 2 4UO 00005440





2. 360 CSTRS =1./DIF 00005536
' DO - 2370 ' K= I VFASTF P	 - 000055•.0
S MINIK)=SMIN(K)*CSTRS OOCO5550
2370 SMAX(K)-SMAX(K)*CSTRS 06005560
51GLM a SIGLM*CSTRS n00o5570
OCSTRS=CSTRS 006055AU
GCS TO 3000 00005590
'23£10 CSTRS=CSTR;/f► IF 00005660
OP	 2390 K=1,r^ ► 4STFP 00005610
SMIN(K )= SMIN(K )/['CSTRS*CSTRS 0VOC15t,20
2390 SMAX(K)=S M Ax(K)/nCSTRS*CSTRS 00005630
SIGLM=S1( -,LM/0CSTRS*CSTRS 00005640
OCS T RS=CS TRS 0C10054,50
Go TO 3000 00065660
2400 DIF=(L1FE(ITCNT)/`A LIFE)* lfo (2./(PIT-2.)) 00005670
GO TO	 (235092410,24 20,24301,	 ITERTP 000056FU
2 4 10 CO=CO*DIF 00005690
Gtr TO	 3000	 1 00005700
2420 AO=A0*DIF 0(`005710
. GC) - T0 3000	 --	 _	 __._ ._. 00005720
2430 A(YOVCO= AC /C 0 OCOU57'.0
CO=Cn*f)IF 00005740
AO=AOOVCO*CO 000057150
GC Tr] 3000 00005760
2435 WPITEf6 9 6160) 00005770
M C'RF=O 00005790
2440 WRITE16 9 6021) OCCO57140
DO 2450 K=1 , I TCNT 00U05A0n
2450 WRITE(6 9 6022)	 THICKiK),AI(K)•CIIK),LIFEIK),P(.TLFIK) 00005810
CSTRS=HCSTRS 00005811
rjS TFP=HhSTE P 00no5b12
SIGLM=H!ICLM 00005813
DC	 2 4 55	 I =1 ,NST FP 00005F1l.
SMINt I)=HNIN(I) 000n5A15	 1D-10
T ._ T




IF	 I ING-1 )	 '3000,241,(),3000 00005A30
2 4 60 w R ITF.(6,A013) OOCAR84n
C 00005 85 0
C, WR I TF	 FINAL
	
(S AT A	 FOR	 P L r7	 I F	 ANY 000O564"+R
01,005870
'Crc IF	 IIPLOT.FU.0)	 (,r	 iC	 3040 OnOn5880
W R ITE (7,7000)	 A,C,C('"'SUM 00005A90




(=C	 T^	 3015 00,005910
1 r	 ( I F A IL .GT.G )	 (;C'	 Tr	 3C1C 00005420
- WRITE(7,7030) 00005930
c,n TO	 3020 0000;940
'1 010 4kITF(7 9 7046)	 FLI 1T - A It,11,FL(IFAIL,2).f3LOCK 9 I,C I IMk,Cl1M5uM 0000595(1(;0	 TO	 3020 0 0005 960
301 5 WFITF17,707b)	 4FL(I F AIL,III,	 I1 = 1,'),lU'_l CK,IIcl)mF ,CLIM _r ll w 0066597n
'0201 I F 	(TTFR.FQ,O)
	 CO	 Tr 2r*30 000nh9fAC
W P ITE(7,705C)
	
T F'ICKII T CN T ),A1(IICNT),C1(11C^:T) 000051+9C
GC TC	 3 04 0 00006000
3030 W R ITE ( 7,7060) 000,06010
C Oon0602n




C.r	 TO	 1625 OOOOhV,O
1 F ANP.-NRtNS) 00036040
^n n IF	 (ICR(1)41)
	
'404,0, 100,30,t.0 000^60'tP
3%)n() IF (FLAG1)	 106,lo0.307 0 00006C.P0
3C70 WKIT F 16,601'-)	 I r^LCCK,ISTFP,rJ lwFLM OuG06040
Gr Tr► 	 130 0000hi('0
? y4 0 STO P 0000hIl0
4000 WRITF(6,610n) OCCS6120
STOP 0ocot,I?O
,4010 WRITF16,611k ► ) 000(161,-0
STOP 07006150
4020 WFITF(6,6120)	 ITFFTP 0000h1f,0
STOP 0000AI70
4030 WRITE(6,613C)	 KTYPO(1) OOCf61P0
ST!1P 000061 90
4040 4RITr (b,6150) 000006?nn
STOP 00006210




K TYPO( 2) 0000(1?r0
sT01 00f Cu29 0
4670 WkITF	 (6,61 1*6) 00606260
ST(1 P 000(1627(1
50'1 FnRMAT(?OA4) OOOOh2PO
ri0C2 FC'k4 A71I4,It.,21^1 00006290
'033 FrR S AT(EIO.0,E,I4,2.FI.P.C,274,EIC.n) OCCO6300
F OU4 F; 1O NAT (?I4,! In.01 0000631(`
5005 FOR MAT ( 3E 10.0.10 On0n6320
5rrt, FrPMAT ( 0+F 10.0 ) 0000(,330
5007 FrR %o lTf Vl0.0,3I4,•.C10.0) 0('Onh340
F (:,R F-ORMAT(bL 10.0) 000CF,35C
5009 FnRMATf F10.0, f.bX, A4 ► 000n	 3t,C'
`010 F(`RMVT (6E 10.0, 14) OcOnt,170




	 LOAD FRACTURE OCCORS	 IN THE	 ,16,711 BL nCK , OOOOh390
1	 14912H STEP AFTER	 ,IPF12.3,7H CYCLES) 0000640C
_1,020 FORMAT (10HONO GPnWYM ) 00006410
6021 FORMAT(2$H1
	
'ITERATION RE<11LT 4 •//49X, 00006420
1	 11HP FRCENT	 OF• /20H	 THICKNESS	 A•11x,1HC•gX• 00006430
2	 20HLIFF	 RFQUIRFn LIFE,//1 00006440
6022 FORMAT(1P &#E12.3,0PF9.2) 000064`+0
6024 FPRMAT(IHO,18HNKTMX	 011T OF RANGE) 0OG06460
1,1(;0 FORMATIIHO,35HX OR Y INPUT NOT	 IN ASCENDING O R DER) 0000647C
x,110 FORMA'i (1H0, 19HMORE	 THAN 25 X OR Y) 000064130
6120 FORMA711H0 9 *INCORRECT VALUE	 FOR	 ITERTP
	
'p14) 00006490
61' 0 FORMAT (1N0, "INC f1G.RECT VALUF	 FnR	 KTYPF	 4,14) U0606500
i,140 FORMA711H0 9 2014 MORE 	 THAN	 10 D OR CP l 00006510
1.150 FORMAT 11H0, 00006520
1	 55HP LnT REOUESYED BUT F REOUENC Y n F DATA POINTS NOT	 DEFINED)
--
00006530
6160 F[,RMAT(IH0q ?3HLALCIILATFD	 LI F E	 IS	 7ERO,/1H	 , 00006540
l	 27HI7FRATIONS CAN NOT PROOFED	 1 00006550
7060 FORMAT (4HDATA 9 I PIF 1 2.3) 0000 +51.0
7010 FORMAT (4HTI7L,4X, 15A4,1PF12.3) 0000h570
7020 FORMAT (4MMORS) 00006580
7("30 FORMA T4 4MHDO 1 , /414 14.DR2 •/4HHDR 31 000011590
7040 FORMATI yHHDR1,5X•l4HCRITICAL K	 AT	 9 2A4,HHEXCfEDfU 9 /4HHDR2,I6, 00006600
1 AN HLOCK05 9 5H STEP,1PF10.?,6H CYCLE,/4HHDR3,FX, 00006610
2	 14HTCTAL CVCtFS.	 = 9 F10.3) 00006620
7050 FORMAT(4HHDk y ,11X,11NTHICKNESS
	
=,IPE10.3,/4HPDR5,'.8X,4HA0 =, 000061► 30
1	 F10.3, /4HHGR6,IAX•4HCC =,F1C.3) 0000F.6A-0
7060 FORMAT(4i?HnR4,/4HHD p `, ,/4HHnR6) 00006630
7070 FORMAT (4HHOR1.3X,25HFRACTURF OCCltRREC DURING ,304,/4HHnR2•I6, (10006660
1	 6H BLOCK 9 I5.5H 	 S T F P ,11'F10.3 9 6H CYCLE,/4HHDR3,AX, 0:1006670
2	 14HTCTAL CYCLES	 =,F1C.3) 0000A660


















6004 FORMATIIH	 ,-X,1 4.,2X,1PSF1?. -1 9 E13.3.2X,E12.3,Hx,I4) 00OC6740
HOGS FrRMAT(1M- 9 I9H(',FOME IR V INPUT	 DATA,/IH0,5X,20HCkACK TYPE ,OG006750
1	 2A4 9 I4 9 /1H	 ,5X 9 2CVWIDTH	 ,1PF 12. -1 00006760
?/1H •SX 9 70HAnDITInNAL DIM F NSION,EI2.3, 00006770
3/IH ,5X,c0HRADIIIS /NOTCH DEPTH	 9E12.3, 000n67P.0
4/iH	 ,SX 9 20NTHICKNESS	 ,E12.3) 00006740
A006 FORMAT(1H 9 SX 9 20HCRACK DCPTN	 910E120) 00006800
H007 Ff RMAT(IN 9 5X 9 20HHAtF	 CRACK	 LENGTH	 91PF12.3) 00006E10
POOR FORMAT (1H-,19HMATER IAL	 INPUT	 DATA,/ IHO, 5AX, f1HCR I TIC AL ,I. CX, 00006820
1	 9HTHRESHOLD 9 9X,RF'C P ITICAL, IOX,9HTHRf SHntD,/113	 ,SX, 00006A3O
256HMATFRIAL	 YIELD	 f,R0W7H	 RETAROATInN	 STRESS	 ,	 - n000684n
363HINTENSITY	 STRESS	 INTENSITY	 STRFSS INTFNSITY	 STRESS
	 INTENSITY00006650
4 9 /1H	 ,7X t 42t'TYPr-	 CTREN(,TH	 E0l)ATInN	 MnDFL99Y, nnon&wO
-i9H( SURFACE )• Q Xv4H(SURFACEI,IOX,7HIDEPTH1,11X,7H(DEPTH),/) 00006876
13009 FORMAT(IH	 , 6X•I4 9 4X,IPFIP.3,5Y, I4,AY ,14,0x, F1 2.3, 311X, E1 7.3)) t10006PAt,
8010 FORMAT 
	
IHG,21X, 1413--------------, 1PHEQUATION CONSTANTS, 00006090
11413---------------,/113	 , 37H CONSTANT	 MATERI At	 CRACK GROWTH , 00006900




	 DfPTHI 00 06920
bCll FORMA711H	 ,2X,I4,6X,1",3X,1P4F12. -A) 00006930
13012 FORMAT(1H-, 70HITE Q AT IC'N PA R AMETFR! ,/IHO, 5X, 000064-0
1	 20HDESIf,N LIFE	 ,IPF12.1,/1H	 ,5X 9 00006"0
2	 20 1.4CONVERGENCF	 FXP(NENT,F12.3,/1H	 95X 9 00006960
3	 20HI7ERATION NUhhER	 ,Hx,14,/1H	 15x1 00006970
4	 2OHI7ERATIOM TYPE	 ,4)(,I4) 000069P0
D-12
I-n1-4 F ("RMAT (1H-, 1PPITEQATInNS STrPPFn,/1 P .	 00006 4OW
1 33 ► +LAST PERCt7NTAC^E LIEF IS INC f-RR(CT,	 nnoo7000
7 /1H ,22H Nn GRf1NTH PAS VCCUKRFO)	 00007010
Fn 14 FPR % AT(1H0,1OH.
	 TAF,LF ,Iti•': RFTA C
	
000670710
n ')15 FC'Rm,A T ( 1t 4 G 9 12Y 9 -H	 A=, 7 (1PF 11.3,4A ), F 11.3)	 00007030
F!) 16 FORMAT(IM ,2HC=,IPFIC.3,8FIS.3) 	 000070~0
x.017 Ff!P W AT ( l w 0, 1 O	 TASLF ,I4,' : RE IA A')	 CCR07^SC
E:018 F L'R M AT ( 1H-, lthHPRO('F INPUT DAT A, /IH0 9 5X, 1OHPP( ! ( ► F= l YP f , 4X, I4,	 000()7060
1 7X,4HLl'WI ,A4,IPF12.3• /1H • 5X^ ,iH prznrF,6X,F12.3,7X,4PUPPl,A4. 	 00007070
2 F12.3,/1H , ; X,IIPKC PRrfF	 ,F12.397X,2A..,F17.3,/1H ,SX,	 00007060
7 11NKA PRM- F	 ,F 1:1 . -!,7X, 16F- IIIEVA1 V-N LIMIT , 14)	 00007090
EG19 FnP M AI(I HC, 5X,11f4AT URIAL Tv PT, 14,`'X,5HTAPLf,I4)
	
000071CC
0020 F ^F M t.T ( 1^-o, l.,X,-.H ? F =,7( IPF 11.3 •4) ),Ell .3)	 000071 1C
t! n?l Ff l-RMAT(14 ,,.HOME=,).©F10.',Hf 15.1)	 n,00071:0
END	 00007130
01?IGIZv1
OF P%1, QGE IS
AL.I
D-13
SUBROUTINE PROOF 1 tCJ,CO,X LOW, X LIP , I FND,NPFOOF)
CC'MMnN X112 , 25),Y112, ? 5),TABLE( 12,?',,25) eFIXEn,rCPRF , XAP4Fq
1 PROO FX , NXTMX . NCX(17 ),NOY(12 1, NTA3( 10),IPLl)T,IFAIL , CUMSl1M , PCYC12 ►
REAL KAPRF,KCPRF
EXTERNAL FC119FC729FC13,FCT4,FC75,FCT6,FC77
IF (IEND .NE.U) 6C! Tf 10
IEND=inn
10 f0 Tn (1 00, 200. 300, 400 ),NPRCOF
C
Ca CONTINUE
CALL RTMI ( A19ZFRO , FCTI , XLOW , xUP,.00I , IEND,IEF,)
CALL MESS111ER ,AI,XUP)
IFRC=IER




___.___L(<^c"=IERC*rr-a_	 _ ^ 
P) 
_-.





CALL RTMI ( CO 3 ZFrn, Ff T3,XLnN,XUP, . O()1, IENt),I EF. )
CALL MESS2( IFR,CC,XUP)
IF (IER . NF.Ci) 011 10 2000
1;0 TO 1000
- 100 Cf)NT I NU [
CALL kTMIlA1,ZF.RO,FCT-.6,XLIIW,XUP,.CO191FND,IEk)
 ` -' CALL ME^S1(ICrt,A1,xUP)
TEFC=JFP,
CALL RTMI ( A2,ZERO ,FCT5, XLrW,XIIP,.(101,IEND,lER )
CALL MESS2( IER,A?,XUP)
IERC=!ERC*IFR
_	 IF (IFRC .NE .0) CU TO 2000




CALL RTrJI (C I,ZEPC,FCTh,XL r)W,XUP,.Oi)I r IEND, IER)
CALL M«S I( ICR , C1'XUP)
I ERC=TER
CALL RIMIIC2 , ZFRn ,FC17 ,X! OW,XUP, . 001 IEND,IER)
CALL MESS2( IFR,C2,XtIP)
IERC=IERC*ILR























































SUPPrUTINE MESS 1( IFR,X,XUP) ()CO^COIL
IF	 (TER.NF .1)	 G0	 TU 600 0,^000020
X -X UP ^0C rriVIo
WRITF (6 9 6010) o00cloo4o
Gr Tr loo 0 0000050
h00 I F 	 (IFR .NF .2)
	
GO TV 700 00000060
X=XUP 0r000070
WRITF(t, 9 602 1C) 0000000
700 RFTIi4N cocco oyc
h010 FORMAT (1H0, 4SHPFC OF LVAD	 CAL C(!L t T I'Y1 Al	 CFPTP HRS NC , T	 CGNVERGED) 0000011/0
6( ► 2O FCRMAT(l H o,39 N ht11NDS F , N VARIASLE	 ARE NOT	 A P PR! -' v R1ATE., /1H 	, 0()00()11(
1	 54NFlTHFR	 C F,ITICAL S T R^- S`	 IN1FOSITV AT	 CFPTH	 IS	 LFSS THAN, 00000120
2	 22 H KP R CjnF	 AT	 Lrwr y F C'UND,/ p-	 ,2t . H OR	 GRFATFR	 THAN KPRnrF a 000001'0





SUP R f1uT1NE MF.SS2( IFR,X,XUP)	 00000160
IF (IER.NE.1) GC TO 6CC	 00000170
X =XUP	 00000180	 I
-	 WRITE (6,6010)	 000()0190
CO TO 760	 0000020n






6010 ' FORMA71IH6, '^ 1HPROOF L60 CALU ► LATION AT SURFACF HAS NOT CONVERGED00000250
6020 FORMAMH0,3PHROUNDS ON VARIABLE ARE NOT APPROPRIATE. 9 /1H 9	 00000160
1 51SHFITHER CRITIC A L STRESS INTENSITY AT SURFACE IS LESS THAN,	 00660270
2 22H KPPOOF AT LOWFR 6OUN0 9 / 1H 9 26H OR 	 GRFATFR THAN KPROOF 9	 000002PO































































SUBRrOTINE RTMI IX,F,FCT, XLI ,XRI,CPt,I FND,IFR)	 RII- I
P TMI







It s SCLVF (,FMFkAL NONLIR'FAf , FOUATIC'NS OF THE FORM FCT(X)=0	 RTMI
BY MFAN! OF MUFLLEI-S ITF ? A T ICN METH(1[),	 RTMI
R 111
USAGE	 RTMI
C A LL FTMI (X•F,FCT,XLI,XRI,E ►'S,IFND,IER1	 RTMI
PARAMFfFR FCT RrWDIRFS AN EXT E RNAL STATEMFNI.	 RTMI
RIM]
DF SCRI PT ION CF PA R AMETERS	 R TMI
X	 - kFSIILTANT ROOT r 	 FGt1ATIl-)N FCTIX)=c).	 RTMI
F 	- RESULTANT FUNCTIL-6! VALUE: AT Rr!)l X. 	 RTMI
F C. I	 - NAMF OF T HC FXTERN A L FtINC710N SUB"POCRAM II L Ei),	 RTMI
XLI	 - INPUT VALUF WHICH SP^- CIFIFS IMF INITIAL LEFT BrUND RTMI
CF Tt •F ROOT X.	 RTMI
X R I	 - INPUT VALUF WHIZ. ► . !PFCIFIES TVk 1"1111AL NIGHT '1C'UNDRTMl
rF THE PtInT X.	 RTN'I
EFS	 - INPUT VALUF WHIC H F P FC 1F IFS TFE UNNFR SCOND OF THE RTMI
FPP r, k f , F RPSI+LT X.	 RTMI
IIND	 -
 MAXIMUM Num fgr w OF ITTPATIF'N ST E PS SPFCIFI[(I•	 RTMI
IER	 - RE C IILTA")1 FRFUV PAi,A I'ETFF; rODFD AS F(:WNS	 RTMI
IF Q =0 - Nt r-220.4,	 RTMI
IE R =1 - Kin CC,NVC R C.E%CE AFTER Irnh TTFPOTIO4 STFP! RTMI
FC'LLC'KLG t,r I[N + ) SUCCESSIVE _IEPS OF	 RTC I
LTS"'CTIFN,	 R1K1
It - R=2 - RAMC A'SWIP110N FCTIXLII*F(Tl w FI) LF!a	 RTMI
TN A ► J CR C( , UAL Tf 7E P r 1! 110( ! AT I ^F TFP.	 PTMI
R. 7 M 1
RFMAR 3,
	 MI
I M F PRnCFrti p r ASSUMFS THtl F t1)`'C T1C,N VtLUFS AT INITIAL 	 4^M1
Rt l UNDS XLI ANN) XR 1 HA V E NCT THE SAME SIGN. IF T HIS 9A-z IC	 RTMI
A.;UMPTION I'^ Nnl ;ATISFIFD BY INPUT VALUES XLI AND XRI, TNFRTMI
P FCCEDURF	 IS	 ^YPASSED	 AND rIVF`'	 THE EF;P(`R	 MESSAGE	 IEP=?. RTMI
P.TM1
'9 1 ERP11TINES tKi c11r.rTIf'vk1 `_ITC P= FG P AM', PI CIJURF n P TMT
THE	 EXTERNAL	 FONCT PIN	 FCT (X)	 MI ► -` 1	 BE	 Fl f RNI5HE:'1 R TMI
KY	 THt IISFR, RTMT
RTMI
MEWD RTWT
S0Ll1TIUN nF	 ECI+nTICN	 FCTI r)=,	 IF	 D[r!F	 EY	 Mr: AN 	 VFW I ELLFR-S RTMI
ITFRATICN
	
PAF THPF' OF	 C 1 1 CCFrSIvE	 81'.ECTIL;WF	 /.N!D	 INV r RSF RTMI
NARABrLIC	 INTERPOLAT11_)N,	 t.Hlt ► +	 STARTS	 tT	 IMF.	 INITIAL	 bf-UNPS QlwI
XLI	 AN(+	 )(FI.	 (.(,INV rg,(,ENCF	 IS	 QUADRATIC	 IF	 THE	 I^FkI W ATj %l F	 OF RTMI
FCTIX)	 AT	 Vr,'01	 X	 1S	 N!''1	 ELII )NL	 TO	 Z c Pr► .	 r'NF	 IT r- RAIIrN	 NTFP RTMI
F:ELUTPLS
	
TWr 	FVAL+!ATI'. - N t.	 CF	 cci(X).	 FrF	 Tr5T	 CIS	 SATISFACTCFYRTN.I
ACCURACY	 '^•Fl	 Ff1FNtILA.t=	 (?,4)	 f it -	 MATHFMAtIrAL	 n F'SC 0 I)'71t1N. Q1MI
FP7	 REFERiNCE,	 ALL	 G.	 K.	 KR;STIAN`,F'd,	 If R C'	 CF	 ;RSITRAPY RTMT
Fk l %.	 CTIUN,
	
F, 11,	 VI1L.	 Iloth-k),	 ''P.[G`+-!_(Jb. R -'MI
PIMI
• • . . . . + .. • . • . .. .. . • .. • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . + . • • • • • • . • • • . • • . • . • • . R T M I
... iWNAL PAGE IS P T M I















































































'. FrFCT(T00--'-_._ ..	 _
IF(F)291692
FRr-F
IF(SIGN ( looFL ) *SIGN ( 1.,FR) ! 2 '5 t l 25
C
C	 BASIC ASSUMPTION FL*FR LESS THAN 0 IS SATISOIFD.
C-	
_.
GENEAATr - TOLERAN(E FOR FUNCTION VALUES.
3 1=0
-	 TOL F= 100.*E PS
C
C	 STA14T ITERATION LOOP
.._. 
_ 4 T= I + 1
C
C










INTERCHANGE XL AND XR IN ORDER TC GET THE SAME SIGN IN F AND FR
6 TGL=XL








IF(A— FR*(FR — FL) )8,9,9





	 TFST ON SATISFACTORY ACCURACY IN RISECT10N LfIC.p
TnL=EPS
A=ABS (XR )
IF ( A-1.)11, 11 ,10
10 TnL=TOL*A
I 	 IF (AHS()(R-XL)-TOL)12,12, 13
12 IF(AFS(FR-FL)-7(,LF)14,14,13
13 CONTINUF




NO CONVFR(;ENCF AFTER IFND ITERATION STEPS FOLLOWED BY ICNDC" SUCCESS IVF slfPS OF RISECTIDN 0R STEADILY INCREASING FUNCTI^N
































































14 IF (ABS ( 1- R) — AliSI Fl. I1Le,lo,1N RIM/1210
1 =+ X-XL PIM112?Cj
F= r-L RIMi 12-10
lh RFTURN RT1' I 12o
c kIM11"'	 C.
C CUMPUTATION GF	 ITIRATF'1	 X — VALUE	 BY	 INVERSE	 P^PASrLIC INTFRPULATIf', NkTm11?60
17 A=FR — F k7"11210
0X=(X — XL1 *FL*I1.+1; 	 A - 7PLI /IA*1 FR — FL)1! /Tr, L RTP112It
XM =X 'tTK112crG
FM =F R^r.Ti?c^r ►
X=XL — DIX RTKI1310
TrL=X RTM11320
F =F CT (T0L) RTMI 1 330
IFIFl18,1611:s RTr113"0
c RTMI1350
C TEST	 ON	 SATISFACTnF.v	 ACr_UkACv	 I , ;	 I I El. ATlf, r'.	 LUr p RTr1136n
I TCL=EPS kTUI1376
A= A;S(x 1 RIMY 13;.0
IF(A-1.)20,20919 RTM11:1100
1 0 TIIL=TCL # A RTNII - GO
20 IF (ARSIr`X ) -1f^L121,2I t 72_ RTNI141C!




Pf	 It 	 x 	 BI	 CIIFN L 'rP R7	 1144C
22 IF 1 S16IVi 1 . ♦ FI+	 IU",1 I., FL 1 12,23,2ti RI	 114`,C




C,n Tr	 it RTMI14P(#




G0 T!?	 4 RTr 11610
C ENO OF	 TTFRATIn( f Lrcp RTMT)`,.0
C RTm11c-S6
C RTPII`60
C ERROR	 Q FItJRNI	 N	 CASE	 f F	 w q nriG	 I"WI I T	 L1 AT A R rMl 1 57C
1 5 IER=2 7 TMI 15hO
RETURN 7TMiI 'c'0
EN0 RTMI1600
FUNCTION FCTI (AF) 00000010
COMMON	 X112 9 251 9 v112 9 25),TABLEIl2,25 9 251 9 FIXED,KCPRFoKAPRF, 000G002L)
1	 PRMFX,NKTMX,Nnx(12),NAY(12 ),NTAE+1101,1PLOT•IFAIL,Ct1MSUM,PCYC(2) 00001003(',
_-- fomm)N	 ArAP( 2),A LIM,ALIL(2) ,C,CB,CLIM,CR(2,10,10),CO,CUME, 00OC► 0040
1	 CLPMFLM,CIB),D(2,10,10),DK,DKr•DXnX,FA,FC,H,INC,KCL,KC1,KnL, 00000050
2 KOA,KOC,KCKA,KCRC,KMAX,CA,OC,PI,R,RAD,RE,RYPL(2) ,ROL(2 ), 00000060
3	 SIB,SIGLM,SIGY,SIGiS(10),SMINI-.221•SMAX(422),TH9 00000070
4 tINIT(422),W,OCTMP,nELTMP,DXTMP, 000000410
S	 ALOWN, BL[!CK,FLA(;I,I,IC_)(2)9ICK(2),ICR(2),IHLMK,IFIKS79IPRN(4)9 00000090
^6	 ISTEP, ITRANS,J,K TYPE 4 2) jNC,NEQ( 10 ) ,NR,NRFT (10) ,TYPE, ,VI T L O(X)0U100
INTEGER	 ALOWN,BLOCK,F! AGI,TYPF(422),TITL(2O) 00000110
REAL	 KCL•KC19KOL,K OA( 10),KOC110),KCRA110),KCRC(10),KMAX,INC 00000120
REAL KCPRF,KAPRF OOCOOI3C
A =AF - 00000140
C=A!FIXED 00000190
C A LL	 KANAL 0000016()







C(JMM( -oN X(12. 25), Y112_925),TARLE112,25925),FIXFn,KCPRF,KAPRF9
1 PROOFX,NKTMX NnX( I?),NOY( 12),NTA9110 ► , TPLnT,IF tit L,CIIMSUM 9 PCYC( 2)
C( I MMLN A, AP 12) , AL IP1, AI;L 1 2) • C,CH,C L IM,CR 1 2, 10, 10) , CO,CI , ME ,
I CUMFLM,CIRI, C`12,1 0, 1u), UK,DKE,CXJX,FA,FC,N,I(iC,KCL,KC1,KnL,
2 KOA,KOC,KCRA,KCRC,K,MAX,nA, nC,P1,P,kAG,fiF,Rv(_L(21,PCIL(2),
3 :1G,SIGLM,SIGY,;IG YS110)•;MIN( .?2),SMAX(422),TH9
4 UNIT(422),w.DCTMP,GCLTMP,DXTMP9
ic ALLIWN,BLflCK,FLA(--1,I,I CD( 2),1CK12),If_Q(2)91FiLF:CK,IFIRST,IPR1q(41,
6 1S7EP 9 ITRANS,J,KT YC E(2),Ncgw Q(101914R,NRFTf10),TYPi,TTTL
INTEGER ALOWN,HL^CK,FLArl,TYPFf-.2219TITL(20)





F CT 2=-K(.PRF+HC* PR ( f'FX
kFTURN
END








fJ Oc Do 2RO
0%)000290
0 c , (,OO 300
0')c 00 3:'0
00000330









Cnm"ON X( 12,25),Y(12,25),TABLE( 12,25,25)•FIXED,KCPRF,K,APRF,
__ 1 PRnOFX.NKTMX,NDX112),NCYI12),NTA8110),IPLDI V IFAIL,CUMSUM,PCYC(?)_
CL'MM04 A,AP(2),AL IMP V'L(2),C•CB,CLIM,CR(2,10,10),CO3CUME,
1 CUMFLM,CIBI,D(2.10910),UK,DKE,DXDX,FA,FC,H,IKC,KCL•KC1,KOL9
2 K,OA•KOC,KCRA,KCRC,KMAX,C ► AtOC,P 1,R,RAr), RE,RVOL (2) ,ROL(2 ),
3 SIG•SIGLN,SIGY,SIGYS1101,SMIN(42219^MAX(422),TH9
4 IN IT (472 ),WtDCTMP,nFLTMP,DXIMP,
5 AL(IWN,BLS'CK,FLAG1,I,ICD1?),ICK(2),ICP(2),ICLC'CK,IFIRST,IPRNI4.. 1_,__
6 ~ ISTEP l ITRANS IJ,K TYPE ( 2),NC,NFG I I,:) q?jR,NRFT (10) ,T YPF,T IT L
INTF r.FR ALIIWN.RL( 1 CK .F LAGI.TYPF (a22 ),TITL (20)






































1) r1(, 0 0 -7' 0
0 OU,,07t. G
CCCCC 7'10
FUNCT ICN FCIA 1 AF )
COMM(IN X(12 9 2F),Y(17,25),TABLE (12 9 2 5 ,25)•FIXfn, Kr- PRF,KAPRF,
1 PRr'nFX.NKTMY,Nt)X(12),NOY(12).NTAb(10)•IPLO"l9IFAILoclow..SItM,PLYC(21
CC, MM('N A ,AP(2), A LIM, A C , L(2)•r- CF C L IM 9 CP (20 6,10),CO,CtIMf.
1 CIIMELM,CIRI,D(2, 10,10),DK,DKE,OXDX,FA,FC,H,lNC,KCL,KCI.K(-'L.
2 KCA,KOC,KCRA,KCRC, KMAX,CA,OC,PI,R VAD,RErRY('L12),Rf"L(21,
3 SIG, SIGLM,!IGY,SIfYSI ln1,SM1N(-•22	 SMAI((422)970,
4 IIN IT ( 4 22 ) • W. r)C T 1A P, nE L l mP, r) XTMP ,
5 AL(?WN,RLnCK,F LAG I,I, ICI)12),ICK(2)•ICK(2)*IhM'CK,IFIR.T,IPRN(4)•












lFUNCTION FCTS ( AF)	 000007x•0
COMMI'N X( 12,25),Y(1,,25),TARLE( 12,25,25),FIXEn,KCPRF,KA P PF,	 00000770
i PROOFX,NKTMX,NC'X(12),NrY(12),NTA5(10),TPLOT,IFAIL,CUM< ►1M,PCVCl2) OOCOC7PG
— _CCMMfi N A, AP (2 ), tL IM,AOL 1 2),C,CB,CL IM,CR 12,10, IO 1,CO,CUMF, 	 00000790
1 CLIMFLM,Clhl,01?,l0•lG1,DK,[E KE, )XDX.FA,FC,H,INC,KCL,KCI,KOL•
	
00000FGO
2 KOA,KOC,KCRA, KC P C, KMAX, CJ A, (]C,P1,R,kAD.RE,RYf1L(2),R1'L(2),	 OOOOOblo
3 SIC,,SIGLM,SICY,SIGYS(10),SMIN(422),SMAX(422),TH,	 00000820
4 UNIT(422),w,DCTMP,DELTMP,OX7MP,	 0000OH30
5 ALOWN,HLOCK,FLAGI,I,IC^(2),ICK12),1C Q 121,IHLt'LK,IFIRST,IPkN(4), 0000084C











- - -CAL L K ANAL 	 00000910







FUNCT ICON	 FCTO+(CF 1 0000041 G
C :I MMON	 X( 12. 251, Y11292 ; 	0ABLC112 9 25 9 2S1	 FIXFO,KCPRF,KAPRF, n0000^fln
I	 PPnOFX,NKTMX,Nf1X11?), N(' Y112), NTARfIO1,TPtOI	 I FAIL ,CUMSI ► M ,PCYC(?) 0000097G
COM %iON
	 A,AP121,ALTM,AOL12),C•CbgCL1M,rk(200910),CO3C11M1, C00009N0
1	 CUMELM,C 1819DI?.9 109101•DK,1)KE,CjXDX,FAlFCgH 9 1NC,KCL,KCIgKOL. 00000"M
2	 KOA.KGC,K C KA.KCRC• KMAX,OA,nCr p 1,R,RAD,RF •RYCL12),ROL(2), 0n6()100c)
3	 SIG,SIt.Lr,SICY.SIGYSIIOI,SWIN1422),SMAX(422),TH. 000010]0
4	 UNIT (422), W,OCTMP,OELTMP,OXTN O , 00001020
5	 ALCWN,PL('CK,FLACI,I,ICS)1?1,IC K12),ICR(?),1 p lC'CK,IFTP;T,IPRN(4), 00001030
6	 ISTEP,1TRVP- ,J•KTYPE12)• Nr 04[ 	 I1^)),Nk t NPfT11C),TYPF9TITL 0[001040
INTEGER	 ALONN,BLf , CK,fLAG1, T YPE("2?),TITLf?0) 00001050
REAL
	
KCL.KCI9KOL, K OA( 1(1),KGC(IO),KCRA(10)•KCRC(10), K MAX,INC 00001060
P r AL	 KC P RF,KAMP GOVOl070
C =C F 0000 lCl LO
A=F IXED 000010c-C
CALL	 KANAL CCCC1100
F L16= - KAPRF+F..*t R(.OFX 000^l 110
PFTURN 0000 112 0
F NO 0uG01 1' o
r• a
D-25
IFONCI ION FCT71CF1	 n00u1140
CUMMCN X(12 9 25), Y( 12 9 25),TABLE(12,25,25),FIXED,KC P RF,KAP R F9	 0nnrl1150
_ 1 C)RnrFX,NKTMX , N('X(17)•NVYll?1•NT A E110),1PLOI,IFAIL,CI IM ' IrM , P C Y C12) uOC,O1160
C( , MMON A, AP12),AL1m AOL(2)•C,CA,CLIM,CR12,10.10),CO,CU M F,	 x10001170
1 CUMELM,CIBI,D(2,I0,10),DK,t1KF,DXDX•FA,FC•H,INC,V,CL• KC, 1,KfL,	 OOOCIINC
2 KOA,KOC,KCPA,KCRC,KMAX90A90C,PI,R,RAO,RE,RYOL(2)r WP L121,	 00001100
3 SIG,SIGLM,SIGY,SIG Y SIIOI,SMIN( 422),SMAX(422),IH9	 nrnOl2on
4 M11 ( 422 ) , W,C)CTMP,DE LTMP,I)XT k*P,	 00001210
5 ALVWN,SLnCK,FL A C 1,1•ICU12),ICK(?),ICRI?1,IFLOCK,I F IRS T , I PR N(4),_	 00001220
!6 ISUP, 11FAN`_,J,KT Y PEI2)•NC ,t4rL, ll( ),Nk,NkrT(1U)•TYPf,TITL	 000012'0
INTEGER AtOWNPBLOCK,FLA( -,I, TYPE 1-22),711L(20)	 00001240
VAL KCL•KC1, Kr)L• KOA(10),KDC(10)•KCRA(10),KC R C(10),KMAX,INC	 OOCC1250
REAL KCPRF,KAPRF	 000012tO
C=CF	 0000127(,














CO MMON	 X112•?5I 9 Y(1?,251,TAhLF112 9 25,2Sl,FIXF0 9 K(-PRF,KAPPF, 0L)Cn002G
I	 PRrOFX,NKTMX•N(?X112),NVY(12).NTAh11U1,1 PLO T, 1FAIL,Cl1MS f lM •PCvC12) 00000030
r COMMON	 A , AP lll ♦ ALIM,AOLl?),C,C8,CLIM,CR12,10,10I,CO,CUNE, 0060046
1	 CUMELM,CIR1,n(.-C,16,10),nK,DKE,nXnX,FA,FC,H, INC •KCL•KCI
	 KrL, 0000001.0
2	 KGA,KGC,KCKA,KCPC,K M AX,(A,fC,P1,k,RA9,RE,Rv(!L(2),ROL12)• 00600060
3	 SIG,SIGL M ,SI6Y,SIGYS(10),S k'IN(.22)9;MAX1422),TH, OOOCOC70
l)Ni7 (42: ),W,DCTMP,nELTPP,DXIMP, 000000F0
5	 A L nWN tBLOCK, F Lt(: 1,1,1C7'121,ICKI?),IC ? (2)•IFiLOCK,IFIRSI,IPRN(i), nn0000c.O
+ ISI EP, I TRANS ,J• K TVIK (?)	 Nf-,r.F4110)	 NR,NP[T(Io)
	
IYPF,TITL 00000100
IPJTFGFR	 A LCWh,BLCC K ,FLA CI,TYPF(-t2),TIT1120) GG0o 0110
kFAI
	 KCL, KC 1, KOL•KCA(10),KOC (l0 ),KC F A l 1O),KC F.C(10 ),K N AX OGOCOI?n
D EAL	 INC ♦ KA,KC,KAF • kF,KCP4F OC-lC0l3o




IF	 ('4R FT ( J) )	 1050,1050, 10 -A n OOCGo? EC
10.:0 1F	 (ABS(RYril_l.?)1 - .C(CI)
	 1050,1050,1039 crrcc140
1038 IF	 ICEL-.1*F:Yf'LI7))	 lnrn,10r(j,1C-*0 00CG020C
10 ,40 DEL=.I+F,YCL(2) n60002ln
1050 A=A.rFL 00(')00200
Kl =KT YP F ( ?) 0 Co(`G; 30(C'	 Tr	 (1054,105••1C' -4, 1054,1056,I0)t- ,1O'^ 	 1C r 4,1CF-4,1056,iG`,t, CGG007-0
1	 10th, 11)` 4, 1056,1 C'St„ lUS L ♦1 C 5t1 ♦ 	 K 1 COff'021,0
C OL00021.0






CC TO 105P 06000300
C !10000310
C INTEPNAL	 TYPr	 CRICK OC'000 =20
C on0Gn3an
105 , TEM D=TH/2; 000(f034G
105A IF	 1(,,r ,l0h0, 107G 0001+:13,0
	 j
I OoO IF	 (K	 'YPF 12 ).F0.7)
	 G( TO	 10h6 C:j0003h0	 1
K T YPF (I )=2 00000370
CALL	 TRANS 0V000;AC.
RET( l ')N 00000 --90
'I Of) 5 W k I T F ( A ♦ AI10 Grl0(o04G0
ICR (1 )=-I 00000A.1 0
r-UM.!UM=Cll 4 -5 jlM+f'l lN F 00000420
PETt I R M 0(,000430
	 {
1070 IF	 (A-TFIw P)	 1090,1C y 0,13b0 00000ti40
1ClPC) F'EL=TEMP-A+n(L 00000A.50
A =TTVP	 ()'?'QV 0 00004601090
opy^1^^U^jE I`^IF G (FLAC^1 1 ( ]13C•110C,1130 0('OOO^.E'CIry1100 0=0 00000-.4.6
SIh=SIrLM 00000500
CALL	 KANAL 0r,(► On`1)
IF	 l SIGLM * F A - KCRA ( .M	 1116, 1 1 10,1 ] 9- 0 0Oonr,r 70





I ST FP=1 0(-lon5 En














1140,11~0,11 5 0 00000690




1151 WkITF0),6C1 4 )	 IP,LGCK,ISTFP,CUMELM 00000720
11 c 2 Wk ITE	 (6,6002)	 BLOCK, I,CUME 00000730
IFAIL-1 00000740
C uM 511 M=Cu MSur+Ci 1M F  00000750
-----	 I C R ( : ) Z;l-*------, _ . - .... 0 0000 71.0
R C TtIRN 00000770
11`3 1F	 (FLAC1)	 1155vII 1+5,1194 000007PO
11 5 4 WRITF(6,t.O1 0 )	 I8LOCK,ISTFP,CUMELM 0000079C
1155 W IZ ITE	 ( 1,,"-,003)	 FLOCK, I,C(1MF 00000E+00
IFAIL=2 OOOOOflO
CUM SUM =C.0 M SUM +C I iM l 06000b24)
1(Rtl)=-1 0000OC30
R E T( M N OCCOOE-00
1160 IF	 (KCAIJ)-C,KA)	 11110,1170,1170 O000Ob50
1170 t)ACx=O 00000666
IF	 IKCC(J)-[)KC)	 1190,1172,1172 00000870
11 7 ? K=1 00000880
DCDX=C 00000E+90




CALL - DAMACF C0c00(Y-.0
IF	 1 DXDX)	 11 0 1,11F'2,1782 0000099^G
1182 CC'r,TINOL OO COO 4a0
nAnX=DXC'X 00000970
IF	 IKOC l J l-CKC)	 1 190, 1200,1 200 0000098(►
1190 K M A X=K C 00000940
oK. =ox C 00061000
NC=1 00001010
CALL DAMAGE 00001020
IF	 InxDX)	 1191,1i9[,11Q2 00001030
1191 I CR (I) =-1 00001040
(- UMS1IM=CUM5lIM+CVMF 00001050
WRITF(b,6100) 000OIC,60
P. FTI IkN 00001070
1192 CENTINUL 000CIObO
CC[)X=Dxf+x 000010190
GO	 Tr)	 1210 00001100
1200 DCDX=O 00001110
1210 AVAIL=UNTT(i)-CttMF 00001170
If	 (A*C*DCDX*DA1)X.F0.()) 	 (:C	 TO	 1211 00001121.
ADJ=5.*DADX/A/(DCDX/C) 00001122
IF	 IAE,J.GE.1.)	 W	 TO	 1211 00001123
DEL=ADJ*DEL 00001124
1211 IF	 (1PRN11)-IPRN(4))	 1201,1205,1205 000(,1130
1201 3F	 (TPRN(1))	 1202,12(`39]203 000n1140
12C2 WRITF(6 9 E002)	 NR,TITL 00001150
WP I TF (6 9 P 003)
	
D-28 000011 E•0
I P RNI I )=u 00001170
DFLIM P =O. 060611PO
DCTMP=O. 0 coo 1140
I)XTMv=O. OOOOI2CO
1203 IF	 IIFI P ST-1)	 12059120491205 00001210
1204 I FIRST=O 000012?0
IPR P,I(1 )=IPRN( 1 )+l 00001230
WKITE(A) 9 600 4 )	 BLrCK,I,CI)MF,C 9 4,KCrKA,DCDX,r)ADX 000nl240
IF
	
(K )	 5000,1205 9 l; CrC OCCO1 250
1205 CONTINUE 00601: bf)
IF	 (ALC, NN-1 )	 1230,12200230 000012'10
1220 nX=1 00(912FO
P  L= r)ADX 00001240
DC=DCDx 00061 300
GC'	 Tr 12b0 CCCOl1lC
1230 IF	 lnAC1 X)	 1215,1?6 5 ,1215 00001"1!0
123" IF	 (nEL/DADX-AVAIL 1 0000133E
12^-n DELTMP=fJELT NP+AV;, I t *DADX 000r.	 ?,:.(1
IF	 4A)	 1241,124291:'41 Q0001,296
12-1 IF	 (for: LIPP/A-1.r	 12491?[•4•121•? 0nO6l'3f.0
12-42 A=A+ (I F LI MP 00001170
OFL TMII =(`. OOOCI'.:0
12-.4 FUN D =nCTMP4^0 1 ATl ^^r[1X CGCG1?'+C
IF	 (C) 01,0111:•(1()
12 4, .`. IF	 InC PAP /C-1.F- , )	 `•000 9 5C0r,,1 00001-16
124h C=C+^CT mP 6 000 1 •.2U
CCTM D =C. co0c 11io
G(1	TV	 5000 Or;GCl4•.0
1250 UX=DEL/DADX 00001450
DC= r X * tic P , X 0 000 1 -^f,0
r.0 Tr 1260 OnnnI"70
17/, 5 tic =I NC*C 0GOG14b0
IF	 I Q YrL( 1)-1.F-4	 12`f°,1?')P	 12', 6 000014540
12 ^f, IF
	
VJ E T ( .1) 1
	
1257. 1 ?"" ,12 f,7 0 C-001500
1 25 7 L)C=A4INI1.1* O YOLI1 ),DC.) 0 COP 151C
1?58 IF	 (nCCX)	 5nGO, e nnG,1;,,59 OOCO1520
1254 LAX=DC/D(.Cox ()(1001530
DFL=nX*GAUX Onon1540
126n IF	 1 DX-1:V AI L)	 1? n 0, 121'0, 1270 0Cn01 5`_.0
1270 1)ELTM P=r)FLTF-P4AVAIL*DAnx 0000I560
IF	 ( A )	 12 71 , 1 272,12 71 00001 570
1271 I F	 (OF LTMP/A-1.F- ti p	 127-.,127- 9 1 ?72 000015F0
1272 A=A+DELTMP 00001540
OF L TMP=0. 0 0001 600 
127 4 C-CTMP =P ir, TM P +A VAIL*C,CC'X 00003E+10
TF	 IC)	 1275,1276,1?75 00001E+2C
1275 IV	 (DCTMP/C-1 .E-4)	 5000g5 ,j0o, 1776 OCCOI f,30
1276 C=C+DCTr,P 000014,40
DCTMP=O. 000016`0
• rr Tr r)rro OIJOG1660
1?PO DELTMP=^,F LT PA P 4DEL ()nCCIE.7r
IF	 IA)	 12A1,1282,1?F1 OCOOlfro
12x1 IF	 (r)FLTMP/A-1.F--#1 0000164C
i282 A=A+rELTMP 3000170C
DFL1MP=0. 0 000 1716
12P4 Dr,TMP=rCTMP+r ": 0nu01 720
IF	 (C) OCOr173n
I2R r IF	 IrCT'-•P/C - I.F - ,4)	 12t6,1'9P,12Pf 00001740
1286 C=C+n r  TMP OCCC 1 75CP
11 CT MP =O.
D-29 00001760
r. ,
t17P R DXTM P= 0 XTMP -#DX 00661770
IF	 (IPLIIT.NE.21 GC TD	 1300 OOOnl7(5n
CUMTMP=C11MS1)M*CI 1 HE 00001790
IF	 (CIIMTMP.IT.PCYC(2fl 	 G0 TO	 1300 c()(11c 1boo
WRITE(7 9 7000)	 A,C ,Ct)MTMP nGCG1810
PCYC ( 2 )=PCYC ( 2) +PC YC ( I ) 00001 820
1300 IF	 (CUMF)	 1269, 1290,1289 00001P.30
1269 IF	 IDXTMP/Ct0AE - 1.F-4)	 1025.1025,1290 00001840
12 c. 0 CUMF=C1 I ME+DXT 1* 0 0DOGI F50
_- DXTMP=() -- 0(1001860
GO TC!	 1025 0 G001 870
5000 CONTINUE 000(1186!0
CUMF=UN1T(I) 0000IS90
CUM SUM=(.UMSUM+UNIT( I) OOnoiS()0
IF	 IIPLOT.NE.2)	 GO TO 50OF 00601916	 r_
'I -(CUM^l1M.Lt:0ZYC121	 I . C0 TO 5005	 - 0Cco1 X20
WRITE (7,7000)	 A,C,CUMSIIM 06001530
PCYC ( 21--PCYC1 2) tPCYC( 1) 00001y40
5CO'S IF	 IIPRN(1)-IPRN(4))	 5010,5020,5020 00001950
010 1 P R N ( 1 )
	 =	 IPRN( 1 )+1 00001960
WRITF16 9 El 005)	 BLOCK, I, C1 IMF, C, A, KC. ,KA•DCDX of) ADX 00001970
- IF	 1 IPLOT.NF . 1 )	 C-r	 TC	 5 020 000019(:0
WRITE(7 9 7000)	 A,C,CUM^UM 000t)1996
X020 CONTINUE Onn02000
RETURN 00602010
6,002 Fr'R M AT0,5140CRITICAL K	 AT DEPTH	 HA!,	 BEEN FXCEEDFD	 IN	 THF,If,, 00002020
1	 14H BLOCK	 AND 	 7HE,I4,11H S1EP	 AFTEP,1PE12.3,7H	 CYCLES	 ) 00002030
6003 FCRIKATT4,7HOC Q ITICAL
	
K	 AT	 SIIPFACF HAS	 BEEN EXCEFDFD IN THF 9 I6, COCC2040
1	 1 4 H BLOCK	 AND	 THE• I4, 11H STFP	 AFTER, 1PE 12.3,7H	 CYCLES	 ) 00002050
6019 FORMAT(35HOLIMIT	 LOAD	 FRACTIIRE UCCI IRS	 IN THE	 ,I6,711	 BLr..CK	 , 000020to
1	 STET'	 AFTEk	 ,IPE12.3,7H	 CYCLES) 00602070
6100 FORMAT( 111 0 9 79HCkACK GROWTH k ATF	 V, NEGAT IVF ,/ 1H
	 , 000020PO
I 46HACCEPTABLF ENn OF LIFE IF FORMUN EQUATION USED) 00002090
5110 FOR M ATI /IH0,4bHC Q ACK	 IN TRANSITintI. NEED TABLES FM	 AN ALYSIS.1 0 COO 210c
7000 FORMAT (4HCI A TA, 1P3E 12.31 00002110
8002 FC-RMAT45HIRLIN	 ,14v5Xv20A 4 v/1H0g50X,26HC.RACK	 IS	 A	 PART	 THRU CRACK, 00002126
1	 /1H0,42X,124HALF	 SLIRFACF,50X,7HSURFACF•9X,5H[1EPTH) 00002130
PC'33 F1'RMAT(1H	 ,12X, 4.5HFLnCK	 STEP	 CYCLES	 CRACK	 LFN(,TH	 , 00002140
156HCRACK DEPTH	 KMAX—SURFACE	 KMAX-DEPTH	 GROWTH RATE,4X, OCnO2150
211H(,RnWTH <ATC,/16-	 146x , 4H (IN),11x, rH II N),6 X,13 H (KSI 	 ROOT-I N ),2X, OCCC21b0
'A 1?H(KSI	 ROOT-IN), A-X,1OH(IN/CYCLE)•SX,10HIIN/CYCLEI,//1 00602170
P004 FOR "AT (10H	 ,I6,3X•I4.7(3X,IPtI2.3)) 00602180









SIJPPn1 1 TINF TRANS
C.rW AWN X(1?,?5) Y(12,251,TABLE(12.25,251,FIXFD,KCPRF-,KArPF,
1 Pkr1:'FX,NKTMX,NOX(12),NCY(121,N1Ah(1G),IPLrT,IFAIL,CUMSUw•PLYC(2)
Cr-MV0M A,AP(2),ALIM,A n L(2),C,CR,Cl IMvCR12,10,10),CO3CUMF,
1 r.IIML-Lm,( 1B1,UI?,10.lrl,PK,r,-KEIDXDX•FA,FC,M, INC •KCL,KC1,KF-L
2 KOA,Krt(,,KCRA,KCRC•KM-A.X,CA,CC,PI,R,RAO,RE,RYC#I(2),ROL(2)•
3 S1('•.Sl r.LM,S1(= Y,SICYS(10) SMINIA-22),SMAx(422),TIr,
4 l ► N1 T ( 4 ?2 ), W,DC TMP, DE L T MD ,D xT MP,
S ALC`WII,!ALC'CK,FLAB:,1,1CD(2),ICK(2),ICR(2),IPL('C.K,IFIF?ST,IPRN(4),
6 ISIFP,I TRA!^S,J,KTYPF (2),NC,NF:r(16), t4R,r'P.ET (10)•TYPF,TI 1L






10 Cr ► NT I Pdl lE
1TRANS=1
KC'RIr=KTYFF(1 1
KT v PE (1 )=3
FLAC2=0
CALL K.A`IAL
If (FC*SMAXII) — KC r'.CI.I)) 110,I1U,1, C
IM) WR IT F' ( 6,6021) PLPC,K,I,CIIMF
CV'"^I I M=CIImtLl !+r(tNJ
I F A I L = 3
I CR ( 1) =— i
PFTLIRN
11n IF IF LAG1) 14C• 12 ,`, 1-rl







Irn rB =. r► 1
V TYPP ( I )=K(,F=.IG
SIG	 c- I r- \l t•^1
e1r.=!,J A X( I )
C.LL Kt k ,-, L




170 k RI T ► ' (t„ t,022) !'t l'CK
WPITE(6,602') CB,C
Ct IM S1I  = C i I M 1N +r i(M r
clr T(!PN
1h0 tiEl_=INCCa
IF (r.RET(J)) 2(),► ,2ns,101
201 IF (th;,(RYCL(1)1—.0(n,l) 2C•0,209,262
.t!2 IF (^ ► L — . 1 +pv ; LC 1 ► ) ;r^,?O^.iGi
rv.=r—S +nFL







G rp ( f',0076
006co 10'N




rCf-rn	 o	 _.. ,
01^i 111 11 t C
ccrr r 3 )G
or• (O r 1(•n
Oir.r ni•10
O1^4(,. Co (I  ;11C,
rCr,l^., ;10
00n 1, Gl; 0
r► orrr„-•c
WJ ' - i l i ll ?- 0
6 Or, (if 171,0
0GGrl o27 3
3cl0i1 :► 2 1" G
cn
n ri G 06 310
Or ry r.ns o
,I, r nr :4G
,'1 rrr lE,, r%
n r. r, r! n = ; r!
r►
 r• Or. r# -) 70
r ^, r r,r. ?:-r
C Z n i ,', a. n r,
nj, ,r•
6L C,;rr1..' n
re();,(!1'► 4A,I(I r . If ; Gcl1.
nr.r,-.^,,_f r,
,) , I !	 'r
GC	 1 ' ;r
r C ti .. \. r' 1v
iCti.^I.,:sf:
\,ICI
 r^r• :^ r,\-
 "7:-
4
21rr IT ^ANS =;J
	D-31
I1; 1KTYPF fI) * NE.' 1 GP TO 215
_	 KTY P Ef 1)=3
CALL TCGR(iW
--- RE rUkN









IF ISIGLM*F A-NC FC(J)1 111(!,)110,1120
1110 IF ISIGLM*FC-KCRC(J)) 1130,1130,1120
1120 F L AG1 =1
C_BL IM=CB
CL I













11 ,,0 IF (KC-<CRC (3 ) ) 114' (0 9 1160 9 1 15
1150 If^ ( F LAGI) 1152,11F2,1151
1151 WRI TE( 6.6019) IuLC •CK, l STF P,r_UMELM





llr3 If (FLAGI) 1155, 11r,5,1154
1154 W R ITF(696019) 1"LCCK9ISTEP,CUMFLM
1155 W V,17E (6„6001 ) FLrICK, I,CUMF
CUM::UM= clIP, SI I M+CU 0",
 E
IFAIL=7
I CR (1) =-1
RETURN
IItO IF (^nCIJ)-DKAi 1180,117091170
1110 DADX=O








1184 D ADX =cxnX



























































































IF	 t^^Xnxl	 u, . 11^^,I Ico- Ur6^1?10
Ir R (1) = -1 CCt!1i2'n
14R17F(6,s100) ^0+;^ii=t
COP zi'M= CLIM SUM 4CI)"'r- 06661 k-0
RCTVg N 0(`CCIi`_.0
vr.7 )L=D X ^x C ^"C,61 2h(^
L.o lr 1210 0,0"01270
', CDY, = 0 0101C:`12 f  0
A V A IL=I(NI T ( T 1 -CI W F onr,012c-O
IF	 (IPRN(31-I Pp ")((,)1	 1211,1215.12!5 0(•0r:1 :O(1




^J=^I lF.46,8003) 0O G c,1'1	 0
1PPN(3)=0 OU'v (^a +=►Q
7CL 1 k'P=U. OG001 31:O
PCTMP=^, 0our'1?60
CXTN n =G. ^.,J	 =%C
1F	 (IF IF CT-1)	 121:,1?1-.,121: G06cl i 3FG
I F 1 y ST=O %0 11 =. 4+0
IPRNI1	 )=IPRt'(?)+1 0CCoI:.i3O
WRITFI6,800-)	 RLnCK,I,CI IM t•C,C'3,KC,KA,CCCX,'1A^X ri VV) !"10




r. FL=f • APx 031DC1-1.0
PC=rCVX r)PA01470
r-r T-	 17AC 30or,14E0
1 F	 (^AUX )	 1 215 9 125 5, 1 2"15 CnC'11450
I F	 (!'; EL/`)A r)X-AV1', I L)	 1250 , 12  56,1240 G CCG.500
^EL 1^^P='-, FLTMr+AVA I L *f,A.DX GGG.:1 :1G
1F	 (CL)	 1241, 124?, 1241 0Oc(:152el
I+-	 ('^ELI M P /CF-I.f	 12 '+4 .12 44 .17 4? (1 nnn Ir+1D
CE=C l++r	 LTM r` 066(1 x,40
^f L TNP=C. 0(C^1'+5^
T*)CT •1ri= r)CT"P+: VA IL*nC r )x f(I(..1rt.0
IF	 (C)	 124'5912 1-t-0 ?45 CCOCIX70
1F	 I;;CT"P/C-1.F-,.1	 ;000, 	 (;00,12-6 DcOr p0
C=G+^CT , !P 0cr,0) 54n
P CT	 =0. ' 0 i3OG 1 f"(,0
CC)	 TO	 5(-('0 Cff'r1h10
"X=DEL/DA'7X r)rrril h7r,
!^ C = i•"*') Cfh X O r 11 rr 1 ti :i C
GO T;	 11,1 60 0C.0t)11..;,c
PC= INC # L 00001(.50
IF	 (kYr-LII )-1.F-11	 12`.P,1?9 p ,125 F, 06clr,1f^+G
IF	 (NR FTI J))	 1")	 12,	.1I 0c,rt!1E.70
l:C=A , -i INl1 .1	 P VULI 1 ),' ► C) 00001oktG
IF	 IC.1C)X)	 5'"C9 WCO3125 4 0("CGIfSo
CiX= ,)C/C'CDX 0V 0 01 7i'1
DFL='1X*CADX 0('001710
IV	 ( r?X--A V AI l 1	 1 28	 • 12 F	 1 270 r)Ob ii 720
Of LT MP =UFLT %'N+ A V A IL *Pcnx 0(`C0707"40
IF	 (C c:)	 1271,1272,1271 0"1f.c:7.:;
IF	 t',EL7MP/C!+-1,F-a-) 	 127 N-9127-.,1272 CC•CG:75C
C P=CP+C , ELTV,r 000'1171 0
C EL Tt+P =ri. n00f- 1 771,
f•CT 0, P =rLTMP+A\ 1 4TL*PSrX 006csI7F1i
IF	 (C)	 1275,1;'7h,127 1, 0(GC17QG
IF	 (^CP'P/C-1.f*-,)	 r-CCD,5r)00 9 127t r)	 Irx0
P,-33
1276 C=C+OCIM P OoGnlPio
OCT nno01 6?n
Gn Tr 5000 (J0001830
1280 DELIMP=nrLIMP+DfI 00001840
IF	 (CR 1	 1281 9 12F2,1 1 81 00001150
1?61 IF	 fnELTMP/CP-1.F- L.)	 12 p 4,12A-9,12+2 00001Efo





1295 9 12 116 ,12R5­ 00(;01900
1285 IF	 (DC T?4P /C-1.F -4) 	12F8, 1?88,12 b6 OOGO l y 10
12H6 C=C+[)CTMP 001.01420
ncTMP=0. 00001930
1288 n)(TM P =DXTMP+CX 00001940
IF	 (IPLt?T.Nr.2) GO TO 1300 00 001950
CIIMTMP =ClJM::UM.CUMt	 - 00001410
IF	 (CUMTMP.LI.PCYC(2)) 	 GC	 Tr'	 1300 00001970
wRiTE(7,7000) 4 9 •CUMTMP 000019#40
P CYC12)= P CYC(2)+NCYC(1) 00001990
' -I 'Ano IF _. (CU MF 1 0(1002000
1269 IF	 ((`XT W P/CUMF-1.T' - 4.1 	180,111 0,1240 00002010
12 9 0 CUMc=CLI M E+IIXT'j p 00002020
DXTMP=O. 00002030
CC) TO	 180 00002040
5000 cnNTINUE ()0002050




-1IPUrT.NF.2) 1'C'	 Tf'	 5005 000020f0
IF	 (CUMSUM.LT.PCYC( 2) 1	 Gil TO
	 5005 GCO02090
i WRTTF17.7000)	 A 	 •CUM^tlM 000()2100
PCYC(2)=PCYC(21+PCYC111 00062110
5005 IF	 IIPRN(3)- IPRN( 4 ))	 S010 9 5020, 6020 00101C2120
5010 I PXN( 3 )= I PRN( 3) 41 00002 130
wRITF (6,ACC51 6L^CK•I,CtiMF,C,f_9,KC,KA•DCQx•rAnX 000C2140
IF	 1 I PLOT .Nr
	 11	 C;n	 TC	 5020 0000211,0
wPITE(7 9 7000)	 A,C•CUMSl lM 000021t'o
502(1 CCNTINIIC 06002170
RETURN 00002180
6002 FOR!IATfd.SHOC A ITICAL K	 AT	 DEPTH HAS
	 hEFN EXCf c nFO	 IN 7HE 9 I6, Onnn2lyG
1	 14H RLC'CK	 AND THF 9 14,11H STEP	 AFIFRlIPF12.3 9 7H CYCLES
	
) 0C,C322CO
o003 F0PMAT(d . 7f40CQITICA.L	 K	 AT	 SURFACE HAS BEEN EXCEEDED	 IN	 THE,Ih, 00002210
1	 14H FLVCK	 AN^ THE , I4, 111 STET = 	AF (ER, 1PL12.3,7H	 CYCLES	 ) OOn02220
6019 FCiRoAT135H0LINIT	 LOAD	 FRACTURE
	 GCCt ►RS	 IN THE
	
,f6,7H BLnCK	 , 000102230
1	 14,12M STEP AFT-P	 ,l P E12.397H CYCLFSI OCC07240
6021 FfRMAT (r3H0FF%ACTIIRE
	
f CCUR.S WRING QREAKTHROUGH IN THE, 00002250
1	 1(,,14H RIUCK	 ANr' THE,14,11H STEP	 AFTFR,1PF12.3,7H CYCIFS) OCCC22E.0
hC22 FOkMAT ( 4. 1H0 f-RACTIIPE
	
OCCURS	 nIIP I(vG	 TRANSITION	 IN THE, OOCC2270
1	 I691 ,4H	 f+Lf'CK	 AND	 7NE9I 1-01H	 STEP	 AFTER,1PF12.3.7H CYCLES) 00002780
hn23 F OR M A T(6HOCB
	 =	 91 PF12.A,7H	 C	 =	 ,F12.3) 00002290




I-	 Ni GATIVF,f 1H	 • 000023CO
1 -.6HACUPTA5lf
	
Wi	 CF	 LIFT	 IF
	 FR O M UN EUOATIfN IISEM 00002310
6110 F0RMAT(I"ng r;0HC P ACK BECOMING THRU- CRACK ,	 NFED 1ACLES FrF	 ANALYSI, OCCO2320
1	 2H-S .) 00007330
70t ► 0 FrRMAT (4H1.A TA, IP3 F_12.3) OUG02344
f;cn2 F(;RMAT(5H1RUN	 ,14.5Xg20A4,/1H0,'+0X, 00002350
130HCPACK
	 IS	 r. CRACK	 IN	 TRaN^ITIUN,/IH0,-3)K, OCCC23bC
22^HHALF	 VRONT	 HALF	 SACK08X,5HFFCNT,9X,4HHACK) 00002670
003 EI;RMAT(1H	 , 1CX,4 t ► +htL01CKSTEP	 CVCIEf	 CRACK	 L FNGIH	 , 0CCG)3LC
160HCRACK	 LENT-TH	 KMAX— FPCINI	 KMAX-BACK	 GROWTH RATE
	 , 00602390





32X,1 1 HIK! I PPOT-IN) , 4X,1 OP( IN/CYCLF),5X,IOH(IN/CYCLF),//)	 CCGO24In
ACC4 FPRMAI Ir,H	 ,If.,U,I--,7( IX,1P1. 12.3 ► )






commrN	 X(12,2S),YI1?-,251,TABLE112 1 25 9 25),FIXED,KCPRF,KA P RF, ()0600()[0
1 PRr)nFX,NKIMX,NC'X(12),NOY( 12),MTAS(101,IPLnFgIFAIL,CUMSUM O PCYC(2) 00000030
COMMON	 A,A -P12 ► ,ALIM,A()L(21,C,CB,CLIM,CR 12,10,10),CO,CUME, -- 00000G,*0
1 CUMELM,CIB1,012,10,10),DK,DKE,DXOX,FA,FC,H,INC,KCL,KCI,KnL, OCCCOG5C
2 K(,A,KOC•KC'RA,KC P C,KV-AX,CA A,OC,PI ► R,F.1ID,RE,RYOI(2),RUL(2) 9 00000060
3 SIG,SICLM, SIfY.SIGYS(IO),SMIN(422),SMAX(4221, T H, 00000070
4 LIPJIT(422.),W,DCTMP,CELTMP,t)xTMP, 00066060
5 ALt1W14,6LC'CK,FLAGI,I,ICD(2),ICK(2),1CR(2),IBLCCK,IFIRST,I P RN( 4-), 00000090
6 ISTF'P911RANr,J,KTYPF (2),NC,NEO (10 ),NR,NPET ( 101 ,T YPE,T II L 00000100
itir ECER	 A(. OWN,OLC1CK,FLAGI9TYPE(422),TITL(20) 00000110
REAL KCL,KCI,KCL,KOA(10),K o C(10),KCRA11019KCRC(101,KMAX 00000120
REAL
	 INC,KC,KAP QF ,KCPPF 00600130
IFIRST =1 00000140
1000 J=TYPE(11 00000150
1025 OFL=TNC*C	 -	 ._._. 00000160
IF	 INRFT 1 J I)	 1050, 1050, 10 1 0 00000170
1030 IF	 (AB SIRYOL ( 111-.00011	 1(-)50,1050, 1038 OOOiOIhO
1038 IF	 (DFL-.1*hYC'L 111)	 1050,10'; 0,1040 00060190
1040 CCL=.1*RYoL (1) 000602uO
1050 C =C+DEL 00000210
SIGY=SIGv51jT - 00000220
IF	 (FLAGI )	 1130,1100, 1116 00000230
3100 R=0 O000024A
S IG=S I 	 L M, 00000250
CALL KANAL O(P006260
IF	 1130, 1130,1:20 OOOG0270
- 11'0 F LAC1=I 000c02E0
CII M= C 00000290
1 BL O CK =F3LOCK 0000030()
I ^T E P=1 00000310
CUMFLM=CUMF 00000 -20
1130 C=C-DEL/2 00000330_
S IG=S MAX f 1 1 O(1,000340
k=SMINII )/S MA Xf 1) 0 Coco 250
CALL KANAL 00060360
C =L-DEL / 2 00000370 
KC=FC*SIG 00000,48c
(1KC=( 1-R ) *KC 00000390
IF	 IKC -KC QC (J )1	 1160,11t,00151 00000 400
1153 If	 (FLAGI)	 11`5,11~5, 11`.4 00000~10
1154 wP1TF(h 9 601 4 )	 IBL(,CK,ISTE P ,CUMFLM OOOG0420
1155 wRI T F	 (6,&003 )	 FiLrICK.:,C.UMF 00000430
IFAIL=2 Gc0004A.0
CUMSl1M=CUMSIIM4CtO A F 000!10450
-'-- ICR( I ) =-1 000004 E10
tETUQN 00000470
1160 IF	 (KOC(J1-DKC1	 1190,1170,1170 000G0460
1170 1 , C r) X =Ci 00000000
c r TO l 1P 0 000c05nn







11RG 1F	 f IPRN( 2)-IPFN( 4	 1V41,1 19 r,,  11Q5 00000560
1191 I F	 i I PRN i 2 ) ) 	 1142, 1 1 q 3, l l93 00000570
11 Q 2 WP17F(6,bG02)	 Nl ti',TITL OGG^OS AG
WPITF(6 9 C003) COCC-054C
IPRN(2)=0	 D-36 000006()0
r f`.FLTMP _(`. 000C'00-10
DXT P I P =0. 000006; (v
1193 IF	 (IF IRST-1)	 114'_:, 11 ti4,11 0 5 OrCr0F,ZG
11 Q 4 IFI°ST =O 0,00f,06-0
I P l P4 1 2 )= I PR N( 2)+ 1 nrtlr► nt,5n
W RI 7 F(6,E C►04 )	 RLncx,I,Ct , MF,C.KC•f)COX 0ori(1066G
1155 CrNTINUf 0000067v
1 F	 17COX )	 1 200, 5 000.1210 Orcor,61.0
12ro 1CR (2 )=-1 00004f90
14P 1 TF f 6,6100) 00G(,( '71-O
CUM SLI M = CO MS 1 1 "" +C tM E r) 0000 710
F !- TARN r)nr)r)C17i0
12 1, 0 AVATL=OrjIT( I)-CUM* C',r rP7?0
IF
	 (AL ^NN -1 )
	
1 23(', 1 ?20, 123-1 0('00074C
. 1220 DX=1 000^'n7t C
C'FL=cCDX 000C.07t O
GO 70	 l: rG nr(ton77n
1210 600007po
I^	 (^X -hVA1l)
	 1?80912110917 7 C CCOnO79-0
1270 9ELTMP-CELT M P+AVAIL*OCnX OCUGr► F•CG
IF	 (C)
	
1271 9 1272,!271 0c.0OI')L.I
'1271 IF	 (DELTMP/C-l.f -=)	 SCCtC• ,:000,12 -? 2 OC.000t•2(*
1272 C=C+OFLTM P r,(;nnn£?n
GE LTM D =t^. 0C,r-fink40
GO TV	 5(j00 Or'C^nf -,r.
1200 OFLTMP=nELT m P. r)tL f;C000E^G
IF	 (r)	 12Al,12P:?,t?F1 nCf► nG;,7C
'126 1
 1F	 If3ELTO.P/C-1 . F-4 ) 	 1 ?A4, 17L.	1282 000D1.110
12 p 2 C=C+DELIMN Ora00fI'r►
f - F LTMP =(,. 04(1004-0r)
1204 ►1xTMP= f1xTMP +)x 0fOnO910
IF	 (IPLf'T.N r .2)	 t'f-	 TG	 1300 0G000^?0
CtIMTMP=LLIMStIM4CI I MF 03CCC)S'4C
IF	 (CLIMTMP.LT. s3 ('vC(2) )	 rC	 Tf'	 13C0 nOC+Onr;.ro
WPIT C: (7,700(")	 A,r..,rUwTMP Onl)OOnl:tl
P CYC ( 2 ) =P C Y C ( 2 )+PC Y 	 ( I ) 0 Cf100^l 6C
1300 IF	 (CUMF 1	 1265,128t,,12A' 0n000470
1 2x5 IF	 If)XT"1P/C1^"fE-1.E-^1 	 1G?S.1C2 ri.1? A 6 .CCCC4Ef0
1266 COME=CtWE+DXTPAP nnnnnyon
DXTMP=O. (.rnl000
C.n Tf 1025 0600! 010
50Ol CPNT7NUE 00001070
C.tIMStM=CLIMSI1M+t P I P f 1) 0000 ;0-10
C.IIMF=UNiT(I ) D'►CnIr*-0
1 F	 ( I PLIIT.NE.2 )	 C f	 It'	 F005 000011,`0
IF	 (CIIMSitM.LT. n C VM*)) 1	 (=( TL!	 1(105 Or,rjr,1r,IG
W R I TF ( 7,700(.)	 A 	 ,CI1M.!AIM nrCGIf W
PCYC ( ' )=P CYC ( 2 )+P!: Vc:( 1 ) OOGo:(.,Fr
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P P P =( P N CP +PHHP* (>H kh )/?. 00005920
PHP=PHP *SORT 11. +I Z + E )/1 I — F) / 4 .) 00C or) 53C
P H CS=FUN72l FS2) 00005940
PVCS=PHCS/SORT! 1.-F S2) 00005450
PFMSS=FUNT 3(0 - S 1 1 000059E.0
P h S S= PHSS*SURT I 1 . /CO5 (P I*Z/ (2. *fAP 1 1 1 0600V'Wro
S=C/(C+RA0) 0c or. 5SE10
FP=EXP! 1.2133-2.205*S 4 .64'il*S*S) 00005S► 90
PHS=I PHCS+PHSS)*Fb/2.	 D- 54 00006000
I*
Onnn it. AI n
0 600)6060
i rfr•^,r:^^.










C, f `C(^• 17:"
nnOc^^,1r r
i.(;Crf,^ i D




n f)W-9 6 2'l i+
C C "n ;n
rcCr^l.. lr.
V 0C	 r



















FC.P=PF+ S*SQPTIPI*f )/(2. *w *TH)
FC=FCP+PHP*S(,'F7(17- F-)/1I+F) )/SC(TfPI*7)/12.*TH)
F A=C.
I F (;TYPE (1 ).F0.2 1 60 Tn 2100
GC TO 4000
C
C	 TC o4, 11 - 'IN LGAPED UIG, OPURLE THRn1 irH CPACK S
t
31 H0 u =W/2.
7 = R A() +C
PhCP=FLINT i( ZIB 1
FS1='.*7/W
c•2=2. *1/H
P W C c = D H( P /SIFT 1 I . - F S1 )
Pf-.W P =1 .-.`*F S 1 *.957*F is* ?-.:F,*FS1+*3
PHWP=PHWP/St 4T ( 1 .-F Sl 1
PF1 HP= 1.-.nP*F^?+2.6°*F `?**7-.yl*F^7**3
PHV=(PHCP+PHwP*PHNP)/2.
PHC`:=FUNT2( Z/F)
PNCS= P H( S /SH P T ( I.-F!1 )
P' i S'=FUNT3( F 2)
P f ' sS= P HSS*SC1,TI I./Cf , S( p I*7 /w) 1
S=C/ (FA!)+C )
Fh=FYPII.2135-2.CA6 *S +.P727
FNS;. ( pHCF+PHSS) *Ff,/2.
FC=I.t)5*PHP/1?.*TH* CRT( P1.7)1
F;.=FC+°HS*SC ►I T 1 PI *C )/ ( 2. 	 H)
FA=v.
I F I K T Y P F I I I .FQ. L) r r T l 21C0
CC Tr 4000
C
C	 TC 1?9I-, - Atlr.LF CRACK AT SIr+ 17,LF N[iTCH
C
112 C R =H
FS2=. 75?•2.t,2*((6+C	 3
FW=FS2/CC PI*fF*C1/w/'.1/1.122
FW= Fw* t fRTIw R 2./ r' I/th+r:)*TAr	 C) /w /[.11
-	 F 51 =PA[)/R
IF IFSI.LT. .o1) rr T o ?24?
—	 - 
=C/(R-Or.)
F C =FUN741 S, F S1 1
rC=r-r*-Fw*SCRT(PI*C 1
r,r Tn a?44
32 L 2 FC=1.122*SOR T I R* C) *Fw
3244 F A =0.






TC 13.1 - ^t ►UBL: CRACK Al ^LUEM. 4t'TCI1
h=H
F 2=.752+2.n2*( ( A *r l/ I w/'.) 1 +.3 T * f l.-! IN (PI *f F+C )/V I ) )**'I
Fw= fST/C.t'S( p 7*(F.+^ )/W)/l.122
FW=FW* C CRT (W/P1/("+Ci *TV,( P I*M 4 C UW) 1
F"1=RAD/h
IF IFSI.LT. .rl) CO T(- 7.70,1
.S=C/iF+C1
FC =FONT4.(S9F111
FC=FC *r= w*W T(P1 *r: 1
c+C Tf; "6 L	 D-55
iI	 1
32'62 F C= 1.122*SOPTIB+C )*f-M 00006610
3264 FA=C) 00006620
Fw= I1.+.122*(CCISIPI*(E+C)/N) 1**41*Cf I S(PI*IS+C) /N) 0000e63C_
FC=FC*Fw/iS2 00006640
IF	 (KTYPF 11 I.EQ.2 ) 	 C0	 T	 2100 OoOG665n
C CU T^ 4C() 0 06006660	 j
c 0c00	 70




FC=H/PI/(C+[)l)*TAN(PI *(C+91 )/w) 00006720
FC = _,QRT (FC) 0(`0067: 0
FC=FC*(1.+.1??*iCC'S(PI*IC+ R I)/wll**41/1.122 000067-40
FC=FC*^(-2T(PI*C)*FUNT 4 (S1,CIE-1) 00006750
4 !` A=0	 - 000067L O
I F	 (K T YFF (1) .F (%.?) 	 GC	 Tn	 2100 00006770
GG TO 4000 00006760
C COCCI.7S0
4000 F ETIOPN OOG06fAC0










FllPJPI fY	 IX ) n(`C.r,t,F. =C.
^1 M E'i5Ir @1, 	A0VCf251•F0NS125,21 of, fJ I)(.r	 ,
C-- ocL("bIQ 13
CATA	 A^VC	 /C► .,.G4..07,.1?,.15,.21,.34,.58	 72•.77	 S6,1	 1.2°, Ononber.0
1 ] . 1-9,1.765,2.A25.3. 4 5, 5.• n. 66.1U.•25.. 5 0.•1u0.•l
	
10	 00./ 000(1epE7C,
^ETA	 Ft ON'S	 /1. 12 	 1. 11, 1.1,1 . GP. 1.07,1 .04 9 .97,.	 , .77,. /5, .7l, OGOOt,fEO
1 .6`)— •.65•.1,-•. + 1r.57,.`•. 439.V-,.31,.17,.I'.O5,G.,(,., OOOrhfor,
2 U.•. 17,.27•._57,.42r.F,•.6,o'l1•.74,.75•.76•.77`,.P2,.b6• J1006t+rC
i . 9,.96,.47 r)•.99•.998,1.,1.,1.,10 9 1.•1./ 0 ^0C`a910
IF	 (A0VCIII.rT.xl	 rC,	 I 	 5 0000h',30
IF
	 ( AC VC ( 25) .r E . x)	 GC S 	T(l,	 10 0006O^	 0-.0
5 W 	 I T E	 f 6.6000 I	 X 00(1()69c^ O
STCP 0oco6lftc
10 C()	 2U	 1=2,2-. occl:F647^
IF	 (X.LT.ADVC ( I) )	 C,C	 19	 a0 nnnr•b9t U
20 CCNTINLl 000001(pvO
I =2-. [10007000
^0 J = I-i 0(,CC7 f,IO
T	 A')VC ( I )-A"V(' ( J) OOCC7G'o
T=(X-Ac*, VCIJ 11/T 1),CCr7C1C-
- FIINP1=F1'NS(.`•Ix1 +T*1	 I,IX	 - F l V ' c IJ,IX)) 03CO7C,--C:
RETURN OCW70`n( riOC,(P7(1Gtj










/0	 9 .06 9 . 129.1 y •.34,	 ,.48..54 9	6 9* 72 9 .8 9 .86„96 9 1./ 000(17130
P AT 	 FUNS	 /1.,.`'e•1.,1. 06 ,1.24,1.391.3691.380.39St1.395,1.1t;, 00007140
1	 1.36,1.3?,1. ?47/ 00007150
C 00007160
FII)._ T.X )	 GO	 Tn	 5IF	 (VALU	 G 00007170
' IF
_
1VALUE114i.GE.X1	 GO TV 10 ' CCC07180
5 NkI T E(6,6000)	 X 000071y0
STOP 0000 X200
10 DO	 20	 1=2,1 4 00007210
-` IF - ()t.L F .VAL01IIIi	 CC	 Tn	 10 OU07220
2C CONTINUE 00007230
000072..0
30 J= I -1 000(,72:0
' T =VALUE 1 I1-VALUE ( J) 00007260
T=(X -VALt)F(J 1 )/T 00007270
-' FUNTI=F UNS(J14T*(FUNS(I1-FUNS(Jl) 00007280
RFTUkN 00001'90
C OCCC7300
hOGO FrRMAT ( 1H0, ^ Ft INT1 :	 X	 =	 ' , 1PE 12.3, •	 IS	 OUT	 OF	 PAW f t ) 00007?10
END - - 00007320
D- 58
FI I NC TIIIIV	 FIINT'?(XI nrr^ r:^^
c 0:^„^^c
11 M FNSI ^N 	 VkLUE116),FIJNSf 16) nrlC0735(',
C r,()C,G73t 0
PATA	 VALUE	 /C.,. G s ,	 1 -3.. 18,.2,.i6,.'T2•.52,.79.7t.,.A•.)+h, . y , .Q4, 00^C 117r,
I ."7,1./ 06CC71I40
PAT  FIIN5
	 /I.,.^- N, . 96,. v55,.95,.n5c.955,1.,1.0111.C1,1.,.C+8, 00U73fin
00007400
G n 6r (1%41(1
IF	 (VALUF I1 ). r T.X 1	 rC'	 T"'	 5 0Grj(.74?G
IF	 i V A L U r- I1n1.CF.x1	 C! , 	Tr'	 Ir 0rC'C:7&AC
S v r'ITF(6,610C1	 X C'C-0074-•0
STOP G CCC7450
10 CC	 70	 I=2,1(.. 0%,o(174-6c,
IF	 IX.L[.VALI I E( 11 1	 Gf TO	 16 On067 -70
20 CC NTIN11Ik 0  074!(1
1=16 nrGG74°C
?0 J=I-1 Or)rn7rcoo
T=VALUFI1 ) - V P LUCI. 1 ; 0^C-17r•IC
T=(X-VAIIiL(.11 )/T lCCC7F20
Flt ":T2= F 1 1NSI JI4T 4 I Fl ►NS ( I  1) (N 0 0 (-1"► 5 •r,
FFTIRN 0660754r,
C 0C,(I')7556
f^CGO FCR%,^ATIIHC,'FlIN -T -)	 X	 =	 v ,1P r !?.3 1 l	 IS	 OUT	 r 	 RAN(, 0Cf1,C75A0
FNf) 00007"1 "IJ
ORIGINAL I1,1GE LS






DIMFNSInN VALUEI161 9 FIINS(161 00007f.00





/0.,.1666,.2,.25,.3333,. 5,.5714,.6315,.8,. a6H6 • 00007(20





'-' °' ZF t^i► CJE tTT:GT.x 1 GO 'To 00007t,70





10 DO	 20	 1=2,16+ 00007710
IF	 (X.LF.VALUE(I))	 GC.	 TO	 30 00007720
n CONTINUE ^-- 00301710
I=16 000077.,0
30 J=I-I 0000771.0
T=VALUE(I) — VALUF(J) 00001760
Y=(X —VALUF(J))/T 00007770
FUNT3 =FUNS (J )*T* (FIINS (l )--tt ► N S (J 1 1 30007780
- RETURN 00007790
c n0nn7bOO
6000 FORMAT(I Ho, I FUNT3-	 X	 =	 • ,1PE12.3, 1	IS
	





FiINCTI Cr	 9 1ttd141 IS 9R) rrn0.1'1v fir•
C of n(,7 r- t,
UI M + " *I SI ►^J	 ^^ rA l( a ),RV A l(I3,1,TAFL( n ,c1 Otli,G'1^t
C 0COG-1F f.r
rATA	 SVAL	 /.01,.r5,.1,.2,.3	 .6,.d,1./ (C,0-17^70
r4T:.	 kVAI.	 /C.,.?`,e?.3	 5.1.,2.•4.•1.E*nl/ ovcf.I"tNC
VATA	 TAr.L
	 /l1	 ?1,t:.&',C.=- ,5.f •'. ` •2.3.1.5,1.122• nOno 7f•4n
?_	 '_.,, 2 95	 029 5.u2, y .19	 .•d2.2.1.45,1 . 1 i2• 000071T,C,
3	 3.CV5 9 3.`" X+, 1.5% 9 3.h,t .fl,?.?, 1 .4, 1 . 1?2 ♦ 000O r141rl
4	 2151,?.5192.51.2.519:-.492.•1.3
	 ,1.122 9 OW 71:;C)
5	 7.0 5, 2. r 5.2.C` 9 7	 05 92.,1.8.1.3,1.122• 0(?"Y7+ =0
a	 1.7791 .77, 1 .77, 1.77, 1.77 9 1.7,1.2' , I. 12"', 0C C,'.7',^
7	 i.45r1.	 `•1.•.5,1.^5,1.^ti,1.35,1.?,'_.1: 2, D0007c,'n
A	 1.2`0 .2`••1.25,1.25.1.25.1.2`.1. lk,1.127 9 OC► nn7c f,C,
9	 1.122,1.122.1.12?,1.122,1.122,1.1:2, 1.1 	 ?,1.17?/ 000u7^70
C . 0r.rco74r.n
7 F	 I S. LT.5Vl.L f I ) )	 r,r	 "(7	 1r,OG f!0-17^'':-0
IF	 IS.GT.`VAL ( 4 ) )	 r.( , 	in	 vrQ COL:+ cc
IF	 I ;I.LT. g VAI ( 1 ) )	 f:^	 I 	 20410 0^r,nl"! 1C
I F	 ( R.(,T.PVtL. ( P, ) )	 G•t	 TO	 2006 C)n6rC %(%?(1
C nOrs C) f+ir? n
IF	 1S.LT.'-VAL ( I	 Gr,	 'T	 ?C 0nt• n$ .of0
1n	 CC. UTINtIt %C.C;;t"'.C`
l l: = p ^^ncn;;n7l.
PC 30 	iR=2, r ri0Ci	 O G
IF	 Ik.LT. t•'V-^Lf I 
	
C.•r	 irr	 .o vUlt ► En'•,:)




I s M 1=I S-1 0000F i2"
Irm1=IP-1 0C1C: Al?1'
PF=SVAL(IS)-OVAL( TS" 1 1 1 Gf,n,,"1A.0
P `= ( S-S1► A 1. 1 I S 	 1)) / •` c n("uG'' 1'•C,
P R= F'VAL(TF)-FVAI ( T r'N1) !'?r:cc*,IF.r,
PR= (P-4VALI Ir •'il)) /(' r ''-,0$)` 170:
FUI•iT-.=I1.-PS)(1.-P) 1T A.L(I
	 I 	 MI)+P	 l	 IAr.l(7k!"),1`_) CC':1 , It C
N14=FItI 74+)	 I1.-{")¢T'5Lf 1RrI,V1)+ ►'S 4PR +T	 ! L IIS•1N1 0,I)(•I %1401
RFTIWN 0OU(IF'(.0
C Qo0f► N 21 CS
1000 M-rITEIF,610C O I'll C'G1-1*7
STCP Occl-14





FnRMnT I IFC, • t. UR' T 4:	 S	 -	 ° , 1 ;'r 17	 f-UT	 PF	 K nf.t ► P ?"IU
600--)	 F.:. V `'tP T ( )F'G, • FIiNl :- :	 R 	 I P I I'2'	 IS	 ( IIT	 r 	 R.'•r;t. Grr*a<<;r
cNn 0C.cll, ?	 0
Ole lo














/1.75.3.,4.94.5,59 9 6. 9 7.,8.,8.5,9.,9. 9 000003601	 - '-1.2.1.75,2.893.5,4.,4.3,4.7,5.,6.•6.5,7. • 0000P370
2	 .9`•1.38,1.85.2.93.93.3,3.694.9ap.S,4.7595., 00006380^.	
_	 ------- ^b ;1.^5;T.63;2. . 1 -3 .1.3.5,4. , 4.4,4 .7, 5.,	 -_...... 00008390
.4	 •A2.112,1.5,1.b7,2.3,3.,3.5,4.,-#.5•~.75,5., 0000h400
S	 - -- .18 	 1.15,1.5,2. • 2.6, 4.4,5. ,6.5,7.5,P.5 ,9.5 • 00009410
00008420
7X55,1.1.1.42•I.R4,3.3.5.•6.•7.S,P.5, p .5,10.• 000!18430
8	 .44, 1.35,2. • 3.'x ,4.4, `.. •6.,8. •9., 1C., 1
	 ., 0On08440
—^—
	 6:9-6.5 9 T. 9 91 9 10. •11.,12 0000PA.50
A	 .lAr3.,5.,7. •Q., y . •1C., 11.,12.•12.,12./ 0000841.0
0 00OP 470
I F	 ( S. GT. SVAL ( 1 1 ) 1 	 ()C	 TO	 1000 0000 Ps 41.0
I F	 (R. G T . RV AL ( 1 l ) 1	 GC TO	 2000 0 000R4S0
1 F	 (5 .GE.SVAL 1 1) !	 (',C	 7 	 5 OOOOP WIC 0
GCO09510
5 1F	 (R.GF.PVALI111	 GC-	 TO	 6 0C100^520
P=.07 - 0000h530
6 CONT1NUF 000085 ,LO
C ri000A5°0
Dn	 10	 IS=2,11 000C,115NO
--IF 	 (5.LT.SVALf IS) 1	 GO	 TO	 20 00006570
10 CONTINUE 000085t•0
IS=11 0000n9)9D
20 DO 30	 1R=2,11 000nb600




IRM 1=iR - 1 000OF650
PS=;,VAL(IS)-FVAL( ISM1) Okl)C.0P660
PS=(S-SVAHISMI ) 1/ P :, 00008670
Pk=RVAL(I RI -RVALiIRM1) uuCOAt^hG
PR=IR-RVAL(IRMI))/PR 0()00P690







_ ... STf'P._. _...--._..._ 0000A75 0





6000 FnRMAT(IHO, • FUNTS:	 W/H	 =	 • ,IPF12.3, 0	IS CUT	 nF	 RANCC • ) 0000H7cl(i
6005 FCPMAT(IHC) 9 $ FUN75:	 RAO/N=	 9 ,1PF12.3, 9	IS	 Otrf	 OF	 RAFIC.F • ) CCIOUP?PGO
END 00008910
D 62
Pkn',RA .A 	 SCPI_CT CDC
	 h600	 FTki	 \13.v-N31)i
P: O",RAM SCP,_CT (INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPER=INP1)T•TAPF_5- T,*4PUT.
+ ► t APE 6=ouTPUT . PLOT )
C Tr+l u O t 1TIN:	 (iE l ;k u nTE	 NLOTSON	 AN	 SC4Q?0	 F"kOM	 A	 PNEVTWJ`,L
C CENFQAT! D	 0;%TA	 r It E
C
r,
C CUPv -TAN TS	 A.JQ	 D +TA DECL A PAT IONS
C
10 IoT GEP	 COT 1TL.t-DE1ATA.C;)DE^1D.CnHDPl.00NnP2.Cnf4nki-PL0HU44
I;jT , (;E?	 C f) H -,P9%	 )HOu6.Y15Y?AB*Y2SY''"'
I r iT •- GFR	 TIP.F(6)	 F ►_nPS(h.6)
f I t iT t;E Q 	TIT^E(y).Fh-r)uti(13•6)
I,jT'6E? C )TYPF•;:UNTS.NI'LOTS•NLAdLb.*MXf)PTS.PCAMPAS.AI )APY(4)
I r IT , cF: p 	 N=)I_,)TS., P P Fl_6.rg A1 4RX? 9NX391-fJ(4.PYI .NY29PY?9P+Y4
1:T (;Fw	 y 1••^29P•'I
r
r PAAk K ()F	 2i n 	^)ATA	 POINTS
c
?n W	 Ar XV f%L (?',1 ) . Y 1VA1_ (?01) .Y?VAL (201 )
k P 4 1 XM fkX.Y liAX. ,M1N•Yt4IN
P o- Al XMAX(N . Yt,'A.,IPJ . XMININ . YMINIM
F	 Al XVICIN,,YIMCT*I.XINC.YI11C
k	 AI ('yd"J_r^.xI, .2.YI
	
Y2
k :A XN 1 . Ar,/
W;	 , A. YMXTzT(41
CAT t Cl) TI TL /4 HT 1TL/
CnT 1 Cr)0ATA/4L40i^TA/
C t. T C0')Er,1) /4 HH1 rPS/
il) C -AT C t) - 10 -1 i / 4 HH,,, R I /
Ci; I r CDr+U;+1/4 ►,Hiod?/
CAT.. CU-f0W3/4Hl4"Ql/
FAT	 . CD j11) uv/4HHt)k4/
C4T'•, CD r^I)J5/4HH,I P5/
i`.^ L' ^T ' CI)^1)u•^/4HH:^N6/
CATr, YISYJ,l/IHX/
C;1T Y?^) Y 1-i	 1 Wl,
Cr+ f 	`. '_4X.)NTS/2!10/
Cnf YrAXTtiT/.I..S.1..5.:
r• ' 1 C
C I•.I	 '1ALIZF
r
X ,.^ I	 r =	 7 .
Y	 I''
4`? )L )Tti =	 I
C FEA1, O A'1 v'	 F I EP	 i.:AuC
r
PFA ^ 0.100 r )	 X :AXI N. YNAXIN*XINCIN•YTnICIN.CAMPAS,
t o '•> A,,APY
1000 FOR AT	 ( 4 f- 1 	 .49:4 .4A6)
C
r PY I P T I'• PI JT	 C PE t - I F I C A T I OkIS
C




I	 I	 I	 1
PPO(,RA N SCNLOT CDC 6600 FTN Va.O-P3S5
2000 FOR l AT	 (/#	 INPUI	 SPFCIFICATIONS*//)
wPITE
	
(6,?_0i0)	 XMAXIN, Y MAXIN,XINCIN.YINCIN,CAMQAc,
^ MDAPY
2010 FUk- AT	 (#	 MAXIM I JM	 X	 =	 $.	 1PE10.1/
6(l $	 MJ+XIMoM	 Y	 =	 1PF10.3/
► $	 I- 4 CPE' ., E N T	 X	 =	 _•	 IPF10.I/






t' #	 S P F-Cl ,k L	 INSTRUCTIONS	 =	 F ,	 4A6////)
6S C
C CEFI i1LT	 SET T ING,	 IF	 NOT	 INPUT
C
1^	 (CAMRAS	 -LE.	 0)	 CAMRAS	 =	 35
C
70 C STA-T	 PLOT
r
C CALI.	 I Dk.NT	 (C AM y AS, APAkY )
C
C Iw 1 * IAL	 RFAJ
75 C
C PEA')	 (M.101',rEN l .)= Q 9Q)	 CUTYPE,TITLE,CYPALK
PEAS , 	CJTYFE,TITLE,CYPHLK
IF"	 (Eo F (H	 599.	 5
C





CALI.	 PPINTV	 ( - 2(1• 20NNHHHH8BHRRH36hHHHRRH92N09100)
CALI.	 PRINTV	 ( - ? u. 20 N 000CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC.2 	 09100)
Ah CALI_	 PRINTV	 l-2L•.20H0DUUDDDD0DD1)UUl,UD00D,240,10U)
CALI_	 PRINTV	 (-2r)920HEEEEEEEEEELEEEFtEFFE,2?09100
C %LI	 FRINTV	 (-?-')920HFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF,200+100)
CAL(_	 FRAMEV(3)
30 CON I I^10E
91 NPLOTS	 = N P '-CTS	 •	 1
C
C I'lPl IT	 DATA	 r CR	 A	 PLOT
C PFAI)	 (89I0I09ENI)=999)	 CDTYPE,'TITLF.CYPALK
9 1 , PEA,)	 (A9101 :1 )	 CUTYPE,T I TLE ,CYPH,LK
IF	 (FOF(8))	 99993?
1010 FOR	 AT	 (A4,4x,SAl0,A499X,EQ.0)
C1010 FOR	 AT	 (A4,4X,9A00 *9X,E9.0)
32 CoNIINUE
100 C





35 C r ?N : INUE
105 C
C IF	 t , OT	 TITLE	 CA N O	 -	 SEC	 EPPOP	 {
C
I^'	 (COTY P F	 .NF.	 COTITL)	 GO	 To	 970
NijP7q
110 XrAAv	 =	 0.
D-64
P poo p A M	 SC.PLCT	 CDC 6 60n F- T)\ V3.n- N 355 	0
Y l 4 A	 =	 !1.
r
c MAI-i	 DATA	 RtAO LOOP
C
11`^ 50 CON INUE
N.)V T5	 =	 N f )P r c	 •	 I
PEW;
	
C,)TYFF.PYIVAL (Nr)PTS) •Y2VAL (NO P TS) . X, ,gAI_ (NO)PTS'
1C20 F0t; 'AT	 (Av93FI?.:3)
C
1? 11 C C-iE('K	 F')k	 E X	 O F	 DATA	 VALUES
r
IF	 I CDTY P F	 .FQ.	 COUEND)	 Go	 TO	 100
C
C E WR, R	 IF	 ^:0 f	 DA I A	 C APO
1 ? c
IF	 (CUTfPE	 •NE.	 CDCATA)	 GO	 TO	 9H0 (_
C E 14H - R 	 I F	 .I AA 	 OAIA	 POINTS	 EXC F EDED
C






X,-lAY	 =	 A14AX l (XM^-X•XVAL (NUNTS) >
1	 +, YMIA,	 =	 ^MAX( (Y m - , X•YIVAL (Nf) C)T c l ).Y?VfL( NJn 0 T q ) )(- 0	 0	 91)
10 Ci)N	 I I II JE
r
C A')Jo lST	 rJO,, $4r- q 	0r	 OATA	 "OINTS	 COUNTER
14(l r
NOPT5	 =	 N))P fS	 -	 1
C
C HEAT HEADFR CARDS
r-
1 14 Ll FF.A-,	 (q• 103-')	 Cl)TYPF. (FHORS(I • 1) • I	 =	 1 • ")
1030 FOR 'AT
	 (A4•-/A1!1•A00
C1030 FOR	 AT	 (A-+•12A6•A?)
IF	 (Cf)TY P t	 .NE.	 C()F-OP1)	 GO	 TO	 9A5
WEA•	 (9.103 -)
	
C,)TYNF• (F H0PS(I.2) •I	 =	 I •A)
15 I^	 (CI)TY f `	 .NE.	 rf) - 0 0 2)	 GO	 TO	 9H5
WEA I	 (N.13i")
	 C l )TYPF.(FN0PS(I.3)+I	 =	 1•14)IF_	 (Cf)TYN' 	 .NE.	 Cnl- nr)J)	 GO	 TO	 985
Nf_A ,	 0H •103 0	 C , )TYPF•IFH p PS(T•4)•I	 =	 1.N)
IF
	
( CDT YPF	 .NF,	 C))F• U~l4)	 GO	 10	 985
PEA-	 (N, 103 ))	 C ;-'TYPE• (FHDRS(1.5)•l	 =	 I •u)
I r	 t CnTY N C	 .NE.	 CnF-nR5)	 GO	 TO	 985
PtA,	 (R•I()3 1	)	 Ci)IY0 F .(FHf) p S(T•h)•1	 =	 1•^1
IF	 (COTY Pt 	.r,E.
	
COHn U b)	 GO	 TO	 9n5
c
150 C 5tT	 U f	 W APM ;	 F0 ,\	 TFI r,	 GNAPH
C
C I 	 'NPUT	 1 4A,<S	 L I	 CALCULATEn	 MARS	 -	 INP))TS	 APE
	 nVFkuIf)0EN
r_
150 CON I INut
















1	 s	 j	 +	 1
IF	 (I	 .GT.	 100)	 GO	 TO	 965
I^	 (10* ,^I	 .f_T.	 ANIAX)	 GO	 TO	 152
XMA <	 _	 l0 +^^ 1
17 c- r)	 0	 1h0




	 (YrIAXIN	 .CE.	 Y r"A)()	 GO	 TO	 168
1 r^ ( C




C,)	 162	 I	 =	 l.o
IF
	 (Y ►I XTST(I)	 .LT.	 YMAX)	 GO	 TO	 162
le,ti Y	 A ,	 =	 YMXT'-)T ( I )
C 1	 T O	 170
162 CON r IN11t
1	 =	 n
164 CON'INUE
19'^ I	 =	 I	 1
IF	 (I	 .(,T.	 100)	 GO	 TO	 965





;95 168 C.^ti 	 INUE








C C A LCULATE	 X	 INCREMEN T 	 ?F	 NOT	 coF^ jFjFn
C IF_	 (XINCIN'	 .CT.	 0.)	 GO	 TO	 I75
205 17? CON'INUE





PECIFIEU	 INCREMENT	 WOULD	 ALLOW	 MORE	 THAN	 10	 TIC MDGKS




	 (X ►^AX/XI N CTN	 .GT.	 10.)	 GO	 TO	 172
X IN ,-	 =	 XI`lCIN
21 `^ C
C CALCULATE	 Y	 INCREMENT	 IF	 NOT	 SPECIFIED
C
1^30 Cow -INUE
1^-	(YINCI N ;	 .C-T.	 0.)	 GO	 TO	 185
220 182 C )N ' 1NuE
r• a
D•- 66
PRO t iPA M SCPLCT CDC	 1, 600	 FTKI	 113.n -P355
Y IN"	 =	 Y'4AX	 /	 1Oa
co	 '0	 1'10
C
C IF"	 PECIF IE!j	 IN(CREMENI T	 WOULD	 A LLOW MORF	 THP I J	 10	 TIC	 "AWKS
»'; C_ CVE .,RIDE
C
1 H5 COIF INUEIF.	
iY"iAX /YI• •,CIN	 .GT.	 10.)	 GO	 TO	 162
C
?.3to C C11T-'UT	 CALCULATt-D	 SPFCIF ICAT TONS
C
190 CO N 	pIUE
^K1 ;F 	(69?0e'0)	 i+PLOTS- NL)DTS•XMAX•YMAX•XINC.YIN'C•CYPRLK
2020 ro)k'AT	 (// t 	 S P EC-IF ICATIONS	 FO u 	PLOT s,I3//
?35 it	 t	 NiJ u REn	 OF	 MATH	 PTS	 =	 t • 1 ^/
,+	 t	 A ,-XIMW4	 X	 =	 a- IPFIO.?/
it	 it	 M,kxIM IM	 Y	 =	 x• 1PE10.3/
it	 t	 (-4CPF- ENT	 X	 =	 x• 10F10.3/{► 	 t	 I'+CPF ,I ENT	 Y	 =	 x • 1 PE 10.3/
24 ,; t	 C'CLE`, PE R  BLOCK	 =	 < • I PF 10.3 )
r
C CtF'NE	 AND	 SET	 KCAL IrjG F ACTORS FO P P LOTTING	 AQFA
c
200 CON	 I NUE
?4:) CAL'..	 XSCAI_V	 (XMIN9X"AX•150.50)
CALI	 YSCALV	 (YM1N•YMAX• 140.50)
C
C CkA,l	 SIOARE	 SUPt,'OONOI!vc;	 n LOT	 APEAr
2^ 0 ?20 C')N	 INUE
C
C CF.T	 PASTE D I-CORuS CF	 ENDPOINTS
r
C CAL1. XSCLVI (XHJN•Px1•ERRFLGl
?5ti C CAL1	 XSCI_dl	 (XM•+X•wX29E4PFL(,)
C CIL1.	 YSCLVI	 (YMIM•RY)•E"RFLG)
C CALF.	 YSCLVI	 (YM•,XsPY?.•ENRFLG)
PAI
	
=	 IXV(A -- IN)
Rx2
	 =	 IAV(AAAX)
?h0 RY1	 =	 IYV(Y ;IN)
FY?	 =	 IYV(Y IAX)
C
C CkA •	 Si^IIARE
l^rQ^AgG2 C CALI. XAXSTP (RX1*kY1.RX2)
• C C',L1.	 YAAS TP 	( P Xc. R Y1 •RY2)
C C ,L'.	 XAAS TP 	(PX'.NY?•RX1)
C CtLI	 YAxsr p 	(HX1.KY?.F?YI)
C; % L^.	 XAXI •;V	 (RX:.I4 YI * R A 2 )
27' 1 C4- LI	 Y A X I S V	 (RX2-m"YI.l4y2)
CAL? -	 XA^ISV	 (RX29NY?-KX1)
C`ALI.	 Y4XISV	 (PX! •RY2_•KY1 )
r






























C CPAIJ	 INFO	 LINES
C
C
C SET	 UP TO Ul<AW	 INFO LINES A90VE OP HELOW CENTER




	 •	 Y1VAL(1))	 /	 2.	 .GT.	 YMAX	 /	 2.	 )	 ►RY3	 =	 2q'
C n	 % 60	 I=	 1, h
CALL	 PRINTV	 (76•FHCRS(1•I)•RX1•16•PY3)





C CPA	 SYMBOL LEGLND
C
NY3
	 = RY3	 -	 10
CALI.	 PRINTV	 (-JJ913HSYMBOLS:	 A	 •PAi•169PY3)
CALL_	 PRINTV	 (1•Y1SYMRgRX1.124,Rr3)
NY3	 = RY3	 -	 15
CnLL
	
PRINTV	 (-13.13H	 C	 =	 9RX1•169PY3)
CALI.	 PRINTV	 (19)'?SYMR.RX1.1?49RY3)
C
C GENERATE	 TIC MA RKS AND LABELS
c
C







C A Lt.	 PRINTV	 (-1+1H0•PX1-16.RY1)
C






	 A MAX	 /	 X INC	 -	 .99
CO	 140	 I	 =	 19NL ;,RLS
C
C GET	 NEXT	 TIC MA-<K	 VALUE
C







C C,+A ,	 T I C	 MAkK
C
CALI_	 LINE?v	 (RX394Y1- 49098)
D-68
PPO( , R A'-1	 SCPL.0 T	 CDC b60O FT KJ V3.O-N355
z
C







C C'.,M C UTE	 RLO'..K	 Lr.HEL	 VAL'JE
r
A l
	 -	 X1	 /	 CrPRL ►,
r?	 =	 H1	 1
340 X,il
	 =	 H l 	LYORLK
X 1 12	 =	 H?	 CYPPLK
C











'DSO C Iv	 'O R E	 TwA•4	 ONL	 HALF	 A	 CYCLE	 TIC	 MARK	 AWAY	 DOr! x T	 DQA:l
C
Ir	 1 ARI	 .GT.	 X1	 XINIC/2.	 . D Q .	 Xbl	 .LT.	 X1	 -	 XTNC/2.)	 GU
C







C C RA	 r T c	 (AAKK
35^) C
CALL	 LI(JE?v	 (PPI %WY?-4.O,R)
r
C LA%d	 L	 TIC	 M,'-WK
C
''16 5 X X41	 =	 R l
CALL_
	
LA'iLv	 (XF;1 •?H1-35,RY2+1?.-2.) • 1 )
340 CON - INUF
r
C L45T	 TIC	 mA -.K	 AT	 XMAX	 (UNLESS	 UNUSUAL.	 'J c ER	 INCRE^,^ENT
37n C SPECTFIED)
C




.rF.	 5)	 GO	 TO	 360
37n CALI
	 Ll r JE2V	 (RX?.FY1 - 4,0,5j)
CAkLi	 LAhL %I( A ►AAX -PX2-35•P'il-1P,-?_.l .1 )
C
C CkA r	 LA'iT	 y LCCK	 LAf?FL
	
IF




	 L'LO'.:K	 LHREL	 VAL O)E
r
HI	 -	 XMAX	 /	 CYP-ILK
X-i1
	 =	 HI	 C YauLK
3A`1 C
D-69
d	 i	 i	 I	 I	 i
PRO6RAM SCPLCT	 CDC 6600	 FTN	 V3.%)—P355
C IF 14 ORE	 THAN ONE HALF	 A	 CYCLE	 TIC MARK AWAY	 DON*T	 DPA,y
C
IF	 (X E31	 .LT.	 XMAX	 —	 X1NC/2.)	 GO	 TO	 360
C







39 L, X41	 =	 91
CAL(	 LAHLV	 (X91•RRl —35,RY2.12.4-2.1.1)
C







	 / YINC	 --	 .99
C od	 -j80	 1	 =	 I ,NLARLS
Yl	 =	 Y1	 •	 YINC
405 C CALI	 YSCLVI	 (Y1*PY39FRRFLG)
RY3	 =	 IYV(Yl)
C










LABL %/	 (Y1 4kXI-9?4'1Y3,-3, 14 1 )
415 380	 CQN'IN0E
r
C LAST	 TIC MA'2K	 AT	 YMAX	 (UNLESS UNUSUAL USER	 INCQEYENT
C SuEi'IFIED
C




	 (IAHS(PY3 — RY?)	 .GF.	 5)	 GO	 TO	 400
CALI.	 LINE2V(PX1-4,PY?98•0)

















C PLO'	 SYf'1B r1L	 AT	 FIRST	 DATA	 POINT	 (BOT H Y	 VALUES)
C
CALI	 PL'JTV	 (RX3•RY3.Y15YHR)
C A LI	 P LOTV	 (kX39Py49Y2SYM9)
440 C CAL!.	 PLOTV	 (RX3•RY3420)
D-70
1P g O I, kAM C P L C T	 CDC 6600 FTN V3.n—N35
C CALI	 PLOTV	 (FX3•RY4*>9)
IF	 (NDPTS	 . 1_E.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 431
r
C LOO •	 FOR REST	 O^	 DATA POINTS
445 C
C0	 1-30	 1	 =	 '-oNMI TS
C
C GFT	 COO-4 0S	 OF	 NL• XT	 DOINT
C
45" C CAL ► _	 XSCLVI	 (XV4(_(I).Kx1.EPRFLG)
C C4L1..	 YSCLVI	 (Y1JAL(I) .PY1.FPPFL6)
C CALI	 YSCLvi	 (Y?VAL(T) .RY2.FPQFl_G)
NX1
	 =	 IAV(XJAL.(I) )
NY1
	 =	 IYV(Y(VAL(I))
45`1 PY2	 =	 IYV(YrV.AL(I))
C
C PLOP	 SY 1"160L
	
AT	 DATA	 POINT




	 PL r)TV	 (Rxl •PY2•Y2SYMp3)
c CIL'	 P L, ► TV	 (Rxl•RY1.?0)
C C:.LI	 P LUTV	 (9X1 -QY2.?y)
C CRA" LIRE	 F4OM	 WRFVIOU5	 POINT	 TU	 T ►-IS	 POINT
46 Li r
C4Lf_	 L I NE V ( 4 X 3 s ,, Y I	 x1•RYI
C y LI	 LI`IEV	 (RX3•RY4.RXl.RY2)
C









430 C 4 )IJ'' IMU!
47), 431 CUN'IMUF
r
C CO -0 NEXT	 'LOT
C
c	 0	 3 0
4R r
c MAX
	 OF	 10++ x+100	 LXCFFOE0
C
96S C )N ' I„IuE
A-41 I F 	 l"1929'j0 )
4H5 2900 Flk 'AT	 (/z	 - 11AX	 VALUE	 OF	 10-100	 EXCEEDEDg)
C
C F 14 -T	 CAR S )	 IN	 n;E TA	 6POUP	 NIOT	 A	 T 1 (LE	 CAWD
r
1. 9 0 970 CON •INUE
w ,+ l 	 'F	 ( 11,.10''0 )
3000 F,1k . 'AT	 (/*	 :'' ISS ING	 T T TLF	 CARD	 -	 DATA	 SE O !UENCE
	 F RP O R t )
Gil	 TO	 91)5
c





PROGRA M 	SCPLOT	 CDC 6600 FTN V3.0—N355
C
975 CUNTINUE
wRI TF	 (69'19 10 )	 NIXDPTS
3010 FOR	 AT	 (/1X-T49ig 	DATA	 P OINT MAXIMU M 	EXCEEDED-)
50^ C0	 0 9v5
C






3020 f OR"AT	 (/*	 oiISS ING EXPECTED DATA	 CARD	 —	 DATA	 SF o t-ENCF	 ERP	 1
G')	 r0	 995C ....
r ruR
	 CARD	 rA I^SIN'.,
51 '^ C
985 CO N - INUE
wk I r 	 (h.30 10 >




C CE'Nr-RAU	 ERROR	 T t'-RMINAT ION
r
q 95 ClN - INUE
0 4 1 r F_	 (h930•10)
52''i 3090 FOR 'AT	 (//f	 *+'*	 P UN	 TERMINATED ^^sax)
C C ALI	 FN9J0d
S TO r,)	 771
999 C .)N - I''JUE
C C-LI	 tNOJOH
525 5 T 00
E-10
D-72
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